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ABSTRACT
This thesis opens with a brief review of the aspects of gravitational waves which are relevant for  
detector design and engineering, and an introduction to the LISA and LISA Pathfinder missions.
The thesis describes original work carried out to support the LISA Pathfinder mission at the 
University  of  Birmingham.   The  salient  space  mission  quality  requirements  and   mission 
specific technical and documentation requirements are set out.
The classical and computer based mechanical analysis,  birefringence optical inspections, and 
linear elastic fracture mechanics and fracture control engineering which were applied to support 
flight  acceptance  of  the  brittle  glass-ceramic  optical  bench  interferometer  structure  are 
presented.
The design of a new photodiode mount is shown and justified, while the mechanical, optical,  
and electrical analysis, electrical and optical testing and, finally, the installation and alignment  
of the photodiodes are presented.
This thesis is dedicated for my family, 
for the sacrifices they have made,
and for the memory of my father.
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1   PREFACE
The context of this thesis is the field of gravitational wave detection which requires input from 
both scientists and skilled engineers.  It is therefore appropriate to outline a basic understanding 
of  the  phenomenon of  gravitational  waves.   Design work carried out  with the  objective of  
detecting gravitational waves requires at least a basic understanding of the physics underlying 
the phenomenon. 
This thesis begins with a summary of the physics of gravitational waves, their sources, and the 
means by which their detection is being attempted.  This summary is followed by a review of  
the  detection methods  and the instrumentation required.   Following this,  the programme of 
experimental work necessary to deliver the optical bench for LISA Pathfinder with appropriate 
levels  of  quality  and reliability  for  a  space  mission  is  set-out.   Specifically,  the  structural 
modelling,  the  fracture  mechanics  analysis,  birefringence  fracture  control  inspections,  and 
photodiode engineering are described.
As this work was carried out in support of the LISA Pathfinder project, a number of project  
specific documents were referenced.  It is appreciated that these documents are not generally 
available;  where  possible,  the salient  information in  the documents  is  re-iterated within the 
thesis to ensure its readability.  The project specific references are, however, retained as these  
may be useful for those reading the thesis who remain involved in the project.
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2   REVIEW
2.1   NEWTON'S LAW OF GRAVITATION 
Newton’s  laws  of  motion,  [1],  serve  very  well  for  many  engineering  purposes  on  Earth, 
although one weakness was that his laws implied the transmission of information about a mass, 
or gravitational source, at infinite speed.  This may be seen by considering equation 1, below;
FG=G
m1 m2
r 12
2 , Equation 1
where FG is the gravitational force mutually attracting the two masses, m1 and m2.  The distance 
between  the  two  masses  is  represented  by  r12,  while  G  is  the  gravitational  constant, 
6.672 × 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2, [2].  Equation 1, Newton’s equation of gravitational action does not 
include any speed of propagation of the signal from mass m1 to mass m2.   Even if the two 
masses were widely spaced, the action at a distance would be understood to be instantaneous by 
this formulation.  The propagation of such a signal faster than light does not comply with the  
requirements of Einstein's Theory of Special Relativity,  where the effect must lie within the 
forward light cone of the cause, [3].
In a local region, FG, as given by equation  1, may be termed the uniform gravitational force. 
Local, in this sense means a region which is sufficiently small that the gravitational field is 
effectively uniform, [4].
With  reference  to  a  freely  falling  container,  in  a  gravitational  force  field,  this  uniform 
gravitational  force  would  not  be  felt  directly.   As  the  uniform gravitational  force  may  be 
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removed by being in free-fall, the uniform gravitational force is simply an effect of a particular  
choice of co-ordinate system rather than being fundamental.
2.2   TIDAL GRAVITATIONAL FORCE
Consider the four test masses, numbered 1 to 4, relative to the reference frame defined by the 
elevator in figure 1, below.
1 
2 
3 
4 
Figure 1: “Elevator” Initial Conditions
Consider two scenarios, in figure  2, below, one in which the reference frame, or elevator, is 
accelerated upwards, and one in which the elevator is fixed while the test masses are acted upon 
by the gravitational effects of a massive spherical object, [5], [6].  The massive spherical object 
is denoted by the encircled “M” in figure 2.
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(a) Vertical Acceleration (b) Gravitational Attraction
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
M 
Figure 2: Uniform and Tidal Gravitational Forces
In figure  2, scenario (a), all four masses fall, together, vertically with respect to the reference 
frame, or elevator.  In figure 2, scenario (b), mass 3 falls vertically, further than masses 2 and 4, 
which in turn fall further than mass 1 owing to the spatial variation in gravitational attraction 
force, as determined by the denominator of equation 1.  In scenario (b), masses 2 and 4 move 
towards each other.
Figure  2, Scenario (a) shows the action of uniform gravitational attraction, while scenario (b)  
shows the  action  of  both  uniform and tidal  gravitational  forces.   The  uniform action  of  a 
gravitational force may be “transformed” away by allowing the reference frame to be under 
free-fall conditions.  If scenario (b) were modified by allowing such free fall, mass 1 and 3  
would appear to move apart vertically, while masses 2 and 4 would move together laterally.
It is this tidal aspect of gravitation which is predicted to travel in the form of a wave, at the  
speed of light.  Gravitational waves, unlike mechanical, acoustic, and electromagnetic waves do 
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not represent the propagation of a disturbance of an independent field variable with respect to 
space and time, they represent a moving disturbance of spacetime itself.  During the passage of 
a gravitational wave, the separation between two test masses might change, but the test masses 
themselves would experience no inertial acceleration.
2.3   GRAVITATIONAL WAVE PROPERTIES
Gravitational  waves  are  transverse  waves.   Particles  initially  in  a  plane  normal  to  the  
propagation vector of the wave remain in-plane as the wave passes, although they do move in  
the plane.  Test masses placed around the plane would change their mutual separation during the  
passage of the wave.  However, without further information, the measurement of the amplitude 
of motion of one test mass would not enable the strength of the wave to be deduced.  This is 
because, if the motion of the test mass were measured with respect to a nearby test point in the  
plane, its motion would be very small indeed, while if the motion were measured with respect to 
a distant point  on the plane, its  motion would be larger.   For this reason, the strength of a 
gravitational wave is expressed as strain, and given the symbol, h, [5].
h=2 δ l
l Equation 2
The factor of two in equation 2 is inherent in the detail of the derivation, which is included in 
Appendix A, while  l represents the quiescent length between test points, and δl the change in 
length during the passage of the gravitational wave.
Gravitational  waves  are  known  as  transverse  traceless  waves.   Transverse,  because  the 
disturbance in spacetime occurs in directions which are everywhere at right angles to the wave 
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propagation  vector;   traceless,  because  the  trace  of  the  strain is  zero.   That  the  waves are  
traceless leads to the property that  the area within a group of test  masses  acted upon by a  
gravitational wave remains unchanged during the disturbance.
There is an analogy with mechanical shear waves, which represent propagating shear strains,  
which are also transverse, trace free, and area preserving – indeed, in a 3D sense, mechanical  
shear waves may also be called equivoluminal waves.  
The motion of a ring of test  particles associated with the passage of gravitational  waves is 
shown in figure 3, below;
Figure 3: Gravitational Wave Motion (Source: [7])
Figure  3 shows  the  two  polarisation  directions  of  gravitational  waves,  assuming  the 
gravitational wave is propagating normal to the page.  Each point represents a free test mass.  
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For the + polarisation, (a), the diagonal test masses do not move, while for the × polarisation, 
the ordinate test masses remain stationary.
Gravitational radiation is predicted to travel at the speed of light.  If spacetime is considered as 
if  it  were  an  elastic  medium,  Newton's  law  of  gravitation  implies  infinite  stiffness.   The 
extreme, finite, stiffness of spacetime is suggested by the propagation speed of gravitational  
waves.  The relationship between the curvature of spacetime and the stress energy causing the 
deformation may be written as in equation 3, [8], where T is the stress energy tensor and G is 
the  Einstein  curvature  tensor.   This  “stiffness”  can  be  seen  by  considering  the  order  of  
magnitude of the coupling constant, c4/8πG, which has the value of approximately 1042 m kg-1 s2, 
where c represents the speed of light in vacuum.
T= c
4
8πG
G Equation 3
Via analogy with elastic, acoustic, and electromagnetic waves,  [9],  [10],  [11], the emission of 
gravitational waves may be expressed as a retarded potential.  In the case of gravitational waves,  
it is usual to consider an approximation of this retarded potential, in the form of a multipole  
expansion.  The multipole expansion is valid whenever the distance between the source and the 
point of interest is large compared with the size of the source.
The quadrupole moment tensor, [12], may be defined as in equation 4, below;
Iμν=∫ρ(r )(xμ xν−δμν r23 )dV Equation 4
where,  ρ(r) is the mass density at position r, xi are the Cartesian components of the vector  r, 
between the origin and the point  of  interest,  δ is  the so called Kronecker delta,  having the 
property δμμ=1, and δμν =0 for μ≠ν.  The integral is taken over the volume of interest.
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The strain of the resulting gravitational wave may be written as in equation 5, below;
hμν=
2G
R c4
I¨μν Equation 5
where  μ and ν represent  coordinate axes,  and  the right  hand side is  to be evaluated at  the 
retarded time, t-R/c.  Equation 5 is derived from the quadrupole approximation.  If Iμν does not 
vary  with  respect  to  time,  the  corresponding  strain,  hμν,  is  zero.   In  equation  5,  G  is  the 
gravitational constant, R is the radius between the source and the point of interest, c is the speed 
of light,  and  I¨   is the second derivative, with respect to time,  of the quadrupole moment 
tensor.
2.4   GRAVITATIONAL WAVE SOURCES
2.4.1   Earth-Bound Sources
In order to estimate the potential strength of the gravitational waves which could be produced 
using apparatus on earth, consider the simplest possible source of gravitational waves, a rotating 
bar.  For a rotating bar, of mass M and length L, rotating with angular velocity ω radians per 
second, the average power radiated in the form of gravitational waves under the assumptions of 
the quadrupole approximation is given, [13], by equation 6;
P=2 G M
2 L4ω6
45 c5
Equation 6
assuming that the deflections and  resulting stress caused by the Earth's  gravitation may be 
ignored, the stress in the bar is solely caused by its rotation.  This stress, σ, which is a maximum 
at  the  centre  of  the  bar's  length  (i.e.,  at  the  pivot)  may  be  found,  [14],  by  summing  the 
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contributions of each infinitesimal elemental mass along the length of the bar – or alternatively 
considering the bar to be made as a dumbbell, with all the mass concentrated at the half radius  
points.  Assuming the bar section and material remain constant, with mass density, ρ,  along the 
length;
σ=ρL
2ω2
4
Equation 7
Substituting typical values of material yield stress and density into equation 7, enables values of 
the average power to be estimated.   Thus, equation  8 represents the safe limiting rotational 
speed of the bar, and hence the power radiated;
P=
128G A2σy
3
45ρ c5
Equation 8
where A represents the cross sectional area of the bar.  For example, a high quality steel bar, of  
yield stress 1200 MPa, with a cross sectional area of 2 m2, rotating at a speed where the steel 
approaches its yield stress radiates approximately 7x10-29 W in the form of gravitational waves. 
As the bar is made from ordinary atomic matter, (as opposed to nuclear matter, for example)  
and all parts of the bar travel slowly when compared with light, the bar does not possess enough 
stress  energy to  produce  any  significant  curvature  of  spacetime,  which  explains  the  small  
radiated gravitational wave power.
It is clear that even extreme Earth-bound sources cannot produce gravitational radiation with 
anything like the power required to be detectable, as described in section 2.5.  The gravitational 
wave power and strain which can be achieved by Earth-bound sources is remarkably small, and 
in order to find stronger sources, it is necessary to consider astrophysical sources.
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2.4.2   Astrophysical Sources
Astrophysical  sources  may  radiate  significant  energy  in  the  form of   gravitational  waves. 
However,  even if the power density, F,  were large, the associated strain, h, of the gravitational 
wave might still be very small, as given by equation 9, below, [5].
h≈√ 4 G Fπ c3 f 2 Equation 9
Where f represents the frequency, in cycles per second.  As the energy of a gravitational wave is  
non-negative,  it  must  be  proportional  to  the  strain  raised  to  an  even  power;  in  fact,  it  is  
proportional to the strain squared.  Owing to geometrical spreading, in order to comply with  
energy  conservation,  the  amplitude  of  a  gravitational  wave  decreases  proportional  to  the 
reciprocal of the radial distance from the source, [5].  Potential sources of gravitational waves 
include;
● Neutron stars.  These spin very rapidly, and if there were a surface irregularity, for 
example,  surface wave motion, the body would change its projected shape once per  
revolution.   This  variation  in  quadrupole  moment  would  lead  to  the  radiation  of 
gravitational energy according to equation 5.
● Binary star systems.  As these stars orbit about their common centre of gravity, their 
projected  shape  changes,  in  particular,  the  quadrupole  moment  in  the  direction  of 
projection changes.  For an equal mass binary system,with an orbit in the x-y plane, the 
components of the quadrupole moment tensor are given by equation 10, below;
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IXX = 2 M r0
2(cos2(2π ft)−1/3)
IYY = 2M r0
2 (sin2(2π ft)−1/3)
IZZ = −1 /3M r0
2
I XY= IYX = 2 M r0
2 cos(2π ft)sin(2π ft)
IXZ= IZX = IYZ =IZY = 0
Equation 10
where the orbital radius  is r0.  As may be seen the z components either are equal to zero, or do 
not  vary with respect to time,  therefore these components do not  contribute to gravitational  
radiation, and therefore, these quadrupole moments may be used with equation 5 to determine 
the strain;
hXX = −hYY =
−32π2 G
R c4
M r 0
2 f 2cos (4π f t)
hXY = hYX =
−32π2 G
R c4
M r0
2 f 2sin (4 πf t)
Equation 11
For an equal pair, this shape change occurs twice per orbit, i.e., the frequency of the radiated  
gravitational radiation is twice the frequency of rotation.  As the pair of stars begin to merge, the 
strength of the gravitational wave radiation increases, while the orbital period reduces.  This  
type of source, producing a signal known as a chirp, should pass through the sensitive frequency 
band of detectors.  The strain of the gravitational radiation from a binary system as given by  
equation  11 may be simplified and expressed in non-dimensional terms of the Schwarzschild 
radii of each star, rs1, rs2, the orbital radius  r0, and the distance to the observer, R, [12], as given 
in equation 12, below.
h≈
rs1 rs2
r0 R
Equation 12
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● Binary  Pulsars.   The  first  binary  pulsar  was  discovered  using  the  Arecibo  radio 
telescope in 1974 by Hulse and Taylor, [15], [16].  The orbital rate of the binary system 
was determined using the Doppler effect.  Over a period of time, it was noticed that the  
orbital  rate  of  the  binary  was  reducing  at  a  rate  too  slow to  be  accounted  for  by 
frictional effects.  As the mass of the binary system was determined within an accuracy 
of 0.1 %,  [5], the energy loss via the radiation of gravitational waves was estimated, 
[17],  [18],  agreeing  with  the  observed  reduction  in  the  orbital  period  within  the 
accuracy of the method.  In 1993, Hulse and Taylor were awarded the Nobel Prize for 
Physics.
● Black holes. Black Holes of mass ~10 M  are expected to be found in binary systems, 
the  great  mass  of  these systems  results  in  the  radiation of  more  gravitational  wave 
energy, making these strong candidates for an early detection.
● Supermassive Black Holes; The inspiral of two super-massive black holes (SMBHs; 
106  to  109 M)  is  expected to  be  a  strong source  of  gravitational  radiation  at  low 
frequencies, in the LISA detection range, [19].  The signal to noise ratios are expected 
to be sufficiently high to enable the comparison of numerical relativity simulations with 
the observed merger waveforms.
2.5   GRAVITATIONAL WAVE DETECTORS
The expected magnitude of the strain of h ≤ 10-21 , [20], places great demands on any instrument 
attempting to detect gravitational waves.  For example, such an instrument with l=1km in size 
needs to be able to measure δl~10-18 m.  To put this requirement into context, the size of a proton 
(hydrogen nucleus) is 10-15 m.
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The change in length which must be detected is extremely small and, therefore, challenging, 
hence, it is necessary both to understand the various contributions to measurement noise, [20], 
and to understand what practical steps may be taken to reduce such noise contributions.  Typical  
noise contributions arise from;
● Seismic noise – the motion of the ground is detected by all Earth-bound gravitational 
wave detectors, and cannot be separated from the useful signal.  Seismic noise presents  
a fundamental limit which can only be partially removed.  However, it is possible to 
provide isolation from seismic noise which is effective at higher frequencies, thus, in 
practice,  seismic  noise  presents  a  low-frequency  limit  for  ground  based  detector 
operation.
● Thermal noise – for temperatures above absolute zero, the random motion of the atoms 
which form the mirrors  or  test  masses  causes  the  surface of  these items,  (which is 
usually from where  the measurement  of  position is  taken)  to  move.   This  noise  is 
concentrated at the mechanical natural frequencies of the suspension system.
● Mechanical Noise – where any environmental changes such as temperature or humidity 
result in a change of length of the detector, and any sudden release of residual stress via 
mechanisms such as micro-cracking or material phase-changes result  in a change in 
length.
● Shot  noise –  this  is  the  inherent  fluctuation  in  the  light  beam  used  within  the 
gravitational wave detector; a result of the finite number of photons in the measurement 
beam.  As interferometers are used to infer length changes by measuring changes in the 
properties of the interfered beams, these fluctuations in the beam intensity are a direct  
source of noise.  Increasing the power of the beam within the interferometer may reduce 
the sensitivity of the detector to shot noise.
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● Radiation pressure noise – while shot noise is the direct measurement noise owing to 
the fluctuation in the number of photons in the interferometer's beam, radiation pressure 
noise is spurious motion of the test masses which is caused by the fluctuating number of 
photons being reflected from the test mass.  Each photon carries momentum of  ħω/c, 
where  ħ  is  the  reduced  Planck  constant.   The  radiation  pressure  noise  results  in 
fluctuating  mechanical  reaction  forces  at  the  mirrors  or  test  masses,  resulting  in 
spurious motion, which is therefore detected just as if it were meaningful signal.
● Laser noise – variations in the output of the laser source can cause fluctuations in the 
output signal of the interferometer.  The laser output needs to be sufficiently stable in 
terms of its frequency, amplitude, and beam geometry.
● Gravity gradient noise – this is noise caused by the motion of matter in the vicinity of 
the test mass.  Even if the test mass were suspended using a perfect isolation system, the 
isolation  might  be  rendered  ineffective  by  the  fluctuating  gravitational  attraction 
between the test mass  and the moving matter.   Space-borne detectors do posses the  
advantage of being able to escape the gravity gradient  noise caused by the normal,  
ongoing, seismic activity of the earth.
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2.5.1   Ground Based Detectors
2.5.1.1   Resonant Bar Detectors
The development of gravitational wave detectors, using a massive aluminium bar as the sensing 
element,  was begun by Joseph Weber,  [21].   The instrumentation surrounding the bar  was 
designed to detect the motion of the bar at the fundamental longitudinal resonance frequency of  
the bar.  
In order to reduce thermal noise, it was possible to cool bar detectors, and detectors have been  
operated  below 100 mK,  [7].   The  resonant  bars  were  designed with  very low mechanical 
losses, which meant that their resonant response in the fundamental mode was limited to a small 
range of frequency each side of the resonant peak, and thus, the resonant bars were narrow band 
detectors.
2.5.1.2   Interferometric Detectors
The test mass motion resulting from the passage of a gravitational wave, as shown in figure 4, 
below, is ideally suited to measurement using an interferometer, which can directly measure the 
changes in the path length in two orthogonal directions, as shown, below.
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Figure 4: Gravitational Wave Motion and Interferometer Topology (Source: [22])
In the configuration of a detector of gravitational waves, the beamsplitter and mirrors would be 
suspended, thus isolating them from sources of noise, and allowing them to move freely as 
inertial test masses.  If a gravitational wave of strain, h, passes a Michelson interferometer, [23], 
[12],  [24], of nominal  length L in a direction normal to the two orthogonal arms,  each arm 
changes length by;
δL=hL
2 Equation 13
With one arm becoming longer, while the other becomes shorter.  The time delay between the  
arrival of these waves at the beamsplitter is;
τ = 2 L+δL
c
−2 L−δ L
c
= 2
c
(L+δ L−L+δ L )
= 4 δL
c
τ = 2hL
c
τ α h
Equation 14
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If the electric field of the wave in each arm is E1 and E2, and assuming that E1 and E2 are of the 
same amplitude, the re-combined wave is;
E (t) = E1( t)+E2( t)=E1( t)+E1( t+τ) Equation 15
The resulting time averaged intensity is;
I = 〈E E*〉=〈 (E1+E2)(E1+E2)
*〉
= 〈E1 E1
*〉+〈E1 E2
* 〉+〈E1
* E2〉+〈E2 E2
* 〉
= I1+I2+2ℜ{〈E1
* E2〉}
Equation 16
where ℜ  represents the operation of taking the real part.  Assuming harmonic waves, the time  
average of the product E1*E2 can be evaluated;
E1( t) = E0exp (−iω t )
〈E1
* E2〉 = limTm→∞
1
Tm
∫
−Tm
2
Tm
2
∣E0∣
2 exp (iω t ) exp(−iω ( t+τ))dt
= ∣E0∣
2 exp (−iω τ)
= I1exp (−iωτ )
Equation 17
Substituting back gives;
I = I1+I2+2ℜ{〈E1
* E2〉}
= I1+I2+2ℜ{I1exp (−iω τ )}
I = I1+I2+2 I1 cos (ωτ )
I = 2I1(1+cos(4πhLλ ))
Equation 18
This results in a change in the degree of constructive or destructive interference registered by 
the photodiode.  Practically, the mirror positions are moved to keep the photodiode at a dark 
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fringe, and control signals to move the mirrors back to a null position are used as the output  
signal of the interferometer.  Operation with such a  null signal is desirable because this reduces 
the  sensitivity of  the  detector  to  laser  power fluctuations;  this  approach is  also used in  the  
context of Pound-Drever-Hall laser frequency stabilisation.
Upon reading equation 18, it might be thought that increasing the length of the interferometer 
arms always increases the sensitivity of the detector without limitation.  However, the time that  
it takes the light field to build up in the arms is also proportional to the arm length – this can be 
viewed in the same way as a time constant for a first order system, such as an RC circuit.  This  
means  that  longer  interferometer  arm  lengths  result  in  an  interferometer  with  a  lower 
measurement bandwidth, i.e., longer arms limit the upper measurement frequency.
Although figure 4 depicts a Michelson interferometer in its most basic form, the interferometric 
gravitational wave detectors which have been or are being built use extra optical components to 
form schemes such as  power recycling,  dual  recycling,  synchronous recycling,  and detuned 
resonant recycling in order to make more use of the laser power available.  These schemes  
increase the sensitivity of the detector by allowing optical power to build up in the arms.
2.5.2   Space-Borne Detectors
2.5.2.1   LISA
LISA is a space-borne interferometric gravitational wave detector, envisaged as a NASA/ESA 
collaborative project.  The mission is currently in the mission formulation phase, [25], as such, 
no flight hardware has been produced.
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Whereas typical ground based detectors have arm lengths of the order of thousands of metres,  
the arm lengths for LISA are 5 million kilometres, [26].  This long arm length means that LISA 
is sensitive in a lower range of frequencies when compared with ground based interferometric 
detectors.  This arm length tunes the interferometer to be most sensitive in the frequency range 
where sources of gravitational radiation, particularly the inspirals of massive objects, may be 
detected.  
The LISA mission comprises three identical spacecraft, flying in the formation of an equilateral  
triangle,  each craft  5 million kilometres away from the others.   Each craft  acts as a shield,  
protecting freely-flying test masses within from disturbance by variable solar wind pressures;  
this  is  known as  a  drag-free  satellite.   The  undisturbed test  masses  fly  along geodesics  in  
spacetime, and the interferometric system measures the relative locations of the test masses.
The centre of the formation orbits in the plane of the ecliptic, 1 AU from the Sun, lagging the 
earth by 20°.  The plane of the triangular formation is inclined at 60° with respect to the ecliptic. 
These orbits were chosen in order to minimise the change in arm length due to the differing 
orbits, although there will be a considerable signal from this source, which must be dealt with.  
As the orbital motion relative to the source is also a low frequency, the Doppler shift of signals  
emitted by sources of sufficient strength may be used to obtain an estimate of the direction to 
the source.  A schematic of the orbit is shown in figure 5, below.
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Figure 5: LISA Orbit Schematic (Source: ESA)
Each craft emits 1 Watt infra-red laser beams directed via telescopes at the other two (far) craft.  
Owing to the distance between the craft, it is not possible to directly reflect an incoming beam 
because there would not be sufficient power left in the returning beam for adequate detection  
and measurement on the near craft.
Instead of simply reflecting the beam,  the laser on the far craft is phase locked to the incoming 
signal, thus enabling the power of the reflected beam to be augmented.  The returning beam, 
focused by the telescope, is then mixed with the laser in the near craft, providing information on 
the phase difference between the beams, and hence length changes between the two craft.
It may be noted that extra information about the behaviour of the system, such as a measure of 
laser  frequency  noise  may  be  obtained  by  other  combinations  of  adjacent  arm  length 
measurements.   The  arm  length  difference  measurement  allows  LISA  to  reach  a  strain  
sensitivity of h~10-23 when averaged over the course of a year (during the year,  the angular 
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configuration of the constellation of craft varies, and so varies the signal, with respect to the 
source).
The reference points between which the length measurements are made are called “proof”, or  
“test”  masses.   They are  4cm polished cubes,  made  from a platinum-gold alloy,  housed in 
vacuum  enclosures.   As  previously  mentioned,  the  test  masses  fly  freely  within  these 
enclosures.   Besides  the  function  of  supporting  the  required  equipment  to  carry  out  the 
necessary scientific and housekeeping functions of a spacecraft, the spacecraft act as shields,  
protecting the test masses from the effects of solar radiation pressure.  It is necessary to position 
the craft such that it is centred on the freely flying test mass, in order to reduce local noise 
sources – for example any spatial changes in the local self-gravitational field of the craft.  This 
is achieved by a so-called “drag-free” control system, where the position of the test mass is  
measured,  relative  to  the  spacecraft,  using  a  non-contact  scheme,  and  the  spacecraft  is  
positioned accordingly, using low force thrusters.  Potential technologies for test mass position 
sensing  include  both  capacitive  and  interferometric  sensing.  One  potential  drawback  of  
capacitive sensing is the potential disturbance resulting from electrostatic coupling between the 
test mass and other charged bodies.
Figure  6, below shows the expected strains of gravitational waves from a range of sources.  
Also shown on the figure are the design sensitivities of  a ground based detector, Advanced  
LIGO, and a space based detector,  LISA, showing how each detector matches the expected 
gravitational wave strain and frequency range.
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Figure 6: Gravitational Wave Sensitivity [26]
2.5.2.2   The Need for LISA Pathfinder
The requirement for LISA to be able to fly a number of freely flying test masses, under effective  
drag-free control is an aspect of the mission which cannot be tested on Earth, [27], [28], [29]. 
The concept of LISA Pathfinder is to condense one arm of LISA from 5 million km in length 
down to a few tens of centimetres, and so demonstrate the required technology for drag-free 
control and laser interferometry within one satellite, [30].
LISA Pathfinder concurrently provides an experiment in precision metrology, and in General  
Relativity, and an effective LISA test of;
● The ability to place a test mass in pure free fall within given limits,
● The test mass caging and release mechanisms,
● The ability to provide a satellite with an acceptable self gravitational field,
● The test mass charge control system,
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● The low noise test mass position sensing ,
● The satellite drag free control system,
● Stable optical instrumentation, particularly interferometry.
The LISA Pathfinder test-masses will be flown freely with a gap of several millimetres  
between the test masses and the vacuum enclosure, with no mechanical contact.  Using the  
optical bench interferometer, LISA Pathfinder will track the motion of the test masses. 
Using the interferometer readouts, and the fine control available from FEEP thrusters, the 
spacecraft  and  test  masses  will  formation  fly  in  a  drag  free  configuration  down to  an 
acceptable level of residual test mass acceleration.
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3   LISA PATHFINDER
Primarily,  LISA Pathfinder  is  a  technology demonstration mission  which is  being flown to 
enable technology necessary for the LISA project, which cannot be tested in the gravitational  
environment on Earth, to be tested in space.
In  the  heart  of  the  LISA Pathfinder  satellite  is  the  LISA Test  Package  (LTP)  [29].   The 
measurement  of  the  linear  and  angular  position  of  two  test  masses  flown  in  a  drag-free  
configuration forms  the bulk of the science output  of  LTP.  Each test  mass  is  located in a 
vacuum enclosure,  which  also  contains  a   capacitive  position  sensing  transducer,  a  charge  
management system, and a test mass capture and release caging mechanism.
The UK's contribution to LTP is summarised below;
• Imperial College London – Charge Management System
• University of Birmingham – Phasemeter, photodiodes, and optical bench interferometer 
engineering support
• University of Glasgow – Optical bench Interferometer
These instruments and systems are described below, however, emphasis is placed more heavily 
upon those items which form the subject of this thesis.
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3.1   CHARGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Any spurious charge built up on the test masses could disturb them from free flight conditions. 
It is therefore necessary to manage test mass charge, and provide a means to reduce test mass  
charge to acceptable levels during the mission, [31].
Any excess charge is removed by shining ultra-violet light of wavelength 254 nm onto the test 
mass or enclosure surface as necessary to release photoelectrons via the photoelectric effect. 
The charge management system for LISA Pathfinder consists of three pieces of equipment;
• The UV light unit (ULU)
• The Fibre Optic Harness (FOH)
• The Inertial Sensor UV Kit (ISUK)
The ULU contains the lamps, the optics to couple the light into the FOH and the necessary drive 
electronics.   Owing to  the  perceived  fragility  of  the  lamp units,  there  is  a  high  degree  of  
redundancy, with three lamps being provided for each inertial sensor.
The FOH is formed from a bundle of fibre optic cables enclosed within a polyether-ether-ketone 
(PEEK) sleeve.
As  the  inertial  sensor  is  mounted  within  a  vacuum enclosure,  it  is  necessary to  provide  a  
vacuum compatible feedthrough to allow the UV light to impinge upon the inertial sensor.  The 
fibre passes through a custom made non-magnetic titanium penetration.  Owing to the different 
coefficients of thermal expansion of the fibre and the titanium, and the long, slender shape of  
the feedthrough, in order to avoid thermal stressing, the fibre is only attached to the titanium at  
one end.
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3.2   OPTICAL BENCH INTERFEROMETER
The precision measurement of the linear and angular position of the two test masses is achieved 
by means of an interferometric system.  The system of interferometers is physically based upon 
a  baseplate  made  from Zerodur®,  a  glass  ceramic  with  a  very  low co-efficient  of  thermal 
expansion,  typically,  0 ± 0.02x10-6 /K for the class zero material  used.   The interferometers 
measure the location and motion of two test masses which are located in vacuum enclosures at  
each end of the optical bench.  The optical bench interferometer and test masses are shown,  
without the vacuum enclosures, in figure 7, below.
Figure 7: Optical Metrology System (OMS) Schematic, (Source: [32])
Within each of the two vacuum enclosures, there is one test mass.  At launch, the test mass is 
initially caged to provide the test mass with a known starting position, and to react the launch  
loads.  The position of the test mass within the vacuum enclosure is monitored using capacitive 
sensors.  Once released from the caging mechanism, the test masses fly freely – equivalently,  
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they are in free fall.  Each test mass in free fall, under the influence of gravity alone follows a  
geodesic path in spacetime, [30].  The spacecraft is then positioned about the test mass position. 
Another way to view this system, is to consider the spacecraft as a shield, protecting the test 
mass from external disturbances, such as solar radiation pressure.
In order that the self gravitation of the spacecraft does not strongly bias the motion of the test  
masses,  the  mass  distribution  of  each  component  on  the  spacecraft  is  modelled,  and  extra 
compensating masses  were positioned around the test  masses  and the craft  to minimise the  
gravity gradient experienced by the test masses.  These protective steps are undertaken to ensure 
that gravity is the only significant force acting upon the test mass.  Owing to the fundamental  
weakness of gravity in comparison with the other forces, this represents a difficult undertaking.  
The  flight  test  of  LTP is  considered  to  be  satisfactory if  the  free  fall  of  one  test  mass  is  
demonstrated to within an acceleration noise limit as defined in equation 19, and documented in 
[33];
Sa
1/2(f )⩽3∗10−14[1+( f3mHz)
2]ms−2 /√Hz
For the measurement bandwidth of
1mHz⩽ f ⩽30mHz
Equation 19
Light from the laser source travels across the spacecraft through two single mode, polarisation  
preserving, optical fibres which are bonded permanently to the fibre injectors mounted on the 
optical  bench.   The coupling at the free fibre ends forms the interface to the optical  bench 
interferometer,  defining the boundary,  in terms of the light path, between the optical bench 
interferometer and the remainder of the spacecraft.  The fibres terminate in connectors of type 
Diamond AVIM PM8°,  as specified in  the OMS Requirements  Specification,  [32].   At  the 
interferometer end, the fibres are bonded directly to the fibre injectors.  Owing to the difficulty  
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of effecting a repair to this bond, if a fibre were to fail,  this would have extremely serious  
consequences for the entire optical bench interferometer.
The optical bench supports four interferometers, and is an important structural member within 
the LISA Test Package Core Assembly, (LCA).  One measures the distance between the two 
test masses, (x2-x1), one measures the distance between a point on the bench and test mass one 
(x1), one provides the reference phase measurement for the (x2-x1) and (x1) measurements, and 
the remaining interferometer is used to measure laser frequency fluctuations, [32], [34].  Via the 
use of figure  8 and table  1, below, the beam paths for each of these interferometers may be 
traced.
Photodiode Photodiode Type -  Function / Description
PDA1 Single Element Photodiode - Laser Power, Beam 1
PDA2 Single Element Photodiode - Laser Power, Beam 1
PDFA Quadrant Photodiode - Frequency Noise (Nominal)
PDFB Quadrant Photodiode - Frequency Noise (Redundant)
PDRA Quadrant Photodiode - Reference Length (Nominal)
PDRB Quadrant Photodiode - Reference Length (Redundant)
PD1A Quadrant Photodiode - Position of Test Mass 1 (Nominal)
PD1B Quadrant Photodiode - Position of Test Mass 1 (Redundant)
PD12A Quadrant Photodiode - Position of Test Mass 2 - Test mass 1 (Nominal)
PD12B Quadrant Photodiode - Position of Test Mass 2 - Test mass 1 (Redundant)
Table 1: Photodiode Allocation
The alignment of the test masses may also be determined via differential wavefront sensing,  
using the phase difference between the signals from different quadrants of the same photodiode.
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While operating in science mode,  the optical  metrology system must  measure the test mass  
displacements and rotations, i.e., using the (x2-x1) and (x1) interferometers, with a measurement 
noise as  defined in equation 20, and documented in [32];
Sδx
1/2(f )⩽6.3∗10−12√(1+( f3mHz)−4)m /√Hz
Sδ(ϕ)
1/2 (f )⩽20∗10−9√(1+( f3mHz)−4)rad /√Hz
For the measurement bandwidth of
1mHz⩽ f ⩽30mHz
Equation 20
The acousto-optical modulators provide a frequency difference between the measurement and 
reference beams of light  which are introduced onto the bench via the fibre injectors.   This  
frequency  difference  can  range  between  500  and  2000 Hz,  and  is  termed  the  heterodyne 
frequency.  The interfering laser beams in the interferometer produce a fluctuating power on the  
photodiode that is sinusoidal in nature. 
Assuming the two laser beams have equal power P, frequencies ω1 and ω2 and phases φ1 and φ2 
and are combined with optical contrast C, the instantaneous incident power on a single quadrant  
of the photodiode is given by equation 21, below.
P INST=2P(1+Ccos (ω1 t−ω2 t+ϕ1−ϕ2)) Equation 21
Since (ω1 - ω2) is defined as the heterodyne frequency designated ωh and (φ1 - φ2) is the required 
phase caused by proof mass movement designated  φL the expression may be simplified as in 
equation 22, below.
P INST=2P(1+Ccos (ωh t+ϕL)) Equation 22
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Thus, the signal of interest,  φL,  is obtained at the heterodyne frequency,  ωh, rather than at a 
frequency of zero, (DC).  Measurements taken at DC, and at very low frequencies suffer from 
noise which is known as “one over f” noise.  Taking the measurement at ω h, reduces the effect 
of this source of noise.
Physically the optical bench interferometer consists of a baseplate to which various optical and 
mechanical components are attached. The baseplate is a slab of low thermal expansion Zerodur ® 
of dimensions 200 mm x 212 mm x 45 mm.  Material is machined from the underside of the 
slab to reduce its  weight  without  compromising  its  structural  performance.   Four mounting 
holes are machined into each of two opposing sides of the baseplate to allow mounting of it 
within the LTP.  The top surface of the baseplate is polished flat, within very precise limits; the  
required flatness is of the order of λ/10, where, in the context of glass surface specification, 
λ≈600 nm,  [35].  Lambda, in this context is a specialist term used in the specification of the 
flatness of optical substrates, and does not refer to the wavelength of the laser light used for test  
mass  motion measurement  during the mission.   This high degree of flatness serves both to 
maintain the optical alignment, and allows the use of hydroxide catalysis bonding to attach the 
critical components to the baseplate
The optical layout of the optical bench interferometer is shown in schematic form, in figure 8, 
below.
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Figure 8: Optical Bench Interferometer Optical Layout, Source[36])
The windows and test masses within the inertial sensor housings while important in defining the 
beam path are not part of the optical bench interferometer, as defined by the LISA Pathfinder 
project, but are included here to show the complete optical paths.
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The optical bench interferometer takes in light through two single-mode, polarisation preserving 
optical fibres. This light is then collimated in two custom built fibre injector optical assemblies  
(FIOS) to produce two free space optical beams each of diameter approximately 1.4 mm. These 
2  FIOS are  then  bonded  to  the  baseplate  using  hydroxide  catalysis  bonding.  This  process 
ensures that the alignment of the optical beams is very stable with respect to the optical bench 
interferometer, with the beams being required to hit the test masses within a 50 μm target circle 
during the life of the mission. 
The two optical beams then each pass through a beamsplitter which directs some light onto  
single element photodiodes that measure the intensity of each optical beam. The remaining light  
passes through the beamsplitters and into the main body of the interferometer. Here the light is 
directed by the various mirrors and beamsplitters to form the four interferometers mentioned 
above. The alignment and positional stability of the mirrors, beamsplitters and photodiodes is 
critical to ensure that: 
● the optical beams reflect from the correct positions on the test masses
● the measurement of the positions of the test masses is not compromised by mechanical  
noise on the optical bench interferometer 
● there is optimal overlap of the interfering beams at the output of the interferometer
To give the required high strength and stability all the mirrors and beamsplitters are bonded to 
the baseplate using hydroxide catalysis bonding,  [35]. This technique forms a strong bond, of 
effectively zero thickness, between the component and the baseplate.
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3.3   PHOTODIODES
The output from each interferometer consists of two complementary optical beams which are 
directed onto separate quadrant photodiodes; e.g. the output from the reference interferometer is 
detected on quadrant photodiodes PDRA and PDRB.  This provides a level of redundancy as all 
the optical  information is  present  at  both quadrant photodiodes. The photodiode mounts  are 
titanium pieces that are bonded to the baseplate using an epoxy. The photodiodes themselves 
then  are  fixed  using  a  kinematic,  or  Kelvin,  clamp  to  these  mounts,  [37].  For  optimal 
performance the quadrant photodiodes must be well centred to the optical beams.  The required 
positional  accuracy  of  the  photodiodes  is  described  in  more  detail  in  section  6.8.1.  The 
adjustment is achieved in the photodiode mounts which can be finely adjusted to optimise their 
alignment.
3.4   PHASEMETER
The optical bench interferometer is a heterodyne interferometer, which means that it works by  
measuring the phase of the beat signals obtained when two light beams are interfered with each  
other.  Therefore the required distance, beam angle and laser noise information is encoded in the 
phase  of  the  photodiode  photo-currents  signals.  The  function  of  the  Phasemeter,  [32],  is 
therefore to derive the phase of each of the 16 nominal and 16 redundant input channels. This 
derivation of phase is achieved using a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) technique. Therefore 
each photocurrent signal is initially amplified and anti-alias filtered, and then converted to the  
digital domain by 16 bit analogue to digital converter (ADC).  
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The anti-alias  filters  are  required  to  limit  the  bandwidth  of  the  measured  signal  to  ensure 
compatibility with the sampling rate specification of the phasemeter; it is necessary to ensure  
that the process of sampling does not corrupt the useful portion of the signal.  Practically, the  
anti-alias filters are low-pass filters which ensure that no significant part of the analogue signal 
exists above some fraction of the sampling frequency.   The Nyquist  and Shannon sampling 
theorem,  [38] states  that  the  sampling  frequency  should  be  at  least  twice  the  maximum 
frequency content of the signal.  Typically, one does not know the frequency content of a signal 
prior to measuring it, but one does know the sampling frequency, so, a low pass filter is an 
appropriate way to limit the bandwidth of the signal.
To maintain the highest sample rate and ensure simultaneous channel sampling (to reject laser 
phase noise), each channel is connected to its own independent ADC.  The DFT function is then 
provided by a dedicated digital signal processor (DSP) implemented on a Field Programmable 
Gate Array (FPGA). The four signals from a single quadrant photodiode are processed on a  
FPGA.  Since the photocurrent is at a fixed and known frequency, only a single DFT bin need  
be calculated by the DFT algorithm.  The DSP function is therefore termed a Single Bin DFT  
(SBDFT).  It should be noted however that the zero frequency, or DC, bin is also computed to  
provide alignment and diagnostic information.  For each signal channel, the outputs from the  
SBDFT  process  are  the  complex  vectors  (x+jy)  and  the  real  DC  vector.   These  data  are 
transmitted  to  the  LTP  Data  and  Diagnostics  System  (DDS)  for  further  processing  and 
packaging prior to being transmitted back to Earth via the craft's telemetry system. 
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4   PROJECT ENGINEERING CONTROL
Owing  to  the  complexity  of  the  precision  instrumentation  and  the  rigours  of  the  space 
environment, [39], UBI's contribution to the LISA Pathfinder project required significant input 
beyond the purely technical.
4.1   MY RESPONSIBILITIES
As this thesis describes my work, it is appropriate to make clear which aspects of the project 
work carried out at Birmingham were my responsibility.  I have been responsible for;
• Preparing structural calculations and finite element models to qualify the phasemeter, 
optical bench interferometer, and photodiodes against launch and flight design loads,
• Preparing the photodiode requirements specification, which allowed the procurement of 
photodiodes  which  were  compatible  with  the  scientific  requirements  of  the  optical 
bench interferometer,  the specific requirements of a precision gravitational experiment,  
and the mission engineering requirements,
• Designing  a  photodiode  mounting  system  which  enables  photodiodes  removal  and 
replacement with the minimum of disruption to the surrounding optical bench structure,
• Overseeing the production of the mechanical parts for LISA Pathfinder, liaising with  
both internal machine shop staff and outside contractors where appropriate,
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• Preparing the qualification test procedures for the LISA Pathfinder hardware, ensuring 
compliance with higher level satellite requirements,
• Instigating  non-conformance  reporting  procedures,  and  chairing  the  resulting 
international review boards,
• Presenting the design, assembly, integration, test and schedule status at formal design 
reviews and project progress meetings,
• Designing,  building,  and  commissioning  an  optical  test  facility  which  was  used  to 
provide detailed response scanning of the photodiodes.  The facility was used to grade 
the detectors, allowing the selection of the detectors with the least deviations from ideal  
responsivity for flight use,
• Preparing fracture mechanics calculations and photo-elastic inspections to ensure the 
integrity of the brittle, ceramic, optical bench.  I presented a technical report combining 
the elements of calculation and inspection to allow the flight qualification of the optical 
bench with an acceptably low probability of  failure  during  the  extreme  mechanical 
environment of launch.
As a result of these activities, the new knowledge that represents my own intellectual input to  
the project includes:
a) Conceptual and experimental design of the fracture control system for the optical bench 
interferometer,
b) Analysis  and  interpretation  of  the  optical  bench  interferometer  fracture  inspection 
scanning data,
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c) Conceptual  and  experimental  design  of  the  photodiode  mounting  system  and 
demonstration that it meets the mission environmental requirements and the stability 
requirements for use on the optical bench interferometer
d) Conceptual and experimental design of the photodiode responsivity scanning facility
e) Analysis and interpretation of the photodiode responsivity data
4.2   DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
4.2.1   Document Numbering System
In order to allow documentation to be identified and  referenced, and project wide numbering 
system was established, and made mandatory for project participants, [40].
The format of the numbering system was defined as per this example;
S2-UBI-DRW-3004
S2 – The project identifier, Smart 2, i.e., LISA Pathfinder
UBI – The institution identifier, in this case, the University of Birmingham
DRW – The document type identifier, in this case, a drawing
3 – Project element identifier, in this case, LISA test package level
004 – The sequential document number, in this case, the fourth document of its type
The available project identifiers are defined below;
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Project Element Identifier
1 Management
2 Spacecraft
3 LISA Technology Package
4 Launcher
5 Ground segment mission analysis
6 Disturbance Rejection System
The available document type identifiers are defined below;
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Architectural Design Document Management Requirements
Budget Report Non Conformance Report
Schedule, Network Chart Others
Contract Plan
Certificate Project Managers Meetings Reports
Contract Change Notice Procedure
Change Proposal Progress Report
Change Request Presentations / Handout
Configuration Status List Purchase Specification
Detailed Design Document Product Tree
Development and Verification Plan Parts List, or Documents List
Document Requirements List Requirement Control Document
Drawing / Diagram Request for Deviation
Data Package Request for Quotation
Design Specification Request for Waiver
Engineering Change Proposal Report
Experiment Interface Document Requirement Specification
H/W Architectural Design Document Statement of Compliance
Interface Control Document Statement of Work
Information Item S/W Requirements Document
Interface Requirements Document Technical Note
Invitation To Tender Test Procedure
List Test Report
Manual Test Specification
Minutes of Meeting Verification Control Document
Work Breakdown Structure
Part Approval Document
ADD MR
BR NCR
CH OTH
CON PL
CE PMM
CCN PR
CP PRR
CR PRS
CS PS
DDD PT
DVP PTL
DRL RCD
DRW RFD
DP RFQ
DS RFW
ECP RP
EID RS
HAD SC
ICD SOW
INF SRD
IRD TN
ITT TP
LI TR
MA TS
MN VCD
WBS
PD
PS – was a UBI document identifier,  which was not recognized by the ESA documentation 
system, but, was useful internally.
4.2.2   Documentation Creation and Management
In  order  to  comply  with the  document  numbering  convention described  in  section  4.2.1,  a 
document  register  was created.   Alongside the register,  a  consistent  directory structure was  
created, and all project staff were encouraged to save documents to this directory rather than  
into personal data storage space.  The register provided a means of identifying the next available  
document number for each document type, and via the use of hyperlinks, finding and opening 
the latest version of a document was simplified.
One weakness  of  the  spreadsheet  solution was that  it  relied upon all  members  of the team 
always updating the register after making changes.  If this system were being recreated, this  
aspect of the documentation control would be implemented in a more automatic manner.
The  document  control  system  worked  well  during  the  LISA  Pathfinder  project,  and  the 
centralised document storage facilitated concurrent contributions by members of the team.
4.3   REVIEW PREPARATION
Owing to the multi-institutional nature of the LISA Pathfinder project, the design and analysis  
work carried out at Birmingham was subject to formal external reviews.
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4.3.1   Preliminary Design Review
The preliminary design review, (PDR), was held on 10 th November 2005.  In order to allow the 
review to take place, the documents were prepared by the team and submitted to the industrial  
architect and the agency approximately a month earlier.  The preliminary design review enabled  
a review and feedback of the flight design to take place before the end of the detail design stage,  
thus allowing the design to be updated using the latest feedback and specification changes.
The submitted documents included;
• Plans
◦ EMC control plan
◦ Magnetic control plan
◦ Cleanliness and contamination control plan
◦ Integration and verification planning
• Specifications
◦ Proto-Flight Model Phasemeter requirements specifications
◦ Photodiode requirements specifications
◦ Bread board model phasemeter requirements specifications
• Interface control documents
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◦ Mechanical Interface definition
◦ Thermal Interface definition
◦ Electrical Interface definition
• PA documentation
◦ Product Assurance & Safety Plan
◦ Critical Item List
◦ Declared Material List
◦ Declared Process List
◦ Declared Component List
◦ Failure modes and effects analysis
◦ Verification control document
• Detailed design documentation
◦ Thermal design & Analysis Report
◦ Design Description
◦ Thermal Mathematical. Model (ESATAN, ESARAD)
◦ Structure Design & Analysis Report 
◦ Power Supply design & analysis report
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◦ Data Handling Design & Analysis Report
◦ Gravitational Control Analysis Report
◦ Gravitational Mathematical Model
◦ EMC & Electrostatic Control status report
◦ Mechanical Environmental & limit loads analysis report
◦ LISA Test Package, (LTP), Subsystem Design Synthesis Report
◦ Subsystem/Unit Budget Report
◦ Geometric / configuration model (CAD)
After the documents were submitted and reviewed, the Review Item Discrepancies, (RIDs) were 
published on the ESA Project Reporting Integrated System for Management and Administration 
(PRISMA) web-page, [41].  After responding to these RIDs a telephone conference was held to 
discuss them, and any RIDs which could be dealt with and dismissed were disposed of.  The 
remaining,  outstanding,  RIDs  were  considered  in  more  detail  during  the  PDR  co-location 
meeting.
Following the creation and discussion of  the  RIDs,  the  design and technical  planning were 
revised, and the associated documentation was updated accordingly.
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4.3.2   Critical Design Review
The critical design review, (CDR) was held on 23 rd & 24th November 2006, and followed a 
similar agenda to the PDR.
Among documents created for the CDR, the verification matrix collected together all of the  
technical,  qualification,  testing,  and  procedural  requirements  for  the  proto-flight  model  
phasemeter  and  the  flight  and  flight  spare  photodiodes.   The  list  comprising  over  1300 
requirements was sub-divided into requirements verified via test, analysis, inspection, review, or 
combinations  thereof.   The  verification  matrix  allowed  the  team  to  identify  how  each 
requirement  might  be  met,  and  if  any  of  the  requirements  were  impossible  to  fulfil.   The 
requirements which were identified as impossible, or impractical became the subject of requests  
for waiver which were submitted to the industrial architect and the agency.
Using the verification matrix, the requirements verified by test were identified.  This sub-list  
was used in order to ensure that all the relevant requirements were correctly transposed into the  
test procedure documents.
The  critical  design  review  enabled  the  design  to  be  checked,  reviewed,  and  feedback 
incorporated before any irrevocable steps were taken in the build process, i.e., the last chance to 
make changes before metal was cut and components were soldered into place.
4.3.3   Oversight Committee
As the UK contribution to the LISA Pathfinder project was funded via STFC, this meant that  
significant sums of public money were being spent.  Owing to the use of public money,  the 
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oversight committee was formed to provide independent scrutiny over the project teams.  The 
committee comprises senior space scientists, the National Project Manager, and representatives 
of the Science and Technology Funding Council.
Meetings  were  held  where  the  UK  project  teams,  namely  Imperial  College  London,  The 
Universities  of  Glasgow,  and Birmingham submitted  details  of  their  technical  progress  and 
financial status to the committee.  As of 7 th May 2009, 12 oversight committee meetings had 
been held for the LISA Pathfinder project.
4.4   PROJECT REPORTING AND PROGRESS MEETINGS
During the earlier stages of the project, progress was reported to the project on a monthly basis  
via a formal document.  The documents included sections describing;
• Progress summary,
• Documentation Status,
• Outstanding Action Item Status,
• Work Package status,
◦ Project Management
◦ Travel
◦ Prototype development
◦ Proto-flight model design
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◦ Proto-flight model build
◦ Environmental Test
◦ AIT
◦ Spacecraft AIV and Test Support
◦ Spacecraft in-orbit support.
• Schedule Status,
• Risk Assessment Status,
• Procurement Status,
• Change Status,
• Meetings Plan,
• Project Staff.
Presentations of project activities were presented at regular progress meetings which were held 
with the industrial architect and the agency.
As the project neared the build phase, this level of formal reporting was agreed to be both too  
infrequent, and too time consuming.  It was mutually agreed to provide weekly “Flash Reports” 
in the form of a brief email to update the project of progress and problems.
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4.5   PRODUCT ASSURANCE
4.5.1   Product Assurance Planning
Ideally, it is usual practice to have independent technical oversight of the project.  Usually a 
member of staff who bears no direct responsibility for the delivery of the instrument carries out  
this product assurance, (PA) role.
Owing to the small size of the group, it was not possible to provide the level of independence 
which is normally sought, and an experienced, ESA qualified member of staff acts as a point of  
contact for  PA activities.
Guided by project requirements, [42], a PA plan was devised which defined how the following 
activities would be managed, controlled, or carried out;
• PA Management
• Quality Assurance
• Dependability Assurance
• Safety
• EEE Components
• Materials, Processes and Mechanical Parts
• Configuration Control
• Software Product Assurance
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• Off the Shelf Equipment
• Ground Support Equipment
As UGL were considered by the project to have insufficient space PA experience, UBI offered 
PA support for the optical bench and photodiodes.
4.5.2   Non Conformance Reporting
During the procurement and build phases of flight equipment, it was necessary to inform the 
project when any problems which would affect the quality of the flight parts were found.  The  
reporting  of  non-conformances,  the  resulting  investigations,  action  tracking,  and  close  out 
details were managed by a centralised ESA database, accessible via a web browser,  [41].  An 
example of the non-conformance handling is included in the context of brittle fracture of an 
optical fibre in appendix C.
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5   OPTICAL BENCH STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY
In order to reduce the risk of fracture of the optical bench, considerable effort was expended in 
calculation and finite element modelling work, aimed at estimating the severity of the stress  
borne by the bench, particularly during launch and separation from the launch vehicle.  Unlike  
more common structural materials, the Zerodur® of the optical bench was particularly brittle, 
and was susceptible to failure via the propagation of initially small cracks or defects.
Many engineering materials fail via yielding, followed by plastic collapse.  In assessing such 
ductile materials, there are well defined failure criteria, the most common being the Von-Mises  
criterion, [43].  This criterion, also sometimes called the distortion-energy theory allows the tri-
axial stress state which might exist within a solid to be related to the yield stress of the material  
as determined during a uni-axial tensile test.  The Von-Mises criterion requires knowledge of 
the three principal stresses, and is shown in equation 23, below.
2σy
2 = (σ 1−σ2)
2+(σ2−σ3)
2+(σ3−σ1)
2 Equation 23
Where σy is the uni-axial yield stress,  σ1, σ2, and σ3, are the principal stresses (in descending 
order  of  magnitude).   Further  information  on  principal  stress  is  presented  in  the  section 
describing the stress birefringence inspection of the optical bench, section 5.3.4.2.
This  plastic  failure  mode  is  more  benign  than  brittle  fracture,  as  the  material  continues  to 
support load after it has yielded and suffered plastic deformation.  If a small volume of material  
within a structure is loaded beyond its yield point, the load is simply re-distributed across the 
working section, and it is only when the entire working section approaches the yield stress that 
failure is imminent.
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In contrast to this ductile behaviour, Zerodur® is a brittle material, which means that it fails via 
the propagation of a crack across the section with little or no plastic deformation.  As the crack 
propagates through a volume of material, the material behind the crack front becomes unloaded 
–  this  actually  re-distributes  the  load  to  the  remaining  material  ahead  of  the  crack,  thus 
accelerating crack propagation.
Because the Zerodur® failure criterion was dependent upon the initial status of each individual 
piece of Zerodur®, the environmental treatment undergone by that particular sample, and the 
loading history and loading duration, it was not possible to simply set a failure stress for parts 
made from this material, [44].
5.1   MECHANICAL MODELLING
During  the  design  phase  of  the  project,  the  response  of  parts  to  mechanical  loadings were 
assessed via methods of increasing complexity and detail.  At the initial stages, and for simple  
components with simple loadings, hand calculations were completed first.  If required, owing to 
either  complexity,  or  because  of  a  low  margin  result,  the  component's  response  might  be 
assessed via computer based modelling techniques such as finite element analysis.  Appropriate 
post-processing of finite element models highlights the critical areas of a component design.
Besides  the  fracture  control  issue,  it  was  also necessary to  demonstrate  compliance with a  
number  of  project  mechanical  requirements,  for  example,  in  order  to  reduce  the  dynamic 
interaction  between  the  spacecraft  structure  and  the  equipment  mounted  upon  it,  each 
component must have a natural frequency above 140 Hz.  This natural frequency requirement 
ensures sufficient  separation between the frequency content  of  the  loads imparted from the  
launch vehicle to the payload and the response natural frequencies of that payload, [45].
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In order to reduce the complexity of any hand calculations and finite element modelling, the 
detail  of  the  optical  components  mounted  upon  the  surface  of  the  optical  bench  was  not 
explicitly modelled.  However, their mass was added to that of the baseplate via a modified 
density.
Owing to the thin layer of epoxy between the titanium insert and the cylindrical housings bored  
into the sides baseplate, it was a complex task preparing a model which had sufficiently small 
elements to allow the stresses in the epoxy layer to be correctly calculated, with sufficiently  
gradual transitions to larger elements in the Zerodur®, and with a sufficiently small number of 
total  elements to allow solution of the model  within tolerable timescales  with the available  
computing resources, [46], [47].
5.1.1   Introduction and Configuration
The optical bench consists of a baseplate formed from Zerodur® glass ceramic material.  Into the 
two opposing sides of the baseplate, a total of eight titanium inserts were placed.  These inserts 
contained internal  threads which allowed the baseplate to be secured to the side plates.   A 
rendered image of the CAD model of the optical bench, with generic photodiode mounts, is 
shown in figure 9, below.
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Figure 9: Optical Bench CAD Rendering (Source: [48])
The upper surface of the baseplate was polished flat within a tolerance of λ/10, (in this context, 
λ ∼600 nm) over any 30 mm.  Onto this surface, a number of optical components were bonded 
using the hydroxyl catalysis technique.  Photodiodes were also bonded to the upper surface of  
the optical bench, using epoxy, as described in, [49], and as shown in figure 10, below, where 
the grey epoxy extruded during the bonding process may be seen around the periphery of a  
titanium photodiode base.
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Figure 10: Photodiode Bond Detail
Owing to the restrictions of available time  and computing resources,  it  was not  possible to 
produce a model which combined realistic modelling of the inserts with realistic modelling of 
the  lightweighting  features.   A  sub-model  of  one  insert  was  prepared  thus  enabling  the 
estimation of the mechanical stiffness of the insert, and obtaining some insight into the stress  
distribution in the insert hole.
It was envisaged that the areas of concern for stress would be inside the insert hole, the points of  
attachment of optical devices on the upper surface of the baseplate, and in the fillet radii of the  
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lightweighting features.   As  the photodiodes  were of  light  construction,  circa  100 grammes 
each, and partially mechanically isolated from the Zerodur® by a relatively compliant layer of 
epoxy, it was initially envisaged that the dynamic mechanical loading of the photodiodes did not 
represent a concern.  In order to estimate these mechanical loads, consider the response of a  
photodiode to a vertical quasi-static acceleration of 30 g, assuming the epoxy bond was formed 
by a thin cylindrical section of diameter 20 mm.
σ = Force
Area
= Mass∗Acceleration
Area
= 4∗0.1∗30∗9.81
π∗(20x10−3)2
σ = 94 kPa
Equation 24
This average stress level was over one hundred times lower than even the most conservative  
estimates for the failure stress of Zerodur®, 10 MPa, [44].  The material properties for Zerodur® 
are listed in table 2, below, [44];
Property Value
Young’s Modulus @ 20 °C 90.3 GPa
Poisson's Ratio 0.243
Density 2530 kg/m3
Plane strain fracture toughness 0.9 MPa √m
Table 2: Zerodur® Mechanical Properties
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As  may  be  seen  in  figure  9,  the  optical  bench  interferometer  is  not  a  simple  instrument, 
however, in order to simulate the body forces on the Zerodur® baseplate, the presence of the 
optical components mounted on the upper surface of the optical bench was modelled by an 
increased material density (2900 kg/m3), and thus, the as modelled, mass of the optical bench 
baseplate was 4.2 kg
5.1.2   Scoping Calculations
In order to obtain preliminary estimates of the response of the optical bench, simplified scoping 
calculations were carried out, [50], using the engineering model optical bench geometry as input 
data.  The important results of these calculations are also shown in equations 25 and 26, below.
The optical bench was represented in these calculations as an idealised beam.  In order to bound 
the potential boundary conditions as encountered when integrated into the LCA, the calculations 
were carried out for the case of simply supported and fully fixed support conditions, [51], [14].
Owing to uncertainty in the load sharing between the optical bench and the adjacent structure, 
well defined loads were not available, and would not become available as the load in the inserts  
was not measured during the LCA shock and vibration development testing carried out by ASD. 
A conservative loading was therefore  used for  initial  design analysis  in  order  to  provide a 
bounding case.   The calculations were based upon a body load equivalent  to  a quasi-static 
acceleration of 256 g.  An acceleration level of 64 g was the stipulated design load as defined by 
the OMS Requirements specification,  [32].  This 64 g load was then multiplied by a further 
factor of four to account for uncertainties in the inertial sensor mass, and in the suspension  
philosophy for the LCA, Thus, the 256 g load was agreed as a basis for design between ESA, 
ASD, and UBI.
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The optical bench is supported using inserts which interface with corresponding inserts in the 
sideslab assemblies.  A section through the optical bench, showing the insert, and the interface 
plane is shown in figure 11, below.  Figure 11 also shows the radius cut into the Zerodur at the 
blind end of the insert hole.  The insert is bonded to the optical bench using a thin layer of  
epoxy.
Figure 11: Section Through Optical Bench Showing Insert and Interface
For  simply  supported  boundary  conditions,  as  shown  in  figure  12,  below,  the  maximum 
deflection and stress, occurring at mid span, may be calculated [52];
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Figure 12: Simply Supported Beam 
yMAX =
5w a l
4
384EI
= 9.5μm
σMAX =
w a b l
2
16I
= 18.4 MPa
Equation 25
For built in boundary conditions, as shown in figure  13, below, the maximum deflection and 
stress may be calculated;
Figure 13: Built in Beam 
yMAX =
wa l
4
384EI
= 1.9μm
σMAX =
w a b l
2
24I
= 12.2 MPa
Equation 26
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where wa is the uniformly distributed load, l, the length spanning between the supports, E, the 
Young's modulus of the Zerodur®, and I,  the second moment of area of the section.  Under a 
256 g body load, the deflections estimated by this method were between 1.9 and 9.5 μm, while 
the estimated stress was between 12.2 and 18.4 MPa.
The proto-flight model optical bench had been lightweighted, and in reality contained locating 
features, such as insert holes.  The stress local to these features was expected to be higher than  
that found using the 256 g estimate, although the bulk stress and maximum deflections were 
perhaps lower, owing to the reduced body load of a lightweighted bench.
The complex geometry of the lightweighted proto-flight  model  optical  bench precludes any 
meaningful attempt to carry out more extensive scoping hand calculations. 
5.2   FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
5.2.1   Initial Model
In defining a finite element model, it was envisaged that the areas of concern would be inside  
the  insert  holes,  the  points  of  attachment  of  optical  devices  on  the  upper  surface  of  the  
baseplate,  and in  the  fillet  radii  of  the  light-weighting features.   In order  to gain an initial  
overview  of  the  stress  distribution,  a  finite  element  model  was  created  with  a  simplified 
representation of the inserts and the boundary conditions enforced by the inserts.  This model 
and its results are described below.
Two extreme support conditions for the optical bench: simply supported, and fully fixed were 
modelled.  The optical bench baseplate CAD model was converted to MSC NASTRAN, [53], 
format, and was modelled as a linear isotropic solid, using tetrahedral elements, [46], [47].
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The initial  finite element  model  used a fictitious,  comparatively rigid, insert  with no epoxy 
layer, combined with the rigid inserts being constrained simply,  while a vertical acceleration 
body load was applied
The resulting (exaggerated) deflections for accelerations applied in the positive and negative Z 
directions are shown in figures 14 and 15, below.  
Although the assumption of a simply supported boundary condition led to an underestimation of 
the stress in the area of the insert as there was no constraint moment applied at the insert, it was 
conservative when considering the stress in the bulk Zerodur® as the effective hinge provided by 
the simple supports allowed a larger bulk deflection.  
While the mesh was not yet fully refined, the results allowed the design work to proceed while 
further analysis was carried out.
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Figure 14: Optical Bench Principal Stress;  +256g Z Direction
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Figure 15: Optical Bench Principal Stress;  -256g Z Direction
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The maximum principal  stress  in  the  bulk  of  the  simply supported lightweighted Zerodur® 
baseplate was found to be approximately 14 MPa, which compares with 18.4 MPa as previously 
estimated for the entire optical bench, [50].  
The local stress level variations found in the model for the light-weighted optical bench may be  
partially explained by the reduction in the active volume of stress bearing material  and the 
geometrical stress concentration factor in the area local to the cruciform where the stiffeners  
cross  or  meet,  indeed,  in  areas  removed  from the  cruciform,  the  stress  levels  reduced  to  
approximately 6 MPa, suggesting the stress concentration was the dominant effect.
For the baseplate with simply supported boundary conditions,  the deflection had previously 
been  estimated,  [50],  as  approximately  9.5 μm,  while  the  finite  element  model  reported  a 
deflection of 17 μm.
Assuming the 17 μm deflection was produced by constant  curvature,  which is  a  reasonable 
assumption for a simply supported beam, this would be equivalent to a distortion of 1.7 μm 
from plane across the width of a photodiode.  A representation of the optical bench surface 
curvature  and  the  deflection  of  the  photodiode  bond  is  shown  in  figure  16,  below.   The 
photodiode finite element model was revised to consider the load on the joint resulting from this  
distortion.  The maximum shear stress in the epoxy was 11 MPa, which compared favourably 
with  the  epoxy shear  strength  of  approximately 22 MPa,  i.e.,  the  joint  was  not  considered 
susceptible to failure via the mechanism of peel under deflection of the optical bench baseplate 
itself.  Although peel failure is predominantly a bending failure, the shear strength of the epoxy 
is  always  lower then its  tensile strength,  and therefore,  shear strength forms  a conservative  
failure criterion.
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Figure 16: Representation of Optical Bench Deflection and Photodiode Bond Peel
In  the  bulk  of  the  built-in  Zerodur® baseplate,  the  maximum localised  principal  stress  was 
approximately 8.3 MPa, which compares with 12.2 MPa as previously estimated for the entire 
optical bench, [50].
For the built-in lightweighted baseplate, the deflection has previously been estimated,  [50], as 
approximately 1.9 μm.  The deflection of the lightweighted optical bench under similar loading 
conditions is reported by the finite element model as 3.6 μm.  These data are summarised in 
table 3, below;
Calculation Method and Boundary Condition Deflection (μm) Stress (MPa)
Hand calculation – Simply Supported 9.5 18.4
Finite Element Analysis – Simply Supported 17 14
Hand calculation – Built-in 1.9 12.2
Finite Element Analysis – Built-in 3.6 8.3
Table 3: Initial Analysis Results
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The data in table 3, broadly indicate that the hand calculations provided an over estimate of the 
stress levels, but, they provided under estimates of the deflection.
As the optical bench interferometer would not be not active during these loading events, the 
deflections  were  not  of  primary  importance,  and  were  all  of  such  a  low level  that  neither  
mechanical interference of parts, or of problems with epoxy peel failures were envisaged.  The 
stress levels, on the other hand, were considered sufficiently onerous to warrant further work.
5.2.2   Insert Analysis
Inserts are used to connect the optical bench to the sideslabs, as shown in figure 11and then via 
struts, to the spacecraft structure, as shown in figure 17, below.
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Figure 17: LCA, showing optical bench, sideslabs and support struts  [54]
In order to improve the accuracy of the modelling, particularly in the area of the inserts, a sub-
model was created.  The layer of epoxy between insert and baseplate was modelled explicitly.  
This led to a large number of elements in the solid model, which led to slow and cumbersome 
model building, and extended computer run times when solving and post-processing, [55].
The stress in the area around the inserts was considered important, and was potentially the most  
onerously loaded part of the optical bench.  Beyond simpler axi-symmetric models of the insert, 
this  model allowed the application and analysis of off axis, or lateral loads.  The solid mesh is  
shown in figure 18, below.
The larger  diameter  cylinder  represented the  Zerodur® of  the  optical  bench itself,  with  the 
titanium insert  hidden.  The smaller cylinder  in the upper part of figure  18 represented the 
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titanium insert in the Zerodur® sideslab – this was used to apply loads to the model at a realistic 
location, and via a loadpath with realistic stiffness.
Figure 18: Insert Detailed Solid Model Mesh
Figures  19 and  20,  below,  shows the maximum principal  stress  in  the  Zerodur® under  the 
application of 1320 N (1320N corresponds to 256g body load shared between inserts) in the Z, 
axial, direction, with a blend radius of 0.5 mm in the tip of the insert hole .  For a section view 
of this hole and the radius, see figure 11.  The load was applied to the extended titanium insert. 
The contours show the maximum principal stress in the area by the epoxy was 4.8 MPa, while 
the maximum principal stress in the area of the radius was 3.6 MPa.
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Figure 19: Zerodur® Insert Bore – 0.5 mm Radius – 1320 N Axial Load
Figure 20: Zerodur® Insert Bore - 0.5 mm Radius - 1320 N Axial Load - Detail
Figures  21 and  22,  below,  show the  maximum  principal  stress  in  the  Zerodur® under  the 
application of 1320 N in the X, lateral, direction, with a blend radius of 3.0 mm in the tip of the 
insert hole.  The load was applied to the extended titanium insert.  The stress contours indicate a 
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much larger stress, approximately 14 MPa, located near the outer edge of the epoxy was borne 
by the Zerodur®.
Figure 21: Insert Model – Zerodur® Insert Bore – 3.0 mm Radius – 1320 N Lateral Load
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Figure 22: Insert Model – Zerodur® Insert Bore – 3.0 mm Radius – 1320 N Lateral Load 
– Insert Suppressed
Figure 23, below, shows the maximum principal stress in the Zerodur® under the application of 
a 30 °C change in temperature,  with a blend radius of 0.5 mm in the tip of the insert hole. 
Owing to the differences in the coefficients of thermal expansion of the component materials,  
the application of a change in temperature to the structure results in the materials being stressed. 
Under  this  thermal  load case,  the  estimated  maximum principal  stress  in  the  Zerodur® was 
13.5 MPa.  This result had a direct relevance to the temperature limits which may be applied 
during the build processes of the bench, particularly, the curing cycles for the hydroxyl catalysis  
bonds between the fused silica optical components and the Zerodur® of the bench itself.
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Figure 23: 0.5 mm Radius, 30 °C Thermal Load
The detailed insert model was also used to investigate the effect of changing the radius at the tip  
of the insert hole.  The results are shown in table 4, below.
Geometry Stress Under Axial (Z)  
Loading (MPa)
Stress Under Lateral  
(X) Loading (MPa)
0.5 mm Radius 4.81 13
1.0 mm Radius 4.81 14.3
1.5 mm Radius 4.82 14.4
2.0 mm Radius 4.83 14.5
2.5 mm Radius 5.1 14.4
3.0 mm Radius 4.9 14.3
Table 4: Stress Levels in Detailed Insert Model
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The results shown in table 4 were somewhat surprising.  It had been previously thought that a 
small radius would lead to a larger stress concentration, and hence, to a larger stress.  However, 
the load was applied to the Zerodur® via the epoxy,  and reducing the radius led to a larger 
separation between the point of load application and the stress concentration formed by the 
radius.  
Among  the  purposes  of  the  model  was  to  obtain  equivalent  spring  properties  for  the 
insert/epoxy combination.  These spring properties were required in order to further understand 
how forces and moments would be applied to the optical bench.  
By applying a load to each node within the insert, and separately to the section of insert outside 
the Zerodur®, it was possible to apply a pure translational force in each of the three orthogonal  
directions in turn.  Using the resulting average nodal displacement, the deflection of the insert  
was estimated.  With knowledge of the total applied force and the average nodal displacement, 
the linear spring constants were estimated.  A similar method was used to obtain the moment  
stiffness, by applying the nodal load in the opposite direction for nodes outside the Zerodur ® – 
thus, the total applied force on the insert was zero, but, the moment was given by summing the 
product of force and axial location for each node.  The spring constants so obtained are listed in 
table 5, below.
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Direction Stiffness
X (Radial) 2.0x1010 N/m
Y (Radial) 2.0x1010 N/m
Z (Axial) 1.3x1010 N/m
X Rotation 7.6x105 Nm/Rad
Y Rotation 7.8x105 Nm/rad
Z Rotation 1.3x106 Nm/Rad
Table 5: Insert Stiffness
Owing to the thin layer of epoxy between the Zerodur® and the insert, these stiffness values 
were very high.  Misalignments between adjacent inserts, even at the level of 10 μm have the 
potential to cause very large forces in the Zerodur®.  The consequence of these stiffness values 
was that the optical bench must  be initially assembled with the mating Zerodur® sideslabs with 
the epoxy un-cured,  i.e.,  the alignment  accuracy required precludes the use of an assembly  
fixture.  Therefore, it was necessary to send the optical bench to ASD for insert integration with  
the sideslabs.
5.2.3   Revised Shape Baseplate Analysis
In order to provide extra mass reduction, and to simplify construction, a revised lightweighting 
scheme was proposed by ASD.  This revision necessitated further analysis in order to ensure the 
adequacy of the re-design.  
It was envisaged that the areas of concern would be inside the insert hole, and the points of  
attachment of optical devices on the upper surface of the baseplate.  In order to gain an initial  
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overview  of  the  stress  distribution,  a  finite  element  model  was  created  with  a  simplified 
representation of the inserts and the boundary conditions enforced by the inserts.  This model 
and its results are described in section 5.2.4.3, below.
As before, two extreme support conditions, simply supported, and fully fixed were modelled.
In  light  of  the  difficulty  in  creating  and  running  a  fully  detailed  model,  a  sub-model  was 
prepared,  enabling the characteristic of  the insert  to be found.   Using the equivalent  spring 
constants, as given in table  5, for the inserts, the optical bench baseplate was modelled with 
representative boundary conditions.   Finally,  in order to obtain the stress distribution in the  
insert hole, the forces and moments obtained from a detailed analysis of the LCA, performed by 
ASD, were reapplied to the detailed insert model.
5.2.4   Baseplate Modelling
5.2.4.1   Simply Supported Model
The optical bench baseplate CAD model was converted to MSC NASTRAN format, and was 
modelled as a linear isotropic solid, using tetrahedral elements, [46], [47].
The initial finite element model used a fictitious, comparatively rigid insert with no epoxy layer,  
combined with the rigid inserts simply constrained, while a vertical acceleration body load was 
applied
The resulting deflections for accelerations applied in the negative Z directions are shown in 
figures 24 and 25, while the response to positive acceleration are shown in figures 26 and 27, 
below.  Although this led to an underestimation of the stress in the area of the insert, it was  
conservative when considering the bulk Zerodur®.
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Figure 24: Maximum Principal Stress  and Deflection –256 g Z Direction Body Load
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Figure 25: Maximum Principal Stress  and Deflection –256 g Z Direction Body Load
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Figure 26: Maximum Principal Stress  and Deflection +256 g Z Direction Body Load
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Figure 27: Maximum Principal Stress  and Deflection +256 g Z Direction Body Load
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The maximum principal  stress  in  the  bulk  of  the  simply supported lightweighted Zerodur® 
baseplate was approximately 9.1 MPa.  Owing to the absence of abrupt changes in section, there 
were no significant stress concentrating features within the bulk of the Zerodur®.  The deflection 
of  the  revised-shape  simply  supported  lightweighted  optical  bench  under  similar  loading 
conditions was reported by the finite element model as 21 μm.
5.2.4.2   Built-in Model
The optical bench baseplate CAD model was converted to MSC NASTRAN format, and was 
modelled as a linear isotropic solid, using tetrahedral elements.
The initial finite element model used a fictitious, comparatively rigid insert with no epoxy layer,  
combined with the rigid inserts constrained fully on their outer circular face, while a vertical  
acceleration body load was applied
The resulting deflections for accelerations applied in the negative Z directions are shown in 
figures 28, 29, while the response to positive acceleration is shown in figures 30, and 31, below.
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Figure 28: Maximum Principal Stress and Deflection –256 g Z Direction Body Load
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Figure 29: Maximum Principal Stress  and Deflection –256 g Z Direction Body Load
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Figure 30: Maximum Principal Stress  and Deflection +256 g Z Direction Body Load
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Figure 31: Maximum Principal Stress  and Deflection +256 g Z Direction Body Load
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The maximum principal stress in the bulk of the fixed clamped support light-weighted Zerodur® 
baseplate was approximately 5.5 MPa.  Owing to the absence of abrupt changes in section, there 
were no significant stress concentrating features within the bulk of the Zerodur®.  The deflection 
of the revised-shape light-weighted optical bench under similar loading conditions was reported 
by the finite element model as 11 μm.  The stress and deflections for both simply supported and 
built in models are summarised in table 6, below.
Boundary Condition
Simply Supported 
±256 g
Built In ±256 g
Deflection (μm) 21 11
Maximum Principal Stress (MPa) 9.1 5.5
Table 6: Stress and Deflection Summary
These deflections cannot readily be compared with those reported in table 3, as the detail of the 
fictitious insert boundary condition was updated when the revised shape baseplate modelling 
was carried out.  The fictitious insert used during the initial modelling had the undesirable effect 
of also providing a fictitious stiffness in-between elements on the edge of the insert hole.  The 
insert modelling for the revised shape analysis was at least in part responsible for the increased 
deflections reported in table 6.
However, as described in section 5.2.1, above, the deflections were not of primary importance, 
while stress levels remained sufficiently high to warrant concern.
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5.2.4.3   Insert Interaction and Local Zerodur® Modelling
Owing to a revision of the insert design by ASD, it was necessary to revisit the insert modelling.  
Also, as the effect of load transfer between inserts could not be assessed via the model described 
in section 5.2.4, the revised insert model was built into a more complete optical bench model  
where all eight inserts and their epoxy bonds were explicitly modelled.
Beyond the axi-symmetric model of the insert,  this solid model  allowed the application and 
analysis of of axis, or lateral loads.  The solid mesh of ¼ of the insert is shown in figure  32, 
below, showing the modified cut-out for epoxy injection at mid depth.
Figure 32: Insert Detailed Solid Model Mesh
The model was constructed entirely of 20 node hex elements,  [46],  [47],  [53], using material 
properties as defined in table 2.
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Figure 33: Epoxy Detailed Solid Model Mesh
Figure 34: Assembled Insert, Epoxy and Zerodur® Detailed Solid ¼  Model Mesh
Using the revised insert model described above, a more complex model of the optical bench, 
epoxy inter-layer, and revised inserts was built.  This model was built by repeated mirroring of  
the quarter insert model described above, maintaining element and material properties.
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The revised loading derived by ASD required a complete optical bench model with seven of the 
eight inserts held fixed, while loads were applied to the eighth insert.  As the optical bench was 
doubly symmetric, it was only necessary to apply load to a corner and a middle insert.
The loading is given in table 7, below;
Direction Load / Moment
Fx ±500 N
Fy ±5500 N
Fz ±800 N
Mx ±3.1 Nm
My ±0.8 Nm
Mz ±4.8 Nm
Table 7: Optical Bench Interferometer Insert Loading
As there were 6 loads, each with two possible directions, there were 64 possible combinations 
of loading for each insert.  As there were two distinct loading locations, namely at a corner 
insert, or at a middle insert, this meant that 128 combinations of load were considered.
For fracture control purposes, only the maximum principal stress was of interest,  [56],  [57], 
[58], therefore, the results of each run were combined, and the maximum principal stress at each 
location was evaluated.  These “enveloped” results are presented below.
Although the LPF optical bench was lightweighted, this feature was not included in the optical  
bench insert model, because incorporating the lightweighting geometry would add significant 
size, complication and solution time to the model.   As the majority of load was transferred  
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directly to the adjacent insert, and insignificant load was transferred via the lightweighted areas 
of  geometry  for  these  loadcases,  the  omission  of  the  lightweighting  geometry  did  not  
significantly affect the results.  The optical bench mesh is shown in figure 35, below
Figure 35: Optical Bench Model Mesh
The  detail  of  the  optical  bench  model  is  shown in  figure  36,below,  where  the  method  of 
mirroring the quarter insert model to build the complete model may be seen,
Figure 36: Optical Bench Model Mesh Detail
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The  (exaggerated)  deformation  and  maximum  principal  stress  for  a  sample  corner  insert 
loadcase, (+FX, -FY, +FZ, -MX, -MY, -MZ) is shown in figure  37, below.  The maximum stress 
was in the area where the inner edge of the epoxy ends, and the Zerodur® fillet at the base of the 
insert hole began.
Figure 37: Example Model Run Results (+FX -FY +FZ -MX -MY -MZ)
The  maximum  envelope  of  64  model  runs  where  all  of  the  six  corner  insert  loads  were 
considered with all possible sign combinations is shown in figure  38, below.  Although this 
image does not represent any particular physical loadcase, it does show in a general sense how 
the load applied at one insert was transferred via the stiffest load-path to ground, i.e., via the 
adjacent insert.  This justified the decision not to model the lightweighting geometry in the main 
body of the optical bench, as so little load was transferred beyond the adjacent insert.  It also 
shows that the most highly stressed area, as noted above, was near the base of the insert hole,  
between the edge of the epoxy bond and the radius at the blind end of the hole.
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Figure 38: Enveloped Stress Results for Corner Insert
The  maximum  envelope  of  64  model  runs  where  all  of  the  six  middle  insert  loads  were 
considered with all possible sign combinations is shown in figure 39, below.  Again, this image 
shows that the most highly stressed area, as noted above, was towards the base of the insert  
hole.   As the load may be transferred to  either the  adjacent  insert  to the  left,  or  right,  the 
maximum stress levels in this case were a little lower than the case where a corner insert with 
only one adjacent insert was loaded.
Figure 39: Enveloped Principal Stress Results for Middle Insert
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The maximum values of the enveloped maximum stress data obtained from these model runs  
are shown in table 8, below.
Loading Maximum Principal Stress  
(MPa)
Loaded Outer Insert 11.5
Loaded Middle Insert 10.6
Table 8: Enveloped Stress Data
The case of a misaligned insert was also considered.  The nodes comprising the insert and the 
epoxy, except for those nodes on the interface between the epoxy and Zerodur® were moved, 
and the model was run again.    The corner insert was moved in the negative x direction, 
towards the adjacent insert.  The loadcase considered was +FX, -FY, +FZ, -MX, -MY, -MZ. 
The results of these model runs are shown in shown in table 9, below.
Misalignment 
(mm)
Maximum Principal  
Stress (MPa)
0 11.24
0.1 11.48
0.2 13.18
0.3 16.70
Table 9: Misaligned Insert Stress Data
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The data in table 9 were used to define the positional tolerances of both the insert holes 
themselves, and the placement of the titanium inserts within the holes as ±0.1 mm.  The holes 
were cut by Schott Guinchard, while the bonding of the inserts was undertaken by ASD.
5.3   OPTICAL BENCH FRACTURE CONTROL
This section describes the work carried out in mitigation of the risk of brittle fracture of the  
Zerodur® glass ceramic material from which the optical bench was constructed.
5.3.1   Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
Owing  to  the  brittle  nature  of  the  fracture  critical  items  identified,  linear  elastic  fracture  
mechanics  was the appropriate  assessment  method,  [44],[56].   The margin  against  intrinsic 
material failure was large, as might be seen by considering a very small crack size, for example 
a typical intermolecular spacing, 1 nm.
 Intrinsic =
K IC
Y a
= 0.9∗10
6
1.122∗∗1∗10−9
 Intrinsic = 14.3 GPa
Equation 27
The estimate of the intrinsic failure stress of the Zerodur® material, 14.3 GPa,  is large when 
compared with the yield stress for a typical engineering material like steel, which, depending  
upon composition and treatment may vary between 220 and 1980 MPa, [59].
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The value of fracture toughness, KIC used in equation 27 is that quoted by the manufacturer, and 
is the result of their experimental testing of their product.  Although the value of the fracture  
toughness will  vary between batches of material,  manufacturers quoted values for structural 
properties are usually conservative.
This section of the thesis shows that these values were very large when compared with the 
stress  levels  required  to  cause  pre-existing  cracks  or  defects  in  the  Zerodur® to  grow and 
propagate to failure,
In  order  to  explore  the  material  properties  of  the  Zerodur®,  a  small  number  of  Vickers 
indentations were carried out.  Usually, Vickers indentations are made in ductile measurements  
and the contact  force used,  and the size  of  the  pyramidal  indentation used to  estimate  the 
material's hardness, from which the yield stress may be inferred.  However, in brittle materials, 
a Vickers indentation may be used in order to initiate surface, and sub-surface cracking.  That  
Zerodur® was a brittle material for which linear elastic fracture mechanics were an appropriate  
analysis technique may be seen by considering the indentation patterns, and the radial / median 
crack pattern left after an indentation, as per figure 40, below, [56].
     
Figure 40: Vickers Indentation of Zerodur® (RH Image Zoomed)
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As the complicating issue of plasticity was not important in this application, the use of linear  
elastic fracture mechanics was directly related to the Griffith crack growth theory,  [60].  This 
theory states that in order for a crack to grow, the decrease of strain energy in the solid must be  
balanced by the increase in the surface energy at the crack faces.  This criterion enables a  
critical crack size to be calculated once the applied load and material properties are known.
Practically, the calculations were carried out using the concept of stress intensity,  [56],  [57], 
[58], [61], rather than directly in terms of energy.  The required material properties, particularly 
the fracture toughness,  were well  known for  Zerodur®,  [44],  and are listed in table 2.  The 
fundamental relation governing crack behaviour in brittle solids, as described by stress intensity 
is shown in equation 28, below.
K= Y  a Equation 28
Where K is the stress intensity.  KIC, the plane strain fracture toughness may be considered as 
the limiting case of stress intensity at the point of sudden failure.
The behaviour  of  the  crack may be  determined  by comparing  the  value  of  stress  intensity  
against  known material  parameters.   While  the  stress  intensity remains  below the so-called 
Threshold Stress Intensity, no crack growth may occur.  If the stress intensity exceeds a level  
known as the fracture toughness, then catastrophic failure via rapid growth of the crack becomes 
likely.   While  the  stress  intensity is  between the threshold stress  intensity and the fracture  
toughness, crack growth occurs slowly.  This slow crack growth occurs both as a function of the 
duration of exposure to a constant stress, and also as a function of the number and range of 
stress cycles undergone during dynamic loading.
By re-arranging equation  28, and replacing the stress intensity by the limiting value, i.e., the 
plane strain fracture toughness, the critical crack size can be estimated. 
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acritical= K ICY 
2
Equation 29
The optical components which were not explicitly modelled using the finite element method 
were considered in the fracture mechanics analysis.  The stress in the area of the joint between  
the optical component and the baseplate was estimated using both the finite element results and  
classical analysis.
5.3.2   Fracture Control Methodology
Owing to project  cost  and time-scale  constraints,  it  was unlikely that  a true “Experimental 
Fracture” programme would have been feasible, because a systematic test of the failure stresses 
for a sufficient sample of replica optical benches to determine the safe stress levels for the  
design represented a task larger than timescales or finances allowed.  The properties of glass,  
[62], are such that catastrophic failure may occur via the rapid growth of so-called micro-cracks.  
Statistical trials, some results from which are shown in figures 41 and 42, demonstrated that of 
the  order  of  thousands  of  destructive  tests  of  representative  samples  would  be  needed  to 
generate sufficient statistical confidence.  The costly and time consuming repetition of such a  
level of testing would become necessary if any design change or variation in the processing 
method were made.  This type of approach would be extremely costly and prohibitive in time,  
and would also be of limited philosophical value.
This was because the real requirement was to verify the mechanical integrity of the one item 
that would fly rather than to verify the design itself.   For example,  it was possible that the  
design was adequate, but the flight component itself contained a critical flaw – the result would 
have been failure.  Of course, if the design itself were not adequate, the result again would have 
been failure, but, the adequacy of the design could be assessed via finite element analysis and 
structural tests of a representative model.  The success of such a structural model test would  
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validate the acceptability of the design, but it would not offer any verification of the adequacy 
of the actual flight component.  i.e., a successful test of a structural model would not mitigate all 
risk.
In order to simulate a hypothetical loading event, a computer based statistical trial was prepared,  
[63], [64], [65], [66].  The following assumptions were made for each trial;
• Crack size (a) - uniformly distributed between 0 and 0.4 mm (0.4 mm being the largest 
crack  which  would  not  be  detected  during  final  inspection  by  the  Zerodur® 
manufacturer, Schott.)
• Orientation (θ) - uniformly distributed between 0 and 180 ° with respect to the direction 
of the principal tensile stress
• Fracture  toughness  (KIC) - Normally  distributed  with  a  mean  of  0.9 MPa√m  and  a 
standard deviation of 0.02 MPa√m
• Stress intensity factor (Y) - calculated from the crack length
For each trial, the statistical input data were used to calculate the failure stress using equation 
30, below.
 FAIL =
K IC
Y ∣cos ∣a Equation 30
Where, KIC is the plane strain fracture toughness, σ, the principal stress, Y, the stress intensity 
factor, and a, the crack length.  The stress intensity factor is a geometry specific factor which 
accounts for the relative size of the crack and the total stressed area of the section containing the  
crack.
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The results  of  5000 trials  are  shown in  figure  41,  below.   The left  hand graph shows the 
histogram of the failure stress frequency.  The right hand graph shows the cumulative failures  
against the failure stress.  The bin width is 0.5 MPa.  Although the manufacturer suggests a safe 
stress of 10MPa, the figures demonstrate that the numbers of failures begins to rise most sharply 
at approximately 20MPa – there is, however a long tail to this distribution.
The variation between bins on the histogram indicated that insufficient trials were considered to 
give statistical confidence.  Owing to the summing mechanism, the variation in the data may be 
seen to be smoothed when plotted in the form of the cumulative failure graph.
Figure 41: Zerodur® Statistical Fracture Mechanics Analysis (5,000 Trials)
Figure 42, below, shows the result of 10,000,000 trials, where the variation between histogram 
bins was much reduced.  However, as even the breaking of 5000 samples for each configuration  
of geometry and surface finish would not have been feasible and would not have sufficiently 
demonstrated the adequacy of the flight component, an experimental approach was not pursued.
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Figure 42: Zerodur® Statistical Fracture Mechanics Analysis (10,000,000 Trials)
A very detailed inspection of the actual flight optical bench at several stages, in conjunction 
with detailed finite element stress modelling was considered more effective.  In order to do this 
efficiently,  at  the  required  moments  in  the  programme,  the  test  facility  was  commissioned 
before  the  availability  of  the  flight  baseplates  using  test  samples,  thus  demonstrating  its 
accuracy and sensitivity prior to use. Some of these test samples were tested to flight levels to  
demonstrate consistency of the optical  measurement with the fracture mechanics, using few 
samples.  This was agreed with the industrial architect, (ASD), the launch agency, (ESA) and  
the project oversight committee as a much more effective philosophy, i.e., examine via detailed  
photo-elastic inspection the samples that  might  fly and separately calibrate the photo-elastic 
inspection on samples that would not fly.
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5.3.3   Fracture Mechanics Analysis
This section describes the fracture mechanics analysis carried out on the proto-flight model  
model of the optical bench interferometer.  This analysis enabled the definition of “allowable”  
stress levels for the optical bench.  In order to assess the acceptability of each physical optical  
bench,  the  results  of  this  analysis  were  considered along with the  flaw inspection and the 
residual stress inspection results for that bench.  This analysis does not allow all optical benches 
of  a  particular  design  to  be  deemed  acceptable,  each  single  bench  must  be  considered 
individually.
As the geometry of the crack relative to the stress distribution in the material can affect how the 
crack grows, [56], [67], a number of possible crack geometries, appropriate to the optical bench 
physical  layout,  were  considered.   The  crack  geometries  considered are  given in  table  10, 
below;
1. Edge crack at thin section between insert bore and baseplate upper surface
2.  Edge crack at interface between mirror or beamsplitter and baseplate
3. Corner crack in highest stress area of underside ribs
4. Surface crack “penny crack” in light-weighting fillet area
5. Surface crack in interior of insert bore
6. Edge crack between insert bores
7. Edge crack across centre of underside light-weighting  ribs
Table 10: Crack Geometries
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Although cracks are two dimensional features, they may be characterised for fracture mechanics 
assessment  in terms of their  most  critical  dimension – the direction in which further crack  
growth will most likely cause failure.
5.3.3.1   Edge crack at thin section between insert bore and baseplate upper surface  
Figure 43: Edge Crack at Thin Section Between Insert Bore and Baseplate Upper 
Surface
This geometry was complicated by the presence of the insert hole, which in itself was a stress 
concentrating feature.  As the geometry of the optical bench was not simple, an accurate stress  
concentration  factor  solution  was  difficult  to  find.   It  was  therefore  appropriate  to  make  
conservative  assumptions  in  order  to  derive  a  simplified  geometry  for  which  stress 
concentration factor solutions were available.
For crack propagation calculations, the optical bench was considered as a flat plate with its 
lower  surface tangent  to the upper edge of  the  insert  hole,  i.e.,  the stiffening effect  of  any 
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material below was ignored.  The stress, local to the postulated crack, estimated from finite  
element modelling, which included all  the relevant geometry,  was applied to the “plate”, as  
given in figure 44, below.
Figure 44: Edge Crack Between Insert Bore and Baseplate Upper Surface – Simplified 
Geometry
The expression for the stress intensity factor, [68], is shown in equation 31, below;
K I =  Y  a
Where
Y = 1.122−0.231ab 10.55 ab
2
−21.71 ab
3
30.382ab 
4 Equation 31
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Where b is the width of the plate, 212 mm.   A MATLAB program was written,  [64],  [69], 
estimating the allowable stress for various values of the crack length, a.
5.3.3.2   Derivation of Factors of Safety
While a factor of safety of four was applied to the quasi-static acceleration load, this safety 
factor included some allowance for uncertainty in the loading and analysis, and finally, some  
margin against failure.  Figure 45, below, represents the critical crack size, as given by equation 
29.  Each curve represents a different crack geometry,  as listed in table  10, i.e.,  a different 
expression for Y, the stress intensity factor was used.  It may be seen that in all cases, the curves  
almost overlay each other.  This was because the critical crack size was so small, there was little 
chance for the crack to grow and interact with the geometry before failure.
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Figure 45: Unfactored Fracture Mechanics Results
Where the horizontal line represents the smallest defect, 0.4 mm, which may be detected by the 
material's manufacturer, Schott, during their routine inspection.  
The reliability of launch vehicles is subject to significant variation between types,  [70],  [71], 
with realised success rates between 0 and 100 %.  Some example data are shown in table  11, 
below.
Vehicle Successes Tries Realized Rate Last Failure
Soyuz FG 18 18 1 None
CZ-4 (A/B/C) 17 17 1 None
CZ-2D 10 10 1 None
Soyuz FG / Fregat 9 9 1 None
Minotaur 1 8 8 1 None
CZ-2F 7 7 1 None
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Vehicle Successes Tries Realized Rate Last Failure
Proton-K/17S40 6 6 1 None
Delta IV - M 6 6 1 None
Soyuz U / Fregat 4 4 1 None
Proton-M/DM-2 3 3 1 None
Shtil' 2 2 1 None
Ariane 5ES 1 1 1 None
Soyuz 2-1B/Fregat 1 1 1 None
Soyuz 2-1B 1 1 1 None
Delta 2 141 143 0.99 17th Jan 1997
Tsyklon 2 104 105 0.99 25th April 1973
STS 124 126 0.98 1st February 2003
Soyuz U 723 743 0.97 15th October 2002
CZ-2 (C)  (/SD/SM) 31 32 0.97 5th November 1974
Kosmos 3M 421 444 0.95 20th November 2000
Proton-K/DM-2M 40 42 0.95 25th November 2002
Ariane 5-ECA 18 19 0.95 11th December 2002
Table 11: Launch Vehicle Success Statistics (Source [70], including failures to attain 
correct orbit)
The launch vehicle for LISA Pathfinder is the ESA VEGA launcher, which has not been flown,  
therefore there were no historic launch data from which to work.
In order to consider the risks associated with the structural integrity of the optical bench, the 
probability of the launch of LISA Pathfinder, represented by P(A), being a success was assumed 
to be 95 %.  The probability of survival of the optical bench, P(B), should not reduce the overall 
probability of success significantly.  As the two events are independent;
P A and B = P A∩B
= P A∗P B
Therefore,
P A−P  Aand B = P A−P  A∗P B
= P A1−P B 
Equation 32
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In order to ensure this, the term (1-P(B)) needed to be small,  i.e., the probability of optical  
bench failure needed to be small.  The LTP consists of over 120 configuration items, [72], i.e., 
items developed, tracked, and maintained under configuration control.  Owing to the design of 
the spacecraft, many of these configuration items had the same type of criticality as the optical 
bench wherein a failure of the component would result in the failure of the mission, and there  
would be reductions in the overall probability of mission success from contributions from P(C), 
P(D), ….. P(n).  Assuming a tolerable reduction in the probability of overall mission success 
from 95 % for the launcher alone to 94 % for the complete mission, and accounting for the 
number of critical items led to a tolerable failure probability budget allocation for the optical 
bench being in the region of 0.1 %.
In order to compare this failure probability budget for the optical bench, another mission with  
centrally important glass components representing potential single point mission failures was 
the NASA James Webb Space Telescope,  (JWST).   The NASA JWST design requirements  
identified  an  acceptable  probability  of  failure  for  glassy  structural  materials  of  0.1%.  This  
requirement  was  laid  out  in  INSU-1658  of  JWST-IRD-000781.  The  logic  behind  this 
requirement has much in common with the design context of LISA Pathfinder.
It is at least possible the combination and analysis work carried out may not capture or include 
each  and  every  failure  mechanism  for  the  Zerodur®   material  /  optical  bench  structure. 
Therefore, some rational means of estimating a factor of safety was required.
The failure mechanisms in glass components follow the Weibull distribution- the probability 
distribution caused by the weakest  link in the chain.    Zerodur®,  made by the Schott Glass 
Company  is  a  well  characterised  material,  and  the  Weibull  factor,  γ,  has  been  determined  
experimentally, [44].
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F  =1−e
−  0

Equation 33
Re-arranging equation 33 gives;
 0 =−ln 1−F 1/  Equation 34
Where F(σ) is the probability of failure at stress σ, and  σ0 represents the unfactored stress value.
The Weibull factor, γ, is dependent on the quality of the Zerodur® and on the programme of 
surface treatment undertaken. D64 Zerodur® with an acid etch is specified with a Weibull factor 
of γ=6.0, [44]. Substituting this factor into the Weibull distribution gives a required margin of 
(σ/σ0)=0.32, or, inverting, a stress factor of safety of 3.125, [56].
Figure 46: Factored Fracture Mechanics Results
The  effect  of  incorporating  the  factor  of  safety  was  to  render  the  critical  crack  size  
corresponding with the 0.4 mm Schott detection limit inadequate.  If the Schott inspection alone 
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were relied upon, it would be necessary to limit the optical bench to stress levels below 8  MPa. 
However,  via  the  combination  of  detailed  stress  analysis,  fracture  mechanics  analysis  and 
inspection at  the 100 μm level,  described in  this thesis,  stress levels up to  14 MPa became 
tolerable.
5.3.4   Optical Bench Inspection
The fracture control inspections were carried out by UBI in addition to any inspections carried  
out by Schott, who manufactured the optical bench, and carried out the machining.
Prior  to  any machining  activity,  the  inspection  polished  blank  afforded  an  opportunity  for 
detailed inspection.  The blanks were inspected, using a polariscope,  [73],  [74], in order to 
detect stress birefringence interference fringes.  The disturbance in the stress field, being larger  
than the defect,  [61], enabled the detection of small defects, to a resolution, of a few tens of  
microns.
Defects which were to be machined away in their entirety during the manufacture of the features 
of the optical bench baseplate and which would not result in a failure of the component, would 
have been considered  acceptable.
A component containing defects which would not be machined away would have been removed 
from the flight manufacturing path, and most likely rejected completely.  Such a component  
would be able to continue in manufacture only after the successful completion of a detailed 
fracture mechanics analysis  demonstrating that the risk of the defect becoming critical were 
acceptably  low.   The  standard  project  method  for  the  reporting  and  management  of  non-
conformances was followed for these items.
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After machining, the optical benches might have contained machining induced micro-cracks.  
These were at least blunted, and perhaps removed entirely by a process of acid etching, carried 
out  by  Schott.   The  efficacy  of  this  process  may  be  determined  by  observing  the  stress  
birefringence in the Zerodur®, [75].  In order to facilitate the inspection the lower plane surfaces 
of the optical bench were inspection polished rather than being acid etched.
5.3.4.1   Inspection Method
The inspection was based on the principle of stress birefringence, [76], [77], [78].  This property 
of stressed materials to affect the polarisation of light passing through them gave rise to an 
experimental stress analysis method called the photoelastic method, [14], [76], [79].  Prior to the 
ready  availability  of  computer  based  numerical  solutions  to  stress  analysis  problems, 
photoelastic  methods  were  commonly  used  to  assess  stress  concentrations  and  the  stress 
distributions  in  plane  geometric  configurations  which  could  not  be  solved  using  classical  
techniques.  Among modern uses of the photoelastic method are the validation of finite element 
mathematical models, and in operational testing of structures in-situ, using a reflective variant 
of the process applied to the structure's surface.
In  this  application,  the  birefringence  method  was  used  to  identify  disturbances  in  the 
background stress pattern caused by the presence of a defect or crack.  Rather than carrying out 
analysis on the fringe pattern for any quantitative assessment of the stress field, the presence or  
absence of fringes was all that was sought by the inspection method used.
A crossed polariser inspection apparatus is shown in outline form in figure 47, below.
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Figure 47: Crossed Polariser Inspection Apparatus Outline (Source: [80])
The Zerodur® optical bench baseplate took the place of the Stressed Specimen, and while the 
optical bench was not externally stressed, the local disturbance around any defects caused a  
local stress, which was seen during the inspection.  The light leaving the analyser was focussed 
by a  Nikon 55-200mm zoom lens  and recorded by a  LaVision  Imager  QE digital  camera 
(1376x1040 pixel) for further analysis.
In order to correctly interpret the patterns in the images detected by the digital camera, it was  
necessary to consider the effect on the light of  the polariser,  the stressed specimen and the 
analyser.   In order to approximate the inspection of the optical bench, the theory for a two-
dimensional stress system is considered below.  As the optical bench has significant thickness  
and variations of stress with respect to depth, the image seen in the actual inspection would be 
formed by the through thickness integration of the birefringence effect.  
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5.3.4.2   Birefringence Measurement
Consider an infinitesimal area of an elastic lamina, initially square under a general system of  
two-dimensional stress, as in figure 48, below.  When loaded with a constant load, the state of 
stress in a vanishingly small volume in a linear elastic solid remains constant, but, this stress  
state may be described in a number of different ways.  These descriptions of the stress state may 
be related by means of a stress transformation.
Typically, the stress transformation is used to convert between direct and shear stresses which  
align with the analysis co-ordinate system, and the directions within the stressed material known 
as principal stress directions.
y 
θ
 
x 
x ‘ 
y ‘ 
σ y 
σ y 
σ x σ x 
τ xy 
τ xy 
Figure 48: General 2D Stress Field
The stress transformations equations can be written as in equations 35, [81],below;
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 1 =
 x y
2

 x− y
2
cos 2 xy sin 2
 2 =
 x y
2
−
 x− y
2
cos 2− xy sin 2
MAX =
 y− x
2
sin 2 xy cos 2
Equations 35
Where σ1 and σ2 are principal stresses,  σx, and σy, the direct stresses in the x and y directions 
respectively, τxy and τMAX, the shear stresses aligned with the X and Y axes, and the maximum 
shear stress (at 45° to the directions of the mutually orthogonal principal stresses) in the plane,  
[14].
While it is possible to carry out the stress transformation under a rotation purely using equations  
35, it is sometimes easier, and clearer to visualise using a Mohr’s circle construction, as shown 
in  figure  49.   It  must  be  borne  in  mind,  that  both  the  equations  and  the  Mohr's  circle 
construction  represent  different  orientations,  or  axes,  from which  the  same  physical  stress 
distribution or field may be viewed.  A complication of the Mohr’s circle representation is that 
angles are scaled by a factor of two.
Within the Mohr's circle representation, the abscissa represents the principal stress direction,  
while the ordinate represents the maximum shear direction.  Owing to the scaling of angles, 
these axes are orthogonal on the Mohr's circle, while in the elastic solid, these directions are 
actually only 45° apart.
To construct Mohr's circle, the centre of the circle is located along the abscissa by taking the 
average of the orthogonal direct stresses (as per the first terms of the first two equations in 
equations 35).  Points are plotted corresponding to (σ x , τ xy ), and (σ y , τ yx ), and the circle is 
drawn, passing through these diametrically opposite points.
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To use the Mohr's circle, the stress description at an angle θ from the abscissa in the elastic solid 
may be found by reading off the co-ordinates on the circumference of Mohr's circle which are 
2θ  away from the points corresponding to (σ x , τ xy ), and (σ y , τ yx ).
σ  
τ  
σ x 
σ y 
τ xy 
τ xy 
σ  ‘ 
2 θ  
σ 1 
σ 2 
τ MAX 
Figure 49: Mohr's Circle Construction
There are two orthogonal directions in the elastic lamina where the shear stress is zero (180 
degrees apart on the Mohr’s Circle).  These orthogonal directions are principal directions, and 
the corresponding direct stresses are called principal stresses.  For isotropic materials, the planes 
of principal stress are also planes of principal strain.  The plane of maximum shear stress is at  
45° to the plane of principal stress (90° on Mohr’s Circle)
Having  considered  the  possible  two-dimensional  states  of  stress,  it  is  next  required  to  
understand how light propagating through such a lamina would be affected, [73].  The following 
two rules effectively described how the indices of refraction are altered as an initially isotropic 
medium becomes anisotropic under the effect of strain.
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i)At  any  point  in  a stressed transparent  solid  the  axes  of  polarisation of  light  passing  
through the solid are parallel to the directions of the principal stresses in the plane of the  
wave-front at that point.
ii)The  difference  in  the  velocities  of  the  two  opposite  polarised  rays  at  the  point  is  
proportional to the difference of these two principal stresses, and is independent of stresses  
perpendicular to the plane of the wave front.
The  stress  optical  co-efficient,  C,  can  be  defined  in  terms  of  the  retardation,  ∆z,  and  the 
thickness of material, d, between the orthogonal polarisations of light as per i);
C=  z
 1−2d
Equation 36
Consider a stressed transparent lamina between two crossed (orthogonal) polarisers.
The wave input to the sample can be written; 
u=asin 2 V 0 t−z  Equation 37
Where  λ is  the wavelength of the light,  a,  the amplitude,  and V0,  the speed of light  in the 
unstressed material.  Within the stressed lamina, the two orthogonally polarised waves which 
align with the axes of principal stress at an angle of α with respect to the polariser.
u1 = acos sin 2 V 0 t−z 
u2 = asin sin2 V 0 t−z 
Equations 38
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As the wave leaves the stressed lamina, the relative retardation can be included
u1 = acos sin 2 V 0 t−z−C 1− 2d 
u2 = asinsin 2 V 0t−z 
Equations 39
The wave is further modified by the analyser, or second polariser.
uOUT = u1sin −u2 cos
= asincos  sin2 V 0 t−z−C 1−2d 
−a cos sin sin2 V 0 t−z 
= asin2sinC 1− 2d 
cos2 V 0 t− z−C  1−2d 
Equation 40
This is a wave of amplitude;
∣uOUT∣=a sin2sin C 1−2d  Equation 41
The first term of equation 41, sin(2α) expresses the condition that the output wave would have 
zero amplitude when the principal  stress  is  in  the  same  direction as  either  the  polariser  or 
analyser.  These isoclinic fringes are of no use to the fracture mechanics inspection, and they 
obscure the information of interest, namely the isochromatic fringes which indicate changing 
stress magnitude.  The isoclinic fringes can be removed, by a method described below.  
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The second term of equation 41, which expresses the conditions required for the formation of 
isochromatic fringes may be more easily seen if the second term of equation 41 is re-written in 
terms of the retardation.
sinC 1− 2d =sin  z  Equation 42
Whenever ∆z=nλ, where n=1,2,3,..., the amplitude (and hence intensity) of the transmitted light 
is  zero.   With monochromatic light,  the output  light  is extinguished whenever the principal  
stress difference is zero, or the retardation is an integer number of wavelengths whatever the  
direction of the principal stress.  With white light, a cyclic range of colours is observed in the  
output light, corresponding to the remaining light after that wavelength which “fits” has been 
removed.
To remove the troublesome isoclinic fringes, consider the situation if the polariser and analyser 
were  both  rotated  quickly  about  the  z-axis,  maintaining  their  90°  phase  difference.   The 
isochromatic  fringes  would  remain  unchanged,  while  the  isoclinic  fringes  would  move 
alternating between light and dark.  If the rotation were sufficiently fast, the isoclinic fringes 
would disappear into a blur.  Instead of rotating the polarisers, it is easier to introduce circular 
polarisation  of  the  light  by means  of  crossed quarter  wave  plates,  one placed between the 
sample and each polariser.
The outline of the apparatus as shown in figure 47 was not used for the optical bench inspection 
as it did not reject the isoclinic fringes.  The apparatus was modified by the addition of a pair of  
quarter wave plates, as depicted in figure 53.
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5.3.4.3   Birefringence Measurement – Theoretical Example
In order to illustrate the application of the analysis given above, the stress in the area around a  
cracked plate was evaluated, and the corresponding photo-elastic fringe pattern estimated, and 
compared with a similar pattern found in the published literature.
The geometry used for the example was a large, thin plate in tension on two opposite edges,  
with the other two edges free.  Normal to the principal tensile stress, far away from the edges 
was a small crack.  The crack was located at X=0, and extends from Y=-0.5 to Y=0.5.  The 
solution used is given in [82], and the stress contour plots are given in figure 50, below;
Figure 50: Stress Analysis of a Cracked Plate 
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Where, σ x is the principal stress in the x direction, σ y, the principal stress in the direction, τxy, 
the shear stress aligned with the x and y axes,   σ  1,  the maximum principal stress, σ2,  the 
minimum principal stress, and τMAX, the maximum shear stress.
The stress results were post-processed using equation 42 in order to estimate the fringe patterns 
which would be observed in the vicinity of the crack if an experimental set up like that shown in 
figure  53 were used.  The results of this post-processing, with isoclinic fringes removed, are 
shown in figure 51, below. 
Figure 51: Isochromatic Fringe Pattern in Cracked Plate 
This may be compared with a pattern obtained from a physical specimen, as shown in figure 52, 
below.
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Figure 52: Isochromatic Fringe Pattern in Cracked Plate, (Source: [80])
5.3.4.4   Inspection Apparatus
As stated, the apparatus as shown in figure  47 was not that actually used.  A pair of quarter 
wave  plates  were  also  used  in  order  to  remove  the  isoclinic  fringes.   The  inspection 
configuration as used is shown in figure 53, below.
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λ/4 plate
Polariser Analyser
LED Camera
Optical Bench
λ/4 plate
Figure 53: Inspection Apparatus
The light source was a 1W high intensity red (625 nm) light emitting diode.  The light, after  
being passed through the polarisers, quarter wave plates and the optical bench was detected by 
the LaVision digital camera described above, and the image stored on hard disk.  The inspection 
rig is shown, in figure 54, below.
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Figure 54: Inspection Rig 
The polarisers and quarter wave plates were set up to give a dark field when there was no test  
object in position, which meant that any light detected above the normal background was the  
result of birefringence in the test specimen. The image was corrected automatically for both the 
camera's  dark  response,  and  for  background  light  before  being  saved.   The  images  were 
focussed and magnified using a Nikon zoom lens system, and captured using a digital camera.  
The camera was positioned by a pair of stepper motor driven linear stages.  The entire system 
was computer controlled via a macro program within the LaVision data acquisition software,  
allowing a scan of the test object to be undertaken with minimal supervision.  
5.3.4.5   Optical Bench First Inspection
Owing to the large magnification used, the volume of material which could be inspected in one  
camera image was limited both in lateral extent and in depth.  That the images were limited  
laterally to the extent of 5.5 mm in the abscissa, and 4 mm in the ordinate may be seen in the 
axes of figure 55, below.
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Figure 55 shows surface damage on the optical bench (serial No. 3) lower surface.  In order to 
scan the area of the optical  bench,  some 212 mm by 200 mm,  2255 images  were recorded. 
Again, owing to the large magnification, the corresponding depth of field was small,  of the 
order of 2 mm.  In order to scan an optical bench of thickness total thickness 50 mm, it was 
necessary to reposition the test object with respect to the camera for each of the required scan  
slices, each slice being 2 mm deep.
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Figure 55: Damage on Lower Surface of Optical Bench (Serial No 3)
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Owing to the large number of images which were necessary to complete the scan of an optical  
bench, it was necessary to perform some degree of data reduction.  To give an idea of the scale  
of the data set, each scan comprised 2255 images, and 27 2 mm slices were required per bench, 
i.e., approximately 61,000 images per bench; there were 5 benches scanned.
In order to manage the assessment of such a large number of images, an automatic first pass  
assessment was designed.  The algorithm consisted of the following steps;
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Processing Step Example Image
0. Image as recorded
(Defect highlighted in white 
square)
1. Gaussian filter blur
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Processing Step Example Image
a. (3x3) a. (3x3)
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Processing Step Example Image
b. (5x5) b. (5x5)
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Processing Step Example Image
2. Edge detection followed by 
contrast enhancement → 
monochrome
a. (3x3) Gaussian filtered
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Processing Step Example Image
b. (5x5) Gaussian filtered
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Processing Step Example Image
3. Counting of black and white 
pixels
a. (3x3) Gaussian filtered
3022 non zero pixels
b. (5x5) Gaussian filtered
53 non zero pixels
4. Collation and presentation 
of results
For each image obtained during each scan of the optical bench, the pixel counts as described in the processing steps above 
were assembled into a matrix, representative of the location.  An example is shown below.
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Processing Step Example Image
The non-blue squares represent image files which resulted in a larger pixel count, and, therefore, the images which 
correspond to these coloured squares were manually inspected.
Table 12: Image Processing
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The Gaussian blur was used in order to remove from the image any very small  glitches or  
artefacts which would interfere with the operation of the edge detection process.  In order to  
ensure that the Gaussian blur was not removing important information, two sizes of blur were 
used, namely 3x3 and 5x5, thus, for each image recorded during a scan, the two blurred images  
were used in further analysis.
Edge detection was trialled using a number of different algorithms, but, the Sobel method, [83], 
was used.  Among other properties, the Sobel method is symmetric rather than having any bias  
for edges in the x direction or y direction.
After pixel counting, the image data were collated, and any image which showed an anomalous  
pixel count, in either 3x3 or 5x5 versions of the image was reviewed visually.  The pixel counts 
found using the 3x3 blur and the 5x5 blur differed significantly, however, the extra pixels found 
on images which were only 3x3 blurred, when individually inspected did not correspond to any 
defects of significant size.  Most images returned a zero pixel count, therefore, the problem of 
setting an appropriate threshold pixel count did not arise.
The visual review of these images showed no defects or problems which prevented the optical  
benches being allowed forward into the manufacturing process.  While this largely automated  
process  had  removed  the  possibility of  the  existence  of  any gross  defects  from the  optical 
benches,  the  benches  were also  subjected  to  machining  and integration processes  after  this 
inspection,  therefore, it was not possible to allow the benches to progress directly to delivery 
for flight without further inspection.  As a result of this further mechanical work and machining 
of the optical bench, another detailed inspection of the highly stressed areas of the bench was 
carried out, and this is described in section 5.3.4.7, below.
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5.3.4.6   Optical Bench Inspection Records
The optical bench candidates which were inspected, deemed acceptable, and released to the  
project are summarised in table 13, below;
Optical Bench Controlling Document Release Date
Serial No. 000
S2-UGB-RP-3006 - LTP OBI BASEPLATE - 
Production Traveller Report - Serial No. 000
20th August 2007
Serial No. 001
S2-UGB-RP-3003 - LTP OBI BASEPLATE - 
Production Traveller Report - Serial No. 001 
26th July 2007
Serial No. 002
S2-UGB-RP-3004 - LTP OBI BASEPLATE - 
Production Traveller Report - Serial No. 002
31st July 2007
Serial No. 003
S2-UGB-RP-3005 - LTP OBI BASEPLATE - 
Production Traveller Report - Serial No. 003 
2nd August 2007
Table 13: Optical Bench Post Inspection I Release
 
5.3.4.7   Optical Bench Re-Inspection
The pre-machining inspection scans which were analysed using the method described in table 
12, did not show any serious defects, and all inspected benches were cleared to continue to the 
next stage of manufacture.
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The most  onerous defects were seen during the re-inspection of the optical  benches,  where 
particular attention was paid to the highly stressed area close to the inserts.  In order to allow the  
inspection of the largest possible volume of material around the inserts, a revised fixture was  
used, as shown in figure 56, below.  The fixture allowed the optical bench under inspection to 
be rotated about the axis of any pair of opposite inserts.
Figure 56: Optical Bench Rotation Fixture
Via the use of  this  fixture,  instead of scanning the bench at  discrete  depth increments,  the  
volume of material around the insert under inspection was rotated slowly,  which means that  
defects passed through the field of view slowly, and the position and orientation of the bench 
could be adjusted to bring the defect into focus, thus allowing the determination of the position 
of the defect relative to the insert.
This detailed inspection found a number of features and defects, some of which are shown in  
figures 57 to 60, and summarised in table 14, below.
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The  benches  were  inspected  after  the  inserts  were  bonded  in  place  by  ASD.   During  the  
inspections an anomaly was observed in glass adjacent to the midpoint along the insert.  This 
anomaly may be seen in figure 57, below.
Figure 57: Insert Anomaly
As the anomaly was consistent throughout all samples, and was found in all inserts inspected, it 
was not deemed a fault or defect.  The stress pattern aligned with the area where epoxy was  
extruded out of the mid length groove in the insert, and the stress represents how the shrinkage 
of the epoxy was affected by the flow patterns during injection (see figure 32).  As there were 
no defects found in this volume of material, the residual stress left by the epoxy intrusion could 
not  cause  failure.   Had any defects  been  found in  the  area  affected by the  residual  stress,  
quantitative analysis of the magnitude of the residual stress and its interaction with the applied  
stress during insert loading would have become necessary to allow the optical bench to pass the 
inspection  –  in  practice,  a  non-conformance  report  would  have  been  raised,  and  this  extra 
analysis would have been agreed with the project.
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Surface scratch damage was found, as shown in figure 58, below.  As the defect was larger than 
100μm in size, a non-conformance report was raised, and the defect was investigated, in some 
detail, by a non-conformance review board.  The scratch was measured to determine its depth 
using a surface measurement machine at UGL.  Owing to the combination of the depth of the  
defect, and its location relative to the stress field, it was decided that this defect was, in fact, 
tolerable.
Figure 58: Scratch in Optical Bench Surface Adjacent to Insert 3 (False colour used to 
enhance image)
Figure 59, below, shows an embedded 60 μm defect.  The stress pattern around the defect can 
clearly be seen.  As the defect was below 100 μm in size, it was not considered critical.  As 
individual defects were not logged during the first inspection, it cannot be said whether a defect  
seen during the re-inspection is the same as one seen during the first  inspection.   The first  
inspection was not as detailed as the second inspection, and the goal was simply to make sure 
there were no gross defects at that stage.
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Figure 59: 60μm Defect in Optical Bench
Figure 60, below, shows a defect which was adjacent to the insert.  As the insert was the most  
highly loaded part of the bench, this was the most sensitive area of the bench.  The defect was  
only  40 μm  when  compared  with  the  limit  of  100 μm,  therefore,  the  defect  was  deemed 
tolerable
Figure 60: Optical Bench Inspection Image
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While there were more defects and a number of anomalies seen, none was found larger than  
100 μm in size AND in a critical area of the optical bench.  Therefore, the optical bench passed 
the inspection.  The defects found in optical bench interferometer serial number 03 are listed in  
table 14, below.
Defect No. Defect Size (μm) Defect Location Comments
1. 40 3 mm away from 
insert edge
Although  the  defect  was  close  to  the 
highly stressed inserts, it was too small 
to cause concern
2. 45 In bulk material The  defect  was  away  from  the  highly 
stressed area of the bench, and was also 
too small to cause concern
3. 60 In bulk material The  defect  was  away  from  the  highly 
stressed area of the bench, and was also 
too small to cause concern
4. 65 3.5 mm  away 
from insert edge
Although  the  defect  was  close  to  the 
highly stressed inserts, it was too small 
to cause concern
5. 65 0.75 mm  away 
from  insert  edge 
and radius
Although  the  defect  was  close  to  the 
highly stressed inserts, it was too small 
to cause concern
6. 130 In bulk material A larger defect than would be tolerated 
in a high stress area, but, this defect was 
safely located in a low stress area
7. Lower surface of 
optical bench
Surface  scratch  –  although  the  scratch 
was  long,  it  was  not  wide.   This  was 
verified  via  a  surface  profile 
measurement taken by staff at UGL.
Table 14: Optical Bench Interferometer Number 03 – Defect Summary
The benches were inspected, once via a scanning technique, and once again, after machining via 
a detailed inspection of the volume of material in the area of the inserts.  As a result of these  
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inspections, optical bench interferometer serial number 02 and 03 were allowed to progress into 
flight and flight spare manufacture.
5.3.4.8   Inspection Verification
While it was possible to be confident of the ability of the inspection rig to resolve detail which 
was 0.1 mm in size, it was not known whether cracks which were smaller would be adequately 
detected.  For this reason, a validation scheme was devised, [84], whereby samples of Zerodur® 
were inspected,  and then tested in tension to ensure that  the samples  reached the predicted 
ultimate load.  The samples were 50x50x5mm, and the tension test fixture apparatus is shown in  
figure 61, below.  A number of the samples were processed to introduce damage; in some cases 
by scratching the surface in order to mimic a surface breaking crack, in others by the initiation  
of a small crack in the body of the material using a 3D laser engraving process typically used to  
prepare awards, trophies and corporate gifts.  This testing work also provided an opportunity to  
gain experience in the use of the epoxy selected for the purpose of bonding the photodiodes, 
[85],[86]. 
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Figure 61: Tensile Testing Fixture
Initial inspection and tensile tests of five samples were undertaken.  The samples were named  
as;
● LC01 –  A  sample  with  a  0.1mm defect  burnt  in  by  laser  –  expected  failure  load  
10.94 kN [estimated without using the factor of safety at nominal stress of 43.75 MPa]
● LC02 –  A  sample  with  a  0.1mm defect  burnt  in  by  laser  –  expected  failure  load  
10.94 kN [estimated without using the factor of safety at nominal stress of 43.75 MPa]
● Scratched Sample – A sample with a 5x0.1mm scratch in the surface – expected failure 
load 10.94 kN [estimated without using the factor of safety at nominal stress of 43.75 
MPa]
● Sample 1 – A nominally pristine sample – expected failure load >10.94 kN [estimated 
without using the factor of safety at nominal stress of 43.75 MPa]
● Sample 4, 5, 6, and 7 – Nominally pristine samples  – expected failure load >10.94 kN 
[estimated without using the factor of safety at nominal stress of 43.75 MPa]
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The samples were tested, and the results are shown in table 15, below.
Sample Failure Load (N) Comments
LC01 6750 Epoxy Failure – joint slipped
LC02 8200 Epoxy Failure – joint slipped
Sample 1 8630 Zerodur® Failure – near bondline
Sample 4 8160 Zerodur® Failure – near bondline
Scratched Sample 8690 Zerodur® Failure – near bondline
Table 15: Initial Zerodur® Fracture Test Results
These results were not as expected.  The tests were limited by the failure of the epoxy joint,  
rather than the failure of the Zerodur® itself.  The failures which occurred within the Zerodur® 
all initiated close to the interface between the Zerodur® and the test fixture rather than within the 
body of the material,  or,  more significantly where there were known defects,  i.e.,  that local  
stresses near the epoxy joint between the metal  fixture and the Zerodur® were the dominant 
cause of failure rather than any weakness in the bulk of the Zerodur® itself.  
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Figure 62: Failed Sample, Showing Cracking Along Interface
One possibility which might explain this behaviour was that the test fixture was insufficiently 
stiff, and during the application load was deforming, and applying a non-uniform tensile load to 
the Zerodur®.
Figure 63: Potential Fixture Inadequacy – Exaggerated Deflection in Bending
In order to assess the interplay between the deflections of the fixture, epoxy, and the Zerodur®, 
the  assembly was modelled as a beam with an elastic  foundation,  [87].   This  is  shown, in 
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schematic form in figure  64, below.  The fixture was modelled as the beam, the epoxy was 
modelled as the elastic support, and the Zerodur® was assumed completely rigid.
Force
Beam / Fixture Epoxy
Zerodur
x=0
x
Figure 64: Zerodur® Sample Test Fixture Model Detail
The shear stiffness of the epoxy/Zerodur® joint was used to evaluate the tensile stiffness of the 
epoxy joint per unit length of the joint.  The Zerodur® was conservatively considered as a rigid 
material – any deflection of the Zerodur® would tend to reduce the deflection across the epoxy,  
and would thus reduce the load applied to the Zerodur®.
The elastic support required a modification to the usual Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, via the 
inclusion of a term describing the elastic restoring force per unit length of the beam, kw, as  
shown in equations 43, below.
EI d
4 w
dx4
kw=0
d 4 w
dx 4
44 w=0
4=
k
4EI
Equations 43
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Where  E  represents  the  Young's  modulus  of  elasticity  of  the  beam material,  I,  the  second 
moment of area, k, the Winkler constant, representing the stiffness per unit length of the epoxy 
bond, and x is the dimension along the length of the beam.  The deflection of the beam, w, can  
be written as shown in equations 44, below.
w x  = Ae x e i xBe x e−i xCe− x e i xDe− x e−i x
w x  = Ae1i  xBe1−i  xCe−1i  xDe−1−i  x
Equations 44
The standard derivation of the Euler-Bernoulli formulae which govern the bending of beams,  
the modification to incorporate an elastic foundation (a so-called Winkler foundation), and a 
demonstration that equations 44 form valid solutions to the governing differential equation may 
be found in appendix D.
The beam was symmetric about the point of application of the load, which can be taken as the 
origin.  The appropriate boundary conditions were:
i) Zero slope at the origin (mid length of the beam)
ii) Zero shear force at the beam tip
iii) Zero bending moment at the beam tip
iv) Shear force at origin equals half of the applied force
The boundary conditions may be written as equations 45, below;
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d w
d x
= A+B+C+D = 0
d 3 w
d x3
= ( (2i−2)A+(−2−2i)B+(2+2i)C+(2−2i)D ) = F /2
d 2 w
d x2
= ( 2iAe
(β L/2)e(iβ L/2)
−2iBe(−β L/2 )e(−iβ L/2)
−2iCe(−β L/2 )e(iβ L/2)
+2iDe(−β L /2)e(−iβ L/2)
) = 0
d 3 w
d x3
= ((2i−2)Ae
(β L/2)e(iβ L/2 )
+(−2−2i)Be(−β L/2)e(−iβ L/2)
+(2+2i)Ce(−β L/2)e(iβ L /2)
+(2−2i)De(−β L/2)e(−iβL /2 )
) = 0
Equations 45
The four simultaneous equations in four unknowns may be solved to give the coefficients, A, B, 
C, and D.  The deflection of the fixture may then be calculated by substituting the values of A,  
B, C, and D back into equations 44, and, as β is known, the force as a function of length along 
the beam may be calculated, from which, the variation in force applied to the Zerodur® may be 
estimated. 
Figure  65, below shows the results evaluated in terms of normalised stress for varying beam 
thickness.  The original fixture had an equivalent beam thickness of approximately 10 mm, and 
it may be seen that the maximum stress applied to the Zerodur® in this case was some 1.8 times 
the nominal stress.
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Figure 65: Stress Concentration Results
These data indicated that the original test fixture was, indeed, inadequate, and was responsible  
for a significant variation in the load applied to the Zerodur® along the length of the epoxy joint, 
in fact, there was a factor of 1.8 between the highest stress, near the centre of the bond, and the 
nominal stress.  Also, near the ends of the sample, the applied stress was significantly lower  
than the nominal stress, becoming negative at the extremes.  Thus, the test results as written in 
table 15 were not valid.
Using these data, a further set of test fixtures were made, with an effective beam thickness in  
excess of 40 mm, as shown in figure 66, below.
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Figure 66: Re-designed Tensile Testing Fixture
The tests were repeated, and the results are in table 16, below.
Sample Failure Load (N) Nominal Stress  
(MPa)
Factored Stress  
(MPa)
Comments
Sample 5 > 9800 39.2 12.54
Load Limit of Test 
Machine
Sample 6 > 9800 39.2 12.54
Load Limit of Test 
Machine
Sample 7 > 9800 39.2 12.54
Load Limit of Test 
Machine
LC01 > 9800 39.2 12.54
Load Limit of Test 
Machine
LC02 7500 30 9.6
Table 16: Zerodur® Fracture Test Results
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From table 16, it can be seen that the samples all withstood a nominal stress significantly above 
that seen during the previous tests, as reported in table 15.  Owing to the deficiency in the test 
fixture which was identified and rectified, the results of table 15 should be disregarded.
Samples 5, 6, and 7 were undamaged samples, while LC01 and LC02 were samples which were 
modified via the inclusion of a laser ablated 0.1mm sized defect. 
The samples LC01, shown in figure 67, and LC02 contained a 0.1 mm defect, which was clearly 
seen during the sample inspections.  
Figure 67: Inspection Data – 0.1 mm Defect in Sample LC01
The results in table  16 show that the pristine samples of Zerodur® can withstand stress levels 
over 12 MPa, which was expected.  That one sample with a 0.1 mm defect , LC02, failed at a 
factored stress of 9.6 MPa, a lower load than was expected.   The fracture surface did pass  
through  the  damaged  section  of  the  sample.   Possible  reasons  for  this  failure  include  the 
possibility  that   the  LC02  sample  suffered  extra  damage  in  being  recovered  from the  old 
fixtures, or that they became damaged during the first round of testing when the epoxy joint  
slipped.
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It was accepted that the data in table 16 do not represent a complete or adequate verification of 
the optical bench inspection, but, it was not feasible to conduct a complete experimental fracture  
program.
5.3.4.9   Fibre Injector Sample Inspection
In order to support development work of the fibre injector, and to gain an appreciation of the  
appearance of a known damaged specimen in the inspection facility,  a fused silica cylinder  
10 mm diameter blank, with a 0.6 mm diameter through hole was inspected.  The hole had been 
produced by a mechanical  drilling process, and it  was not known whether this process was  
adequate for flight use.  
Figure 68, below shows an end view of the hole, and a crack, approximately 0.25 mm in size, 
arrowed.  Some smaller cracks were also visible around the periphery of the hole.  The areas in 
yellow and red were the more highly stressed while the blue and black areas were comparatively 
unstressed.  
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Crack
Figure 68: End View of 0.6mm Hole in Fused Silica with ~0.25mm Crack [False colour 
to enhance image]
The cracking identified by this inspection allowed the drilling process which had produced the 
hole to be discounted for flight use; the less mechanically aggressive technique of grinding was 
used instead.  No ground sample was made available for inspection.
5.3.4.10   Conclusion
In order to ensure that the actual flight components were sufficiently free of defects, a scheme 
of  inspection  was  devised.   The  inspection  measurement  used  the  principle  of  stress 
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birefringence, with the object of viewing the disturbance in the stress field around a defect,  
which was larger than the defect itself.
A theoretical example of the birefringence method was assembled.  This model was used to  
check that the apparatus would produce a useful isochromatic fringe pattern, and to check that 
the stress optical co-efficient of Zerodur® would be sufficient for the method to work.
Inspection apparatus was designed, built and commissioned.
The  optical  benches  were  inspected  via  a  scanning  process  prior  to  machining  and  insert  
integration.  Optical benches serial number 02 and 03 were then re-inspected, paying particular  
attention to the highly stresses area around the inserts.  Both optical benches were cleared for  
further progress as flight and flight spare.
Fixtures were designed, and test samples procured, both pristine and weakened with known 
defects.  The samples were tested, to destruction in some cases, although both the sample size 
and tensile testing machine capacity were insufficient to allow strong conclusions to be drawn.
A sample fibre injector part was inspected, and a gross defect was found, thus allowing an  
unsuitable machining process, drilling, to be discounted in favour of a grinding process.
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6   PHOTODIODE DESIGN
6.1   PHOTODIODE MOUNT DESIGN
The  photodiodes  are  mounted  on  the  upper  surface  of  the  optical  bench.   Two  types  of 
photodiode  are  fitted,  namely  single  element,  (SEPD),  and  quadrant  types,  (QPD).   Single 
element and quadrant photodiode InGaAs die may be seen in figure 69, below, while a quadrant 
photodiode die assembled into a cassette holder may be seen in figure  84, below.  The inter 
quadrant gap for the quadrant photo-diode is 45µm.
 
Figure 69: Single Element Ø3mm InGaAs die (Left), and Quadrant Ø5mm InGaAs die 
(Right)
The single element photodiodes are used to obtain a measurement of light beam power on the 
bench, thus allowing for any losses in the optical fibres, the connections, and the fibre injectors  
themselves.  This measurement was used to provide a feedback signal to allow the tight control 
of laser power.
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The quadrant photodiodes are used in four interferometers on the optical bench, namely the 
interferometer  which  measures  the  distance  between  the  test  masses,  (x2-x1),  the  distance 
between the optical bench and test mass 1, (x1), the frequency interferometer, and the reference 
phase interferometer for both the (x2-x1) and (x1) interferometers.
It was important that these quadrant photodiodes were installed well aligned with the beam, and 
also for them to remain in position, as instability in photodiode position relative to the beam 
may couple into the measurement, and was thus an unwanted source of noise.  Achieving this 
positional stability was an important requirement in enabling the mission to meet its challenging 
goals, as described in section 2.5.
As a result  of  the  testing which was carried out  on the engineering model  photodiode and 
mount, a re-design was proposed for the proto-flight model.   The re-design was specifically 
targeted  towards  maintaining  the  features  of  the  engineering  model  photodiode  which 
performed well, while making improvements, specifically where shortcomings or deficiencies 
had been identified.
The improvements sought were;
• A reduction in complexity,
• A simplification of the method of positional adjustment,
• The ability to remove and replace the photodiode as a cassette assembly,
• The ability to remove and replace a faulty photodiode after integration of the OBA into  
the LCA,
• The removal of all magnetic parts,
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• The elimination of a connector on each photodiode.
• Development and demonstration of bond design
The re-designed photodiode is shown in exploded view in 70, below.
Figure 70: Exploded View of Proto-Flight Model Photodiode Mount Design
6.1.1   Photodiode Bond Design and Verification
Although  the  bond  between  photodiode  mount  and  Zerodur® baseplate  on  the  engineering 
model  of  optical  bench  was  considered  to  have  adequate  performance,  it  was  desired  to  
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introduce a new design of photodiode mount for the flight model.   As bond performance is  
influenced  by  all  materials  with  interfaces  to  the  bond,  it  was  desirable  to  investigate  the  
mechanical characteristics of this bond, in order to increase confidence in the design.
The bond between the photodiode and the engineering model model optical bench,  [88], was 
between the Zerodur® optical bench baseplate and a titanium photodiode mount.  The adhesive 
specified  in  the  engineering  model  application  was  3M  Scotchweld  2216.   The  important 
loadings presented in reference [88] are discussed and reviewed below.
This section describes the design analysis carried out in order to assess the adequacy of the bond 
between the plane circular base of the photodiode mount and the Zerodur® optical bench flat 
upper surface.  The analysis informed material choices between the candidate materials, namely,  
aluminium alloy, or titanium for the photodiode mount, while epoxies, 3M Scotchweld 2214 
and 2216 and Henkel Hysol EA 9361 were considered as potential adhesives, [89], [90], [85]. 
In  order  to  simplify manufacture  and surface preparation for  bonding,  the  underside of  the 
photo-diode was made flat, albeit  roughened to provide a good key to the epoxy.   A visual 
representation of the proposed photodiode and mount is shown below in figure 71.
Figure 71: Assembled Proto-Flight Model Photodiode
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A mathematical model of the bond mechanics was constructed using the finite element method,  
[53].  MSC Nastran was chosen as the finite element solver because it offers the axi-symmetric  
element types, and is widely used, meaning that the model would possibly be useful to other  
parties.  During the development of the model, simple tests were carried out to determine the 
adequacy of the elements and the boundary conditions to represent the physical configuration 
under consideration.   Upon completion of the model  geometry,  a number of potential mesh 
densities were considered,  with the chosen mesh density chosen to give stress convergence 
within 1%.  This accuracy was adequate, since it was lower than typical inter-batch material  
property variation, and similar in magnitude to the linear and geometrical tolerances which were  
specified for the parts.
Using this model, the sensitivity of the bond to changes in bond thickness, photodiode mount  
material,  and  geometry  of  the  photodiode  mount  base  to  imposed  thermal  loading  was 
estimated.  It was appreciated that the strength of the bond was not solely dependent upon the 
strength of the constituent parts, it was also dependent upon how well these constituent adhered 
together.  These adhesive properties were not considered via analysis, and the bond design was 
verified by development testing, and also via qualification test during the vibration testing of the 
optical metrology system which was the responsibility of ASD.
Using the results of these analyses, recommended photodiode mount geometry,  material, and 
bond thickness were proposed, accepted, and implemented.
The bond is  loaded via shock and vibration during launch,  and via the  differential  thermal 
expansion of the constituent components.
Previous  analyses,  [88],  demonstrated  that  thermal  loading  was  the  most  onerous  mode  of 
loading, by a  factor of more than 50 over inertia based pull and inertia based peel loadings of  
the photodiode itself, i.e., ignoring the effect of the deformation of the optical bench.  
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In order to provide a check of the previous analyses, an approximate calculation was used to 
assess the thermal stresses compared with those caused by accelerations due to vibration during  
launch.  
Using a typical epoxy  stress level of 10 MPa, as obtained using the thermal finite element  
models,  and  conservatively,  using  the  total  mass  of  the  photodiode  and  cable  (circa  200 
grammes),  the  acceleration  which  would  be  necessary to  produce  a  comparable  stress  was 
estimated.
THERMAL = 10 MPa
Diameter BASE = 20 mm
Area EPOXY = ∗20∗20/4 mm
2
= 100 mm2
Force EPOXY = THERMAL∗AreaEPOXY
= 1000 N
accEQUIV = Force EPOXY /massPHOTO−DIODE
= 10000.2 ms
−2
= 5000ms−2
accEQUIV ≈ 1500 g
Equations 46
The accelerations used during qualification testing are shown in tables  21 and  22, and were 
much lower than the 1500 g estimated in equations 46.  Shock loads were not considered during 
photo-diode bond design.  
The temperature limits for OMS equipment are shown in figure 72, below;
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Figure 72: OMS Temperature Limits [32]
As the extremes of ambient temperature for the optical bench were 0 and 40°C, and the bonding 
of  the  photodiode  mount  to  the  Zerodur® substrate  was  undertaken  at  room  temperature, 
typically, 20°C, a nominal temperature range during the LISA pathfinder mission of ±20°C was 
defined for the bond.
In order to investigate the effect of varying the thickness of the epoxy bond, the constituent  
materials, and the photodiode mount geometry, a number of finite element models were built,  
using the epoxy manufacturers'  material  specifications and data,  [90],[89],[85],[44].  As the 
epoxy was  applied  such  that  it  was  extruded some  little  way beyond  the  periphery of  the 
photodiode  base,  the  epoxy was  modelled  to  protrude  2mm  beyond  the  outer  edge  of  the 
photodiode mount.
The  thermal  data  for  the  dominant  parts  of  the  photodiode,  namely  the  mount  itself,  are 
described in table 17, below.
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Part Mass 
(g)
Material CTE 
(µm/mK)
Specific Heat  
Capacity 
(J/g K)
Heat  
Capacity  
(J/K)
Mount post 5.9 Grade 2 
Titanium
8.6 0.523
3.09
Cassette & holder 18.8 Grade 2 
Titanium
8.6 0.523
9.83
Total Photodiode mount 24.7 Grade 2 
Titanium
8.6 0.523
12.92
Table 17: Photodiode Mechanical Parts Thermal Data
In order to check the model, a number of “sanity checking” hand calculations were carried out. 
These demonstrated that the model was producing results of adequate quality and accuracy.
The base of the photodiode mount was circular, there was symmetry about an axis normal to the 
Zerodur® Baseplate surface, centred on the centre of the circular photodiode base.  The finite 
element model used in this analysis took advantage of this axial symmetry, which enabled the  
modelling of a three dimensional system using a two dimensional representation.
All of the nodes which lay on the axis of symmetry were constrained against rotating about any 
axis and constrained against moving off axis.  This constraint still allowed sliding along the axis 
of rotational symmetry.  In order to prevent this remaining freedom, one node  was constrained 
against movement along the axis of symmetry.
Six noded triangular elements, CTRIAX6, were used throughout.  At the outer radius of the  
photodiode mount, and the outer radius of the epoxy, and the corresponding adjacent area of the 
Zerodur® baseplate, the mesh was made dense.  This corresponded to the location where the  
maximum  shear  strain  in  the  epoxy  was  anticipated,  and  also  to  a  point  of  mechanical 
discontinuity.  Away from this area, the mesh was less refined.
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Figure  73,  below,  shows  the  axi-symmetric  shear  stress  distribution  created  by  a  20 °C 
temperature change, 45° base taper angle, aluminium photodiode mount and 0.2 mm thickness 
of  2216 epoxy.  All results concerning the effect of varying bond thickness were carried out 
using this geometry and loading.
Figure 73: Photodiode Bond Thermal Stress
Figure 74 shows the area of stress concentration at the outer edge of the photodiode mount more 
clearly.   Sufficient  epoxy was applied to ensure that  some epoxy was extruded beyond the 
periphery of the photodiode base, and this extra epoxy was modelled; it was noteworthy that the 
extension  of  the  epoxy,  beyond  the  photodiode  mount  base  prevented  a  second  stress 
concentration between the epoxy and Zerodur®.
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Figure 74: Photodiode Bond Thermal Stress - Detail of Outer Bond Radius
Axi-symmetric shear stress data for the epoxy were extracted from the models, and saved in the  
form of ASCII text files.  These data were then processed using MATLAB.  
The stress values reported were averaged, by taking the average of all elements through the  
thickness of the epoxy at each radial location.  While this process did not capture the maximum 
value of stress reported by the model in the area local to the stress concentration, it represented 
the stress field adequately elsewhere.  As the stress values near the stress concentration were not  
realistic,  and  were  not  critical  to  the  choice  of  epoxy  type  and  bond  line  thickness,  this  
averaging was an appropriate method of data reduction.  An example showing both raw and 
averaged stress data is shown in figure 75, below.
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Figure 75: Through Thickness Averaging
The variation of through thickness averaged stress results with respect to varying the thickness 
of the epoxy bond is shown in figure 76, below for a titanium photodiode mount.
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Figure 76: Thermal Stress with respect to varying Bond Thickness
The peak values of averaged stress are summarised in table 18, below.
Bond Thickness  
(mm)
Aluminium 
(MPa)
Titanium (MPa)
0.5 7 2.8
0.4 8 3.1
0.3 10 4
0.2 12.5 5.1
0.1 18 8
0.05 25 11
Table 18: Photodiode Bond Stress Summary
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The proposed geometry is  shown, with the finite element  mesh,  in figure  77,  below.  This 
geometry was modelled for the case of 0.2mm epoxy thickness, 20°C temperature change, for 
both aluminium and titanium photodiode mounts.  
Figure 77: Proposed PD Mount Geometry
The averaged, axi-symmetric shear stress for both aluminium and titanium photodiode mounts 
is shown in figure 78, below.
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Figure 78: Thermal Stress of Proposed Geometry
The finite element model results showed that shear stress increased from zero to a maximum 
value in the area of the periphery of the photodiode mount.  The abrupt change in shape at the  
outer radius of the photodiode mount was responsible for a local stress concentration.
Owing to the right angled corner, the stress concentration there was infinite.  The values of  
stress reported by elements in this area were not realistic.  Further refinement of the mesh would 
have  produced ever  larger  estimates  of  the  stress  near  the  corner  –  a  process  which  could 
continue ad infinitum.
As may be seen in figure 74, by allowing the epoxy layer to protrude beyond the outer radius of 
the photodiode mount, the stress concentration between the epoxy and Zerodur® was alleviated 
successfully.
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The shear  stress  was  greater  for  an  aluminium photodiode  mount  when compared  with  an 
equivalent  titanium mount,  as  shown in  figure  78.   The  stress  was reduced by a  factor  of 
approximately 2.5, while the ratio between the coefficients of expansion was 2.8.  The disparity 
between these ratios was due to the difference in elastic properties between aluminium and 
titanium and,  the  mismatch  in  coefficients  of  thermal  expansion  between  the  metal  of  the 
photodiode mount and the epoxy itself.
The maximum shear stress was highest for small bond thickness, and the stress reduced for 
thicker  bond lines.   There  was  a  system of  diminishing  returns  owing to  the  mismatch  in 
coefficients of thermal expansion between the metal of the photodiode mount and the epoxy 
itself.  That there was little to choose between the candidate epoxies may be most clearly seen in  
figure 78, where the stress difference between  the 2214 and 2216 was always below 0.5 MPa.
Owing to the high temperature curing requirements of epoxy 2214, an alternative epoxy, Hysol  
EA 9361 was considered.  Hysol EA 9361 was the epoxy which was being used to bond the 
inserts into the Zerodur® baseplate.  Using the published material properties for EA 9361, the 
finite element model was revised to include EA 9361 material properties, and was re-solved, 
using the modified geometry, titanium mount, and a 20 °C temperature change.
As the available Hysol  data sheet,  [85],  provided Young's modulus  data  only at  25 °C, the 
elastic  properties  were  not  worst  case  because  the  epoxy  was  partially  softened  at  this  
temperature.  The model results were therefore not comparable with the earlier modelling of 
epoxy 2216 and 2214 where more onerous, cold Young's moduli were used in the analysis.
Although  not  directly  comparable,  the  maximum  shear  stress  in  the  0.2 mm  thick  Hysol 
EA 9361 layer  was  estimated  as  2 MPa,  which  compared  favourably  with  a  corresponding 
strength at this temperature of 24.1 MPa.
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Owing to  the  potential  non-conservative nature  of  the  input  data  for  EA 9361,  it  remained 
desirable to conduct  strength testing on bonds which had undergone thermal  cycling.   This 
thermal cycling testing is described in section 6.1.2, below.
The chosen bond design was EA 9361 epoxy, with a 0.2 mm bond line thickness, with the bond 
being made at 20 °C.
6.1.2   Photodiode Bond Testing
In order to build confidence in the photodiode design and in order to reduce the risk of bonding 
inadequate photodiode mounts onto the optical bench, a testing program was undertaken.  The 
strength of a number of test bonds was tested, while the mechanical stability of a photodiode 
and mount was also determined.
If subject to an extreme loading of 256 g, the epoxy bond between the Zerodur® and photodiode 
mount would bear an inertial loading of 250 N.  This served as a development test loading for 
the bonds.  The test fixtures for the photodiode bonds are shown in figure 79, below.
   
Figure 79: Photodiode Bond Test Fixture Design (Tensile - Left, Shear - Right)
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The photodiode bonds, using EA 9361 epoxy, and 0.2 mm bond line thickness, were first tested 
using an Instron tensile testing machine,  then thermally cycled between -10 °C and +40 °C, 
[91],  [32], and then tested in the Instron tensile testing machine again.  The results were as  
given in table 19, below;
Pre-Thermal Cycling Post-Thermal Cycling
PDS1 250 N OK 250 N OK
PDS2 250 N OK 250 N OK
PDS3 250 N OK 250 N OK
PDS4 250 N OK 250 N OK
PDS5 250 N OK – 
proceeded to failure 
load at 1.01 kN
N/A
PDT1 250 N OK 250 N OK
PDT2 250 N OK 250 N OK
PDT3 250 N OK 250 N OK
PDT4 250 N OK 250 N OK
PDT5 250 N OK – 
proceeded to failure 
load at 5.40 kN
N/A
Table 19: Photodiode Bond Test Results
In order to verify the adequacy of the mechanical design as well as the photodiode to Zerodur ® 
bond, a test bond and electrically non-functioning photodiode assembly was subjected to LISA 
Pathfinder qualification level mechanical testing.
Prior to the test, the photodiode had been bonded using the as-flight procedure,  [92], and the 
as-bonded position of the photodiode was measured and recorded using a co-ordinate measuring 
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machine, (CMM).  The bonded photo-diode was also subjected to thermal cycling loads, namely 
5 cycles between -10°C and +40°C, [91], [32].  The position of the photo-diode was monitored 
via CMM measurement during the period of a few days after the bond was made and after the  
clamps were released in order to determine that  the photo-diode did not change position or 
suffer from creep effects.
The mechanical test loads were derived from the spacecraft level requirements, [91], modified 
to account for the response of the mechanical structure between the launcher interface and the 
optical bench.  These mechanical testing levels were agreed between ASD and UBI,  [93], the 
shock testing loads are summarised in table 20, below.
Shock Test Levels (SRS, Q=10)
X and Y Direction Z Direction
Frequency (Hz) Acceleration (g) Frequency (Hz) Acceleration (g)
70
1000
10000
5
200
200
70
700
10000
5
50
50
Table 20: Shock Test Levels
The random test loads are shown in  table 21, below.
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Random Test Levels
X and Y Direction Z Direction
Frequency (Hz) Acceleration (g2/Hz) Frequency (Hz) Acceleration (g2/Hz)
20
 
80
400
2000
Ramp up with +6dB 
per octave
0.13 g2/Hz
0.13 g2/Hz
Ramp down with 
-7 dB per octave
(8.9 g RMS) 
Duration: 120 s
20
 
100
150
200
700
2000
Ramp up with +6dB 
per octave
0.5 g2/Hz
0.5 g2/Hz
Ramp down to 
0.08 g2/Hz
0.08 g2/Hz
Ramp down with 
-7 dB per octave
(11.1 g RMS) 
Duration: 120 s
Table 21: Random Test Levels
The sine test loads are shown in table 22, below;
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Sine Test Levels (sweep rate: 2 octaves per minute -  all axes)
X Direction Y Direction Z Direction
Frequency (Hz) Load Frequency (Hz) Load Frequency (Hz) Load
5
20
70
90
100
8 mm 0-pk
13 g
13 g
13 g
13 g
5
20
40
60
100
9.3 mm 0-pk
15 g
15 g
20 g
20 g
5
20
60
80
100
13.6 mm 0-pk
22 g
22 g
27 g
27 g
Table 22: Sine Test Levels
The test item in place on the shaker and the test configuration for Z axis vibration are shown in 
figure 80, below.
Figure 80: Test Item and Z Axis Test Configuration
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The test configuration for X and Y axis vibration are shown in figure 81, below.
       
Figure 81: X Axis Test Configuration (Left) and Y Axis Configuration (Right)
After the testing, the photodiode and bond were visually inspected.  No damage or debris was 
found.  The photodiode was re-measured using the CMM.  The CMM program produced point 
location data with a repeatability of the order of 5 μm.  No discernible movement had taken 
place since the photodiode was first bonded.  The bond had withstood thermal cycling, shock 
and vibration loading, and manual handling, and had not moved discernibly, i.e., beyond the 
5 μm repeatability of the CMM.  Therefore, the acceptability of both the mechanical design of 
the photodiode and the design of the epoxy bond had been shown for use in the LISA Pathfinder 
mission, and analysis and testing had demonstrated sufficient mechanical stability to allow their 
use in the optical metrology system.
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6.2   PHOTODIODE DESIGN SUMMARY
6.2.1   Photodiode Design Description
The schematic layout of the optical bench is shown in figure 82, below.
Figure 82: Optical Bench Schematic Layout, Source: [36])
The type and function of the photodiodes are shown in table 23, below.
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Photodiode Photodiode Type -  Function / Description
PDA1  * Single Element Photodiode - Laser Power, Beam 1
PDA2  * Single Element Photodiode - Laser Power, Beam 1
PDFA Quadrant Photodiode - Frequency Noise (Nominal)
PDFB Quadrant Photodiode - Frequency Noise (Redundant)
PDRA Quadrant Photodiode - Reference Length (Nominal)
PDRB Quadrant Photodiode - Reference Length (Redundant)
PD1A Quadrant Photodiode - Position of Test Mass 1 (Nominal)
PD1B Quadrant Photodiode - Position of Test Mass 1 (Redundant)
PD12A Quadrant Photodiode - Position of Test Mass 2 - Test mass 1 (Nominal)
PD12B Quadrant Photodiode - Position of Test Mass 2 - Test mass 1 (Redundant)
Table 23: Photodiode Allocation
* Photodiodes PDA1 and PDA2 provide laser power feedback to the laser system to allow laser 
power stabilisation.  
The quadrant photodiodes are connected (via the LCA connector bracket) to the phasemeter.  As 
the optical bench will be integrated into the LCA by ASD, it was not appropriate for the cables 
to be routed and terminated before delivery.   The photodiode cables were fitted and routed  
along the surface of the optical bench, and for a short distance beyond the edge, beyond which,  
the cable was left  free.  The cables were temporarily terminated with a test connector,  thus 
allowing the functional testing of the photodiodes in an efficient and repeatable manner.
The two types of InGaAs photodiode, single element and quadrant are shown in the form of 
bare dice in figure 83, below;
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 Figure 83: Single Element Ø3mm InGaAs die (Left), and Quadrant Ø5mm InGaAs die 
(Right)
A quadrant photodiode electrically integrated into the cassette holder is shown in figure  84, 
below;
 
Figure 84: Electrically Assembled Quadrant Photodiode
The specification of the quadrant photo-diode die is shown in figure 85 below;  (The SEPD die 
is similar)
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11mm
 Figure 85: QPD Die Specification
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6.2.2   Photodiode Mechanical and Thermal Summary
An exploded view of the photodiode assembly is shown below.
Figure 86: Exploded View of Quadrant 
The individual parts of the photodiode are listed in table 24, below;
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Part Drawing Number(s) CAD View
Window & Holder 1) S2-UGB-DRW-3055
Photodiode Cover 2) S2-UGB-DRW-3007 (QPD
S2-UGB-DRW-3027 (SEPD)
Photodiode Base S2-UGB-DRW-3006 (QPD)
S2-UGB-DRW-3028 (SEPD)
Cassette Holder S2-UGB-DRW-3005
Photodiode Mounting Post Comprises;
S2-UGB-DRW-3004  and
3 off ∅3mm titanium balls
Cable Clamp S2-UGB-DRW-3008 (clearance 
holes)
S2-UGB-DRW-3009 (M2 Thread)
Table 24: Photodiode Allocation
1) The optical properties of the photodiode window are defined below;
• Material: Suprasil Fused Silica (from UGL stock)
• Diameter: 10mm ± 0.1mm
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• Edges: Fine ground with nominal chamfer
• Thickness: 1mm -0.00mm +0.15mm
• Optical Path Difference: 1-2λ at 633nm (combined material, flatness and parallelism)
• Coating: <0.25%R at 1064nm, over central 8-9mm
2) The width of the cylindrical section of the aperture is <0.05mm.
These  parameters  were  formally  documented  in  the  Photodiode  and  Mounts  Requirements  
Specification, [94].  To avoid magnetic contamination, and to minimise thermal expansion, the 
photodiode mounting was  machined from titanium.  In order to reduce the refection of light, the  
exterior  front  surface  of  the  photodiode  mount  was  made  dull  by lightly  sand-blasting  the 
titanium surface.  There were no coatings applied to the photodiode mountings.
It was necessary to ensure adequate cassette clamp load, two M2 titanium fasteners were used, 
with a torque of  0.3 Nm.  Using a nut constant of 0.25, the force in each vertical bolt was 
estimated using equation 47, below;
P = T
KD
= 0.3
0.25∗2e-3
P = 600 N
Equation 47
The dimensions of the photodiode cassette are shown in figure 87, below;
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Figure 87: Photodiode Mount Side View and Salient Dimensions (mm)
The masses of the components involved were obtained from the CAD model, and are listed in 
table 25, below;
Total Mass of photodiode mount 24.7 g
Mass of mount post 5.9 g
Mass of cassette & holder 18.8 g
Table 25: Photodiode Component Mass
To assess the ability of the photodiode to withstand inertial loads, the accelerations which would 
cause gapping, i.e., the separation of parts which should remain in contact, are estimated in 
equations 48, below,
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Accz =
2P
mg
= 2∗600
9.81∗18.9e-3
Accz = 6470 g
Accx =
2P∗4.15
11.26 m g
= 2∗600∗4.15
11.26∗9.81∗18.9e-3
Accx = 2385 g
Equations 48
The bending stress on the mount arm was estimated using equations 49 and 50, below;
M = PL
= 600∗5.6e-3
M = 3.36 Nm
d = 4 mm
b = 3.8 mm
I = bd 3/12
= 3.8e-3∗4e-3 
3
12
I = 2.03e-11 m4
Equations 49
 = My
I
= 3.36∗2e-3
2.03e-11
 = 331 MPa
MOS =
 y

−1
= 340
331
−1
MOS = 0.03
Equations 50
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Where MOS was the margin of safety, which must always remain positive.  These calculations 
indicate that there was positive margin of safety against the design loads defined in the GDIR, 
[91].
6.2.2.1   Harness Clamping
The photodiode harness was clamped to the surface of the optical bench using titanium tie-
downs, which allow the use of cable ties, as shown in figure  88, below.  The tie-down was 
bonded to the optical bench using the same epoxy as used for photodiode mounting.  For scale, 
the tie-down was 10mm in length (between the green dots in figure 88, below).  
Figure 88: Titanium Harness Tie Down (S2-UGB-DRW-3056)
The location of the clamps on the surface of the optical bench may be seen in the optical bench 
interferometer assembly drawing, [95], and may also be seen in-situ in figure 89, below.
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Figure 89: Titanium Harness Tie Down
6.3   PHOTODIODE PROCUREMENT
The InGaAs photodiodes are important components in the measurement chain determining test  
position  and orientation,  and  therefore  their  performance  was  crucial  to  the  success  of  the  
mission.  As the photodiode was classified by ESA as an non-standard Electronic, Electrical and 
Electromechanical  (EEE)  component,  compliance  with  ESA's  requirements  during  the 
procurement of these parts was required.
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6.3.1   EEE Requirements and Qualification
In  order  to  use  the  photodiodes  on  the  mission,  it  was  necessary to  obtain  a  signed Parts 
Approval Document, (PAD).  These documents were prepared at UBI, and submitted to ESA, 
[96], [97].   These PAD documents formed the first step in a negotiation between ESA and UBI, 
the result of which was the submission of a qualification plan, [98].  
The main output of the qualification plan was a definition of the test route, as shown for the  
quadrant photodiodes in figure 90, below.
As the photodiodes were assembled in Norway and California, it was not possible to witness the 
testing defined by the qualification plan.  The photodiode supplier issued traveller documents  
and a data pack which accompanied the photodiodes when delivered to UBI.  The data pack 
contained test  data indicating the photodiode performance at  each stage of the qualification  
procedure.
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Figure 90: Photodiode Qualification Plan
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6.3.2   Photodiode Status
As  problems  were  encountered  at  a  number  of  stages  during  photodiode  procurement,  an 
example of which is described in section 6.6, the photodiodes described here were not selected 
for  flight  use.   Instead,  a  new procurement  of photodiodes  was instigated,  and the existing 
photodiodes were used in the thermo-optical qualification model optical bench (TOQM).
6.4   PHOTODIODE ASSEMBLY INTEGRATION AND VERIFICATION
As the photodiode, particularly the quadrant photodiode, was part of the measurement chain of 
the instrument, the adequacy of the photodiode's electro-optical performance was paramount.  It  
was  necessary  to  ensure  both  that  there  was  good  responsivity  at  1064 nm,  and  that  the 
responsivity was uniform across the face of the photodiode.
Uniformity of response was important because any tilt of the test mass affects the position of the  
illuminated area of the beam on the face of the photodiode.  Any change in photodiode response 
as a function of beam position would therefore be incorrectly interpreted as test mass motion.  A 
specific test was designed, built and implemented to ensure that the photodiodes would meet the 
stringent requirements for parts in the measurement chain of gravitational wave detectors, as  
described in section 2.5.
6.4.1   Photodiode Inspection
The photodiode was illuminated with light from a 1064 nm diode laser.  While a beam diameter 
of 150 µm or lower was required to comply with the requirement given in S2-UGB-RS-3002, 
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[94], with the  available step size from the scanning rig  of 100 µm, and a desire to ensure all of 
the photodiode surface was adequately illuminated, a 175 µm diameter beam was used.  The 
laser used to provide the test beam, a BWTEK BWR-1064-20 20mW diode laser, was a class  
IIIb device, and so was enclosed in an interlocked lightproof enclosure, as shown in figure 91, 
below.
Figure 91: Laser Enclosure (25mm tapped hole pitch in bench for scale)
Also shown in figure 91 was the lens tube and the device under test.  The device under test was 
mounted on a travelling baseplate which was scanned in front of the non-moving beam.  The 
support arm passed through the wall of the lightproof enclosure to the linear translation stages.  
In order to prevent any escape of light, the penetration was protected by large black anodised 
baffle plates both on the inside and outside of the enclosure.
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The lens system was used to adjust the beam spot size at the photodiode active surface.  The raw 
beam from the laser were measured using a Dataray WincamD beam profiling camera, as shown 
in figure 92, below.  Using a non-linear least squares fit, the beam waist and the Rayleigh range  
were estimated.
Figure 92: Laser Beam Profiling Camera
Using the beam parameters and a mode matching program, JamMt version 0.22, a system of 
standard lenses was designed which would provide an adequately small spot size at the desired 
location.  As can be seen in figure  93, below, the beam diameter varied as a function of the 
position  along the  beam,  and in  practice,  moving  the  lens  tube  towards  or  away from the 
photodiode provided a way to fine tune the system in-situ.  In figure 93, the laser was on the left 
hand side of the image,  and the photodiode active surface was placed near the waist of the 
output beam, represented towards the right hand side of figure 93.
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Figure 93: Lens System Simulation – all lenses convex with focal length of 100 mm
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The beam used for the scanning is shown in figure 94, below;
Figure 94: Beam Profile
The photodiode was placed in a fixture on a moving platform.  The platform was programmed  
to move in a raster pattern, and the controller was programmed to send a trigger pulse to a data 
acquisition unit each time the photodiode was re-positioned.  The beam was attenuated using 
absorptive neutral density filters of total optical density 1.85.  The photocurrent was amplified 
using  transimpedance  amplifers  with a  transimpedance  of  3.3kΩ,  schematics  for  which  are 
shown in figure 95, below.  A bias voltage of zero volts was used for all tests.
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Figure 95: Transimpedance Schematic
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At each scan location, using a wavebook WBK 512 12 bit data acquisition system, using the 
0-1volt range, nominally DC data were sampled at 1 kHz for 100 ms, thus obtaining 100 data 
points.  These 100 data points were scaled, averaged, and saved to disk.  The data set from a  
complete scan of a photodiode were re-ordered to form a matrix representing the physical layout  
of the photodiode.
The apparatus for the scanning rig can be seen in figure 96, below.
Figure 96: Scanning Apparatus
In order to generate a reference level for each quadrant, each channel of data was scanned and 
the values compared with a threshold to obtain a region of data points within the active area of 
the quadrant.  The mean value of the response within the active area of the quadrant was used as  
the reference value, i.e., 100%..
An example scanning test result, for quadrant photodiode 205 is shown in figures  97 to  101, 
below.
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Figure 97: Photodiode 205 Response (QPD is Ø5mm)
The maximum photocurrent  was  0.2094 mA,  the  contour  plots  of  the  individual  quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3 %, 97 %, and 103 % response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 26, below.
Quadrant Reference Photo-
current (mA)
Relative Reference  
levels (%)
1 0.2047 0.00
2 0.2042 -0.26
3 0.2044 -0.15
4 0.2047 0.00
Table 26: Photodiode 205 Reference Data
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Figure 98: Photodiode 205 Q1 Contour
Figure 99: Photodiode 205 Q2 Contour
Figure 100: Photodiode 205 Q3 Contour
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Figure 101: Photodiode 205 Q4 Contour
The remainder of the scanning results are included in appendices E to AA.
As  the  cross  talk  and  non-uniformity  requirements  both  stipulated  <3 %,  contours  of  the 
photodiode's  response  at  3 %,  97 %,  and  103 %  of  the  detector's  reference  response  are 
presented in figures 98 to 101.  The inner, red area of the contour plots represents areas of the 
photodiode which had a response over 97 % of the threshold, the blue areas represent response 
over 3 % of the threshold, but, below 97 %.  While the calculation of the 103 % contour was 
included in the post processing, no part of the response was above this level, and therefore, this  
contour was not actually seen on the plots.
The thin blue circle drawn around the photodiode response represents the knife edge aperture – 
on the plots, this circle was placed with its centre coincident with the centroid of the response 
distribution, however, owing to tolerance stack up on the real photodiodes, the real knife edge  
aperture may be displaced from the centre of the photodiode by up to 200 μm.  Even in cases 
where the full 200 μm displacement occurs, the knife edge would not obscure any of the active 
area of the photodiode.  Across the flight batch of photodiodes, the responsivity varied between 
0.695  and  0.792 A/W,  while  within  each  photodiode,  the  local  variation  may  be  seen  in 
appendices E to AA.
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6.4.2   Selection of Photodiodes
The selection of photodiodes based upon the following logic which was agreed between UBI  
and UGL.
Any non-uniformity of the response of the quadrant photodiodes was considered to be most 
problematic  when one or  more  of  the  optical  beams  was moving across  the  surface of  the 
photodiode.  Only those beams which reflect from a test mass have any appreciable movement.  
Two of the interferometers on each bench involve a beam reflected from one or more moving 
test  masses.   These  are  the  (x1) and  (x2-x1) interferometers  and have a  total  of  4  quadrant 
photodiodes per bench.
The  reference  and  frequency  noise  interferometers  comprise  only  optical  beams  that  are 
reflected from components fixed to the optical bench interferometer so there should be virtually 
no relative movement between beams and photodiodes.  These interferometers therefore impose 
less  tight  requirements  on  photodiode  uniformity.   The  reference  and  frequency  noise 
interferometers account for another 4 quadrant photodiodes per bench.
The final 2 photodiodes are single element devices, used for the power monitoring.  Again these  
beams are fixed to the bench so there is virtually no beam movement relative to the photodiode.  
Also these final two photodiodes are not directly involved in phase measurements.  There was 
therefore a clear hierarchy of requirements for photodiode uniformity:
• (x1) and (x2-x1) interferometers required the most uniform (4 photodiodes per bench)
• Reference and Frequency Noise were the next most critical (4 photodiodes per bench)
• Optical Power monitors were the least critical (2 photodiodes per bench)
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The photodiodes for X1 and X12 interferometers formed “Group A”
The photodiodes for Reference and frequency noise formed “Group B”
The photodiodes for optical power monitoring formed “Group C”
Table  27,  below,  lists  the  photodiodes  tested,  and  gathers  together  the  comments  and 
observations made.
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Photodiode S/N Comments
202 Some non-uniformity on quadrant 2, maximum photo-current, 0.2098 mA, 
GROUP B
203 Slight cross talk near centre of photodiode, maximum photo-current, 
0.2066 mA, GROUP A
205 Slight cross talk near centre and edge of photodiode, maximum photo-
current, 0.2094 mA, GROUP A
206 Some non-uniformity along quadrant divider, maximum photo-current, 
0.2084 mA, GROUP B
208 Slight cross talk near edge of photodiode, maximum photo-current, 
0.2116 mA, GROUP A
209 Some non-uniformity along quadrant divider of Q1, maximum photo-
current, 0.2129 mA, GROUP B
211 Slight cross talk near centre and edge of photodiode, maximum photo-
current, 0.2033 mA, GROUP A
213 Some non-uniformity along quadrant divider of Q1 and cross talk near centre 
and edge of photodiode , maximum photo-current, 0.2102 mA, GROUP B
217 Slight non-uniformity and cross talk, maximum photo-current, 0.2120 mA, 
GROUP A
218 Slight non-uniformity and cross talk, maximum photo-current, 0.2130 mA 
GROUP A
219 Some non-uniformity along quadrant dividers and cross talk near centre and 
edge of photodiode ,maximum photo-current, 0.1958 mA, GROUP B
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Photodiode S/N Comments
221 Slight cross talk near centre of photodiode, maximum photo-current, 
0.2075 mA, GROUP A
222 Some non-uniformity along quadrant dividers and cross talk near centre and 
edge of photodiode, maximum photo-current, 0.2121 mA, GROUP B
232 Slight cross talk near centre and edge of photodiode, maximum photo-
current, 0.2116 mA, GROUP A
233 Photodiode not re-scanned
236 Poor uniformity Q2 and Q3, but Q4 OK, maximum photo-current, 
0.2066 mA, GROUP C
238 Slight cross talk near centre and edge of photodiode, maximum photo-
current, 0.2064 mA, GROUP A
239 Slight cross talk near centre and edge of photodiode, and poor uniformity 
near edge of Q4, maximum photo-current, 0.2067 mA, GROUP B
241 Slight cross talk near centre and edge of photodiode, and poor uniformity 
Q3, but Q4 OK, maximum photo-current, 0.2117 mA, GROUP C
242 Photodiode not re-scanned
244 Poor uniformity in Q1 Quadrant divider, but Q4 OK, maximum photo-
current, 0.1941 mA, GROUP C
245 Poor uniformity in all quadrants, maximum photo-current, 0.1916 mA, 
GROUP C
246 Good uniformity, maximum photo-current, 0.1951 mA, GROUP A
Table 27: Photodiode Scan Data Summary
The grouping of photodiodes is shown in table 28, below;
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Group Location Photodiodes
A (x1) or (x2-x1) Interferometer
203, 205, 208, 211, 221, 232, 
238, 246, 217
B Reference or Frequency noise Interferometer
202, 206, 209, 213, 218, 219, 
222, 239
C Optical Power Monitoring 236, 241, 244, 245
Table 28: Photodiode Grouping
6.4.3   Photodiode Inspection and Test Summary
An inspection facility was designed, built, commissioned and used in order to check and grade 
the photodiodes.  The inspection facility enabled the responsivity and the uniformity of the 
photodiode's response to be measured and recorded.
Using the inspection facility, the photodiodes were tested, and graded in order to determine their  
optimum installation position on the optical bench.
6.5   THE POSSIBLE USE OF QPDS AS SEPDS
6.5.1   The Use of QPD as SEPD
Owing to the low yield of SEPDs, (7 from a batch of 17 were found to have failed when 
elctrically tested after the stabilisation bake) it was necessary to consider technical options to 
allow the assembly and testing of the optical bench without causing excessive delay to an 
already delayed project.  Among the suggestions raised was the possibility of using QPDs in the 
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place of SEPDs; this section describes possible implementations, and considers possible 
consequences for the connected hardware.
As may be seen from table 24, the only mechanical parts which were specific to the QPD or 
SEPD were the photodiode base and the photodiode cover.  All other mechanical parts were 
interchangeable.
6.5.1.1   QPD & SEPD Electrical Connections and Cable
The electrical schematic for the common cathode QPD is shown in figure 102,below.
Figure 102: Quadrant Photodiode Electrical Schematic
The electrical schematic for the SEPD is shown in figure 103,below.
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Figure 103: Single Element Photodiode Electrical Schematic
6.5.1.2   Possible “QPD as SEPD” Configurations
There were three distinct ways of using a QPD in the place of a SEPD, namely aiming the beam 
onto the centre of the QPD, thus using all four of the quadrants, aiming the beam onto only two 
of the quadrants, and aiming the beam onto only one quadrant.
In the diagrams which follow, the black circle represents the outer edge of the QPD, the blue 
circle the size of the SEPD, and the red circle, the estimated diameter of the beam on the actual 
optical bench, at a location representative of the photodiodes.
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Figure 104: Beam centred on QPD centre
The configuration shown in figure 104 represents the case where the QPD was simply fitted in 
place of the SEPD without making any other mechanical adjustments.  This configuration gave 
the largest distance between the centre of the beam and the edge of the active area of the QPD  
of 2.5 mm, but, it did so at the cost of large electrical capacitance.  
The zero bias capacitance of the flight QPDs was measured by OSI at 50 °C, each quadrant had 
a  capacitance  of  approximately  1000 pF  compared  with  the  requirement  of  <1500 pF. 
Therefore, the effective capacitance of the QPD used as an SEPD in this configuration was 
approximately 4000 pF, whereas, the SEPD was specified with a capacitance of <1500 pF.
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Figure 105: Beam Centred on Two Elements of Laterally Displaced QPD
The configuration shown in figure 105 represents the case where the QPD was fitted in place of 
the SEPD and was laterally displaced by 1.25 mm,  thus aligning the beam centrally on two 
vertically adjacent QPD segments.
The displacement may be achieved by simply displacing the entire photodiode mount during the 
bonding process, or, it may also be achieved by installing a modified cassette holder.
The effective capacitance of the QPD used as an SEPD in this configuration was approximately 
2000 pF.
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Figure 106: Beam Centred on One Segment of QPD
The configuration shown in figure 106 represents the case where the QPD was fitted in place of 
the SEPD and was both vertically and laterally displaced by 1.06 mm, (4r/3π), thus aligning the 
beam on with the centroid of one QPD segment.
The lateral displacement may be achieved by simply displacing the entire photodiode mount 
during the bonding process, or, it may also be achieved by installing a modified cassette holder 
while the vertical displacement may only be obtained via the use of a modified cassette holder.
The effective capacitance of the QPD used as an SEPD in this configuration was approximately 
1000 pF, i.e., less than the original SEPD upper limit.  However, this configuration also placed 
the beam closer to the edge of the QPD than the other configurations, with 1 mm between the 
beam centre and edge of the QPD.
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My suggestion of the use of QPDs as SEPDs was considered during telephone conferences 
between ESA, ASD, and the UK team.  The idea, as per figure 106 was accepted, and the 
required modified cassettes were designed, built, and bonded to the optical bench.  In the re-
procurement of photodiodes, the QPD as SEPD principle is being carried forward and used 
again.
6.6   PHOTODIODE 202 FAILURE INVESTIGATION
After the  assembly of the photodiode cassettes into their  mount,  a  basic  electrical  test  was 
carried out on all photodiodes.  During this test, it was found that photodiode 202 had failed.
The test circuit was as shown in figure 107, below;  The 20V DC input voltage was supplied via 
a Farnell laboratory power supply, the voltage and current were measured using Keithley digital  
meters.
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Figure 107: Basic Electrical Test Circuit
The test procedure is listed in table 29, below;
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Step No Procedure:
Take appropriate ESD protection precautions when using the quick test box. Care 
should be taken to prevent the surface of the test box from charging up.
1
Configure a bench power supply to 20.22V 100mA current limit. Connect it to the 
test box.
2
Configure a DMM to read DC Volts between 1mV and 25V. Attach it to the test  
box.
3
Configure a DMM to DC Amps between 10nA and 100mA. Connect it to the test 
box.
4 Short the power supply with a test lead. 
5
Remove the shorting connector from the photo-diode and connect it  to the test 
box.
6 Short the power supply with a test lead. Configure the test the test box as required.
7 Remove the shorting lead from the power supply and turn it on.
8 Note down the readings and add them to S2-UGB-TR-3001.
9 Switch off the power supply.
10 Repeat steps 6 to 9 for every quadrant, forward and reverse biased.
11 When complete short the power supply with a test lead.
12 Unplug the photo-diode and replace the shorting connector.
Table 29: Photodiode Quick Test Procedure
The quick test box specifically tests these two requirements;
• LTP-PFM-PDM-030 The forward voltage, at room temperature, of the photo-diode 
shall be 1.0 V maximum @ 10mA
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• LTP-PFM-PDM-031 The breakdown voltage, at room temperature, shall be 20V 
minimum @ 10 A 
Which are defined in the photo-diode and mount requirement specification, [94], however, the 
requirements are also directly comparable with the testing carried out at die level by the photo-
diode chip supplier.
Immediately prior to assembling the upper cover of the photo-diode the die was photographed, 
and this is shown in figure 108, below;
Figure 108: PD202 Prior to cover assembly at UBI
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6.6.1   PD 202 Test and Integration History
The test data are shown in table  30, below.  All tests listed prior to the delivery to UBI were 
carried out by the photo-diode supplier.   The detail of these tests has not been made available.
Test Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Comments
Pre 
Temperature 
Cycling 
Electrical Test
Dark Current
2.326e-9 A
Dark Current
2.302e-9 A
Dark Current
2.294e-9 A
Dark Current
2.203e-9 A
Pass
Reverse 
Voltage
41 V
Reverse 
Voltage
41 V
Reverse 
Voltage
41 V
Reverse 
Voltage
41 V
Forward 
Voltage
0.59 V
Forward 
Voltage
0.58 V
Forward 
Voltage
0.58 V
Forward 
Voltage
0.58 V
Responsivity 0.769 A/W 0.769 A/W 0.769 A/W 0.769 A/W
Pass
Optical Power 
2.699e-6 W
Thermal Cycling, 10 cycles
Pre Burn in 
Electrical Test
Dark Current
2.44e-9 A
Dark Current
2.41e-9 A
Dark Current
2.39e-9 A
Dark Current
2.40e-9 A
Pass
Reverse 
Voltage
41 V
Reverse 
Voltage
41 V
Reverse 
Voltage
41 V
Reverse 
Voltage
41 V
Forward 
Voltage
0.59 V
Forward 
Voltage
0.58 V
Forward 
Voltage
0.58 V
Forward 
Voltage
0.58 V
Responsivity 0.898 A/W 0.899 A/W 0.900 A/W 0.899 A/W
Pass
Optical Power 
2.543e-6 W
Burn in 125 °C, 11 V bias, for 240 hours
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Test Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Comments
Post Burn in 
Electrical Test
Dark Current
2.94e-9 A
Dark Current
2.95e-9 A
Dark Current
2.93e-9 A
Dark Current
2.93e-9 A
Pass
Reverse 
Voltage
41 V
Reverse 
Voltage
41 V
Reverse 
Voltage
41 V
Reverse 
Voltage
40 V
Forward 
Voltage
0.6 V
Forward 
Voltage
0.58 V
Forward 
Voltage
0.58 V
Forward 
Voltage
0.58 V
Capacitance 0.972 nF 0.963 nF 0.970 nF 0.966 nF Pass
Crosstalk 0.56 % 0.56 % 0.56 % 0.55 % Pass
Responsivity 
@ 23 °C 0.90 A/W 0.90 A/W 0.90 A/W 0.90 A/W
Pass
Optical Power 
2.60e-6 W
Responsivity 
@ -10 °C 0.91 A/W 0.92 A/W 0.88 A/W 0.87 A/W
Pass
Optical Power 
unknown
Responsivity 
@ 50 °C 0.93 A/W 0.92 A/W 0.90 A/W 0.91 A/W
Pass
Optical Power 
unknown
Dark Current 
@ -10 °C 3.80x10
-10 A 4.00x10-10 A 4.00x10-10 A 5.20x10-10 A Pass
Dark Current 
@ 50 °C 8.10x10
-10 A 7.90x10-10 A 7.80x10-10 A 8.10x10-10 A Pass
Delivery to UBI
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Test Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Comments
Pre Assembly 
Scan Good 
Response
Good 
Response
Good 
Response
Good 
Response Pass
Assembly of knife edge cover and window
Post 
Assembly 
Scan
Good 
Response
0.2042 mA
Good 
Response
0.2051 mA
Good 
Response
0.2048 mA
Good 
Response
0.2055 mA
Pass
Assembly of photodiode onto mount / cassette holder
Electrical Test
Reverse Voltage
0.86 V @ 192 μA
Reverse Voltage
20 V @ 2.23 μA
Reverse Voltage
20 V @ 2.26 μA
Reverse Voltage
19.5 V @ 
6.45 μA
Fail
Requirement 
>20 V @ 10 μA
Forward 
Voltage
0.538 V
Forward 
Voltage
0.556 V
Forward 
Voltage
0.558 V
Forward 
Voltage
0.558 V
Pass
Tested at 
10.33 mA
Table 30: Photodiode 202 Test and Integration History
6.6.2   PD 202 Investigation Method
The cassette was removed from the cassette holder to facilitate scanning.  The scanning results  
are shown below.
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Figure 109: Photodiode 202 Response
Figure 110: Photodiode 202 Q1 Contours
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Figure 111: Photodiode 202 Q2 Contours
Figure 112: Photodiode 202 Q3 Contours
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Figure 113: Photodiode 202 Q4 Contours
During the removal of the cassette from the holder, the following items of debris were noted;
Figure 114: Debris Found Between Cassette and Cassette Holder
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On visual inspection the debris appeared to be a small piece of epoxy and there was evidence of  
similar material in the fastener hole immediately adjacent. It was possible that the epoxy was 
ejected underneath the cassette into the space between the cassette and the cassette holder when 
the fastener was inserted into the hole.  
While  unaided  visual  inspection  did  not  find  any  stray  epoxy,  an  inspection  under 
magnification, concentrating on the holes in the cassette holder and any gapping between the 
cassette and cassette holder enabled this issue to be cleared.
It was thought that die cracking owing to twist of the cassette was possible.  The mechanical 
configuration of the cassette is shown in figure 115, below.
Figure 115: Cassette Drawing
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The response of a known cracked die, PD233, may be seen in the pre-assembly scanning report, 
S2-UGB-RP-3009.  The results of the scan of channel 1 of PD 233, showing excessive leakage, 
are also shown in figure 109, below for comparison
Figure 116: PD 233 Q1 Response
In order to answer the question of whether deformation caused by trapped debris was a possible 
cause of the cassette twisting during assembly, the bending stiffness of the longer side of the 
cassette  assembly  was  estimated,  and  using  estimated  bolt  loads,  the  maximum  possible 
deflection was estimated.  The input data are defined in equations 51, below.
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b = 3.9 mm
d = 4 mm
I = bd 3/12
I = 2.08e-11 m4
E = 105 GPa
l = 17.1 mm
k = 3EI / l3
k = 1.41 MN /m
Equations 51
Where b and d respectively represent the width and depth of the equivalent beam, I is the 
second moment of area of the beam section, E represents the Young's modulus of elasticity, and 
k, the stiffness of the cantilevered beam.
Assuming one end of the cassette was built in, and the M2 bolts were torqued to 0.3 Nm, the 
deflection of the cassette is estimated in equations 52, below;
T = K P D
P = T
0.25 D
= 0.3
0.25∗2e-3
P = 600 N
x = P
k
= 600
1.31e6
x = 458  m
Equations 52
This calculation demonstrated that if  some foreign matter  were present beneath the cassette  
during installation, the cassette could deform by up to 450 μm.  Owing to the brittle nature of 
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InGaAs, it was possible that this deformation might be sufficient to cause damage via brittle 
fracture.  This calculation demonstrated that deflection of the cassette caused by contamination 
was possible, but the calculation was not proof that the deflection had actually occurred, or that  
the InGaAs had indeed cracked.  During inspections, no evidence for cracking in the InGaAs 
was observed.
6.6.3   ESTEC Scanning Electron Microscope Inspection
The failed photodiode was sent to ESTEC for further analysis to determine the cause of failure. 
After repeating the electrical testing which had found the error, the die was examined under an 
optical microscope, and no defects were seen.  The die was prepared as a specimen for use  
under a scanning electron microscope.   Material  failures were found in the guard ring area  
surrounding the photo-sensitive area of the photodiode, as shown in figure 117, below.
       
Figure 117: Damage in Guard Ring (Source: ESTEC)
Material failures were also found in the area near the edge of quadrant 1, as shown in figure 
118, below;
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Figure 118: Damage in Quadrant 1 (Source: ESTEC)
To give an idea of the scales in figures 117 and 118, the defects were approximately 10 μm in 
diameter.
This damage was best explained by the mechanism of electro-static discharge, and as a result of  
these  images  been  made  available,  a  review  was  undertaken  of  all  devices  which  were 
connected to the photodiodes during the integration procedures.  As a result of the review, the  
grounding provision in the photodiode harness, the transimpedance amplifiers, and in the clean 
room at UGL were improved.
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6.6.4   PD 202 Summary
• PD202 had failed electrical tests,
• The reverse voltage of quadrant 1 was significantly lower than the specification; 0.86 V, 
versus 20 V, while the forwards voltage was acceptable,
• Under an optical scan quadrant 1 showed no output while there was significant leakage 
between the remaining channels,
• After  last  being  tested  “good”,  PD202 had been subject  only to  assembly onto  the 
cassette holder before this failure was detected during test,
• Prior to the failure, there was no indication of any problem with PD202,
• ESD precautions, including wrist-strap checking were in place during handling of the 
photodiodes at all stages during the work carried out at Birmingham,
• Debris was found between the cassette and cassette holder,
• Under  assembly  loads  onto  uneven  surfaces,  the  cassette  distortion  of  460 μm  is 
possible,
• Initial, unaided, visual inspection did not detect any further epoxy in the holes in the 
cassette holder, however, an inspection done under magnification, considering epoxy 
and gapping provided further confidence,
• Excessive leakage was found on a device with a known cracked die, PD233,
• It was initially thought that the InGaAs die cracked during the assembly of the cassette 
onto the cassette holder,
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• The SEM results obtained by ESTEC suggested that electro-static discharge was the  
failure mechanism,
• The 8 detectors which were subject to workmanship testing were electrically tested and 
passed the test,
• The  grounding  of  all  equipment  connected  to  the  photodiodes  was  reviewed  and 
updated as required.
As no cracking was found during the visual inspections, even under magnification, and the SEM 
images  provided  by  ESTEC  were  indicative  of  electrical  damage,  it  was  likely  that  the 
photodiode failure was electrically caused.  As a result of this failure analysis, the following 
steps were taken;
• Cassettes were visually checked for debris prior to assembly onto the cassette holder,
• The test equipment was modified in order to reduce the possibility of stored charges 
causing damage to the photodiode.
6.7   PHOTODIODE MECHANICAL TESTING
In order to build confidence in the photodiodes prior to acceptance, it was decided to subject  
them  to  mechanical  loads,  similar  to  those  specified  in  the  spacecraft  level  requirements  
specification, the GDIR, [91], for ground transportation loads.
Initially, the plan was to carry out shock and vibration testing using a shaker facility, [99], but, 
owing to facility availability and the time limitations imposed by project schedule pressures, it  
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was agreed to carry out a reduced testing regime, subjecting the photodiodes to a number of  
shock loads.
The test fixture was fastened to a heavy aluminium plate at one end.  Between the plate and the 
fixture was a thin shim, which allowed the test fixture to move and flex relative to the heavy 
plate.  In order to measure the acceleration, a Brüel and Kjær model 4505 accelerometer was 
hard mounted to the test fixture.  The charge output of the accelerometer was conditioned and 
amplified using a  Brüel and Kjær model 2635 charge amplifier.  The output from the charge 
amplifier was recorded using an Iotech Wavebook model 512 data acquisition system, sampling 
at 60 kHz.
Prior to fastening photodiodes to the test fixture, a number of test impacts were made, and the  
resulting shock measured using a roving accelerometer.  The impact parameters, namely the 
height of the hammer drop, and the impacting material were thus determined.  This also allowed 
the determination of the number of suitable photodiode locations on the test fixture.
The quadrant photodiodes were not connected, or “live” in any way during the test.  Instead, the 
photodiodes  were  checked  prior  to  the  test  with  their  current/voltage  characteristics  being 
measured and stored.  This characterisation was repeated after the mechanical shocks, and the 
characteristics examined to check for changes.
Photodiodes and the accelerometer were fastened to the test fixture,  The fixture was impacted 
10 times in each direction.  As the accelerometer was uniaxial,  it was re-orientated prior to  
impacting from a new direction.  Cross directional responses were not measured.
In turn each of the 26 photodiodes (10 from the proto-flight model bench, 10 from the FS bench, 
and 6 from the qualification program) were subjected to this test.
For each axis, a picture of the test set up is shown, as is one sample time history of the 10 taken. 
The test set up for X axis shock is as shown in figure 119, below.
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Figure 119: X Axis Shock
A typical shock test acceleration time history is shown in figure 120, below.
Figure 120: X Axis Shock Time History
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The test set up for Y axis shock is shown in figure 121, below.
Figure 121: Y Axis Shock
A typical shock test acceleration time history is shown in figure 122, below.
Figure 122: Y Axis Shock Time History
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The test set up is as shown in figure 123, below.
Figure 123: Z Axis Shock
A typical shock test acceleration time history is shown in figure 124, below.
Figure 124: Z Axis Shock Time History
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6.7.1   Shock Response Spectrum Analysis
As part of this thesis work, a Simulink model was written in order to post-process the test data.  
In order to estimate how the mechanical shock might affect different parts of the structure of the 
photodiode, the time history data was processed in order to produce a shock response spectrum 
(SRS).  
Although the shock response spectrum is a function of frequency, it is not the same as a Fourier  
Transform of the time history data.  Where the Fourier Transform represents the magnitude and 
phase of a signal as a function of frequency, the level of the SRS at any frequency, f1, is equal to 
an extreme peak value of the response of a base excited single degree of freedom system where  
the single degree of freedom system has a natural frequency of  f1,  and a specified damping 
ratio..  In this way, the SRS reduces many time histories into one real function of frequency, and 
unlike the Fourier Transform, there is no corresponding inversion process as the SRS discards 
many data.  A base excited single degree of freedom system is shown in figure 125, below.
 m 
k c 
x 
y 
Figure 125: Base Excited Single Degree of Freedom System
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Where;
x - Displacement of input / base (m)
y - Displacement of mass (m)
k - Spring Stiffness (N/m)
c - Viscous Damping Coefficient (Ns/m)
m - Mass (kg)
ξ - Damping Ratio
ωn - Natural Frequency (rad/s)
Writing Newton's Second Law for the mass allows the difference between the output 
acceleration and the input acceleration to be written in equations 53, below;
m d
2 y
dt 2
= cdxdt −dydt k  x− y 
dividing through by m
d 2 y
dt 2
= c
m dxdt −dydt km  x− y 
d 2 y
dt 2
= 2ndxdt −dydt n2  x− y 
Equations 53
Expressed in terms of the input and output accelerations, equations 53 may be re-written as;
d 2 y
dt 2
= d
2 x
dt2
d 2 ydt 2 −d
2 x
dt2 
= d
2 x
dt 2
−2ndydt −dxdt −n2  y−x −d 2 xdt 2 
Equations 54
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In order to calculate the SRS, a single degree of freedom system was built using Simulink, the  
sub-model  which  implements  the  second  of  equations  54,  and  carries  out  a  time  stepping 
integration of the resulting ordinary differential equation is shown in figure 126, below.
Figure 126: Simulink Single Degree of Freedom System
Where, Indata represents the acceleration of the base, x¨ , which was read in from the MATLAB 
workspace, and the output acceleration, y¨ ,was passed back to the workspace via the “Out1” 
block.  The sub-model shown in figure  126, was called from a MATLAB script, the pseudo-
code for which is given below;
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Define damping ratio
Define frequency range
Read in input acceleration time history, e.g., figure 124
Loop in steps of frequency
define frequency, fi, and store in a vector
set natural frequency of mass spring system to fi
simulate  response  of  mass  spring  system  to  input 
acceleration using sub-model as per figure 126
extract maximum and minimum output acceleration values 
and store in vectors
End loop
Plot SRS data against natural frequency
An example of a resulting shock response spectrum is shown in figure 127, below.
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Figure 127: Shock Response Spectrum Plot, Z Axis
The shock response spectrum shows that only parts of the photodiode with a resonant frequency 
greater than approximately 100 Hz were effectively excited by these impacts.  However, the 
photodiode cassettes  as  tested were both small  rigid components,  and hard mounted  to  the 
fixture plate.  This test was successfully used to give the project confidence in the mechanical 
design of the photo-diode mounts.
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6.7.2   Mechanical Testing Summary
All the photodiodes were electrically tested prior to mechanical testing, and passed electrical 
testing again after the mechanical shocks were administered.  This test added further evidence to 
support the view that the photodiodes were mechanically strong.
6.8   PHOTODIODE INSTALLATION
6.8.1   Photodiode Installation
In order to meet the science requirements of the optical bench, the photodiodes were placed  
within the following positional tolerances;
• The required alignment  of the centre of the quadrant  photodiode and the beam was 
within a lateral tolerance of 50 μm for quadrant photodiodes, and 500 μm for single 
element photodiodes.
• The position of the photodiode along the axis of the beam was open tolerance, and may 
be chosen to maximise adjacent space, or to optimise cable routing.
• In order to minimise any thermal stresses on the optical bench, the clearance between 
photodiode and optical  bench was checked and adjusted to be between 150 μm and 
250 μm, with a maximum relative angle of 0.1 °.
• For  quadrant  photodiodes,  the  “clock  face”  rotation  of  the  elements  was  adjusted 
parallel/orthogonal to the optical bench surface within 0.5 °.
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In  order  to  comply  with  these  requirements,  a  positioning  system  was  designed  using  a 
combination of bought in translation stages and in-house designed hardware.  The photodiodes 
were placed using the equipment shown in figure 128, below.
Figure 128: CAD Model of Photodiode Placement
The  translation  stages  were  supported  using  three  ball  ended  screws  in  a  Kelvin  Clamp 
configuration.  The three axes of the translation stages and the availability of adjustment in the 
height of the three ball ended screws gave adjustment in six degrees of freedom required to 
correctly  position  the  photodiodes.   In  particular  the  angular  adjustment  was  important  in 
ensuring the base of the photodiode mount was adequately parallel to the optical bench upper 
surface.
The following constraints applied to the bonding sequence and procedure;
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• While  PD1A  was  bonded,  the  beam from PD1B  was  monitored  by  the  calibrated 
quadrant photodiode to ensure correct test-mass mirror alignment.  (or, vice versa, if 
PD1B were bonded first, PD1A would be monitored.
• While PD12A was bonded, the beam from PD12B was monitored by the calibrated 
quadrant photodiode to ensure correct test-mass mirror alignment.  (or, vice versa, if 
PD12B were bonded first, PD12A would be monitored.
• While PD1A and PD1B were being bonded, the beam from the optical bench to test 
mass mirror 1 could not be obscured.
• While PD12A and PD12B were being bonded, the beams from the optical bench to both 
test mass mirrors could not be obscured.
• Owing to the necessary size of the photodiode positioning equipment, and the need to 
monitor other beam outputs during bonding, the number of photodiodes which could be 
placed down in any one session is limited.
• After placement, the EA9361 epoxy must cure for at least 36 hours before the clamps  
were removed.
During  the  bonding  of  a  test  non-flight  photodiode  onto  a  non-flight  optical  bench,  the  
photodiode bonding procedure, [92], was derived, as shown in table 31, below.
Procedur
e Step
Procedure
1. Take  appropriate  ESD precautions  to  BSEN61340-5-1-2007 at  all  times  –  the shorting plug is to be kept in place whenever possible.
2. Remove photodiode from bagging and foil wrap.  Ensure shorting plug is fitted.
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Procedur
e Step
Procedure
3. Note photodiode serial number and location.  Check identification tag at connector end of harness.
4. Perform basic electrical test on photodiode, and visually inspect the device.
5.
Temporarily place optical bench onto fixture plate and, using CMM obtain first  
estimate  of  optical  bench  co-ordinate  system  for  coarse  adjustment  and 
confirmation of placer location.
Configure placer to appropriate layout – end or side mounting of the photodiode, 
appropriate to the location on the bench and access restrictions.
6. Fit photodiode to placer, engaging the dowel.
7. Using the pre-saved CMM program,  measure  dimensional  relationship between photodiode base and features on the placer end effector.
8. Adjust the placer to give maximum clearance between photodiode and bench – typically, this will mean simply moving the Z stage to give maximum height.
9.
Place photodiode and placer on 3 ball ended screws adjacent to the bench – engage 
rear first and rock forwards.  Stabilize the placer using hand pressure, as the offset  
load of the photodiode may allow uncontrolled movement of the photodiode and 
placer.
10.
With  one person steadying  the photodiode  and placer  assembly,  the  three  ball 
ended screws shall  be adjusted by another to give correct  angular alignment  – 
verified by CMM.  Ensure the locknuts are correctly tightened.
11.
Release the clamps, and remove photodiode and placer from 3 ball ended screws 
adjacent to the bench – rock backwards, and dis-engage rear last.  Stabilize the 
placer  using  hand  pressure,  as  the  offset  load  of  the  photodiode  may  allow 
uncontrolled movement of the photodiode and placer.
12. Carry out the above steps for all photodiodes which are intended to be bonded in this session before continuing.
13.
Fit the Zerodur® optical bench in place on the CMM.  Use a cleaned acetate sheet 
to protect the area underneath the photodiode to be placed until the bond is to be 
finalised.
14.
Place photodiode and placer on 3 ball ended screws adjacent to the bench – engage 
rear first and rock forwards.  Stabilize the placer using hand pressure, as the offset  
load of the photodiode may allow uncontrolled movement of the photodiode and 
placer.
15. Apply clamps to hold placer onto ball ended screws – tighten the clamps lightly in order to avoid causing any undue deformation.
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16.
After  checking  that  ESD wrist  straps  are  securely connected,  remove  shorting 
plug.  Connect transimpedance amplifier and computer alignment system.   The 
photodiode  is  configured  to  use  ROTATION ZERO on the  alignment  system. 
Switch on transimpedance amplifier.
17.
Using coarse adjustment, drive the photodiode towards being centred on the beam.
When the photodiode becomes close to the correct alignment, or when assessing 
clearances visually becomes difficult, take frequent CMM confirmations to give an 
estimate of the clearance between photodiode and the bench surface.
18. Centre photodiode onto beam within 10μm.
19.
If beam centre cannot be obtained with >200μm clearance;
• switch off the  transimpedance amplifier and disconnect the photodiode
• Re-fit the shorting plug
• Drive the placer to give maximum clearance between the photodiode and 
the optical bench
• Remove the placer and photodiode from 3 ball ended screws
• Adjust  the  vertical  position  of  the  cassette,  using  a  square  and granite 
surface, to maintain rotational alignment.
• Place photodiode and placer on 3 ball ended screws adjacent to the bench. 
• Go back to step 11.
20. Once the photodiode is adequately centred on the beam, perform a calibration by moving the photodiode a known amount and monitoring the 4 quadrant signals.
21. Re-centre the photodiode back onto the beam, within 10μm.
22. Fit a dial gauge under the vertical stage and zero it.
23.
Release the clamps, and remove photodiode and placer from 3 ball ended screws 
adjacent to the bench – rock backwards, and dis-engage rear last.  Stabilize the 
placer  using  hand  pressure,  as  the  offset  load  of  the  photodiode  may  allow 
uncontrolled movement of the photodiode and placer.
24. Move the vertical adjustment stage to the uppermost extent of its travel
25. Check torque and lock all M2 fasteners – torquing and locking document to be filled in.  Stake all fasteners with Scotch Weld 2216.
26. Apply  the  epoxy  to  the  underside  of  the  photodiode  mount  as  per S2-UGB-PR-3001.
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27.
Place photodiode and placer on 3 ball ended screws adjacent to the bench – engage 
rear first and rock forwards.  Stabilize the placer using hand pressure, as the offset  
load of the photodiode may allow uncontrolled movement of the photodiode and 
placer.
28.
Remove the acetate protective sheet.  Drive the vertical stage downwards, initially 
using the coarse adjuster, onto the beam monitoring both QPD output and the dial 
gauge.
29.
With the beam re-centred on the photodiode, within 10μm, remove the dial gauge, 
check  position  with  CMM,  and  leave  the  bond  to  cure.   Switch  off  the 
transimpedance amplifier, disconnect the photodiode, and re-fit the shorting plug. 
Secure the wiring harness.
30. After curing, (36 hours minimum) remove clamp and remove placer.
31. Recheck position with CMM.
Table 31: Flight Photodiode Bonding Procedure
The photodiodes were bonded onto optical bench serial number 3 in the clean room at UGL. 
The placement of photodiodes using the inline configuration of the positioning equipment is 
shown in figure 129, below.
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Figure 129: Photodiodes PDRB and PD12A Positioned In-line
In order to clear existing equipment, the positioner was used with a side arm attachment, as 
shown in figure 130, below.
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Figure 130: Photodiode PDFB Positioned from Side
The quadrant photodiodes were positioned with the levels of accuracy defined in the optical 
bench requirements specification, [36], and recorded in the traveller document, [100] shown in 
table 32, below;
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Photodiode /  
Location
Lateral Error (μm) Vertical Error (μm) Total Error (μm)
of mean beam error
Beam1 Beam 2 Mean Beam1 Beam 2 Mean
217 / PDRA 4.5 -4 0.25 6 5 5.5 5.5
238 / PD1B 0 * -0.8 -0.8 0 * 4.2 4.2 4.3
213 / PDFA -0.2 1.1 0.45 -3.3 -0.5 -1.9 3.8
206 / PDRB -6.5 0.9 -2.8 8.7 -0.5 4.1 5.0
203 / PD12A 2.7 -0.8 0.95 3 4.2 3.6 3.7
219 / PDFB 2.3 2 2.15 11 12 11.5 11.7
221 / PD1A 0 * -5.6 -5.6 0 * 14.5 14.5 15.5
208 / PD12B 0 * -2.6 -2.6 0 * -1.1 -1.1 2.8
Table 32: Flight Photodiode Positional Accuracy
In the cases marked with an asterisk, beam 1 was not available – therefore, the total error was 
derived using only beam 2 data.
Table 32 shows that photodiodes were positioned within 15.5 μm of the beam centre, while the 
tolerance in the requirement was 50 μm.  This demonstrated that the design of the installation 
equipment,  and  the  development  of  the  photodiode  bonding  procedures  were  more  than 
adequate for the task.
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6.9   PHOTODIODE SUMMARY
The photodiodes were designed to overcome difficulties encountered using the previous design 
of photodiode as used on the engineering model optical bench.  
The  area  of  the  bond  between  the  photodiode  and  the  optical  bench  warranted  particular  
attention in order to ensure adequate mechanical stability, but, also to ensure that the stresses  
applied to the optical bench remained within tolerable limits.  The photodiode was analysed  
using hand calculations and finite element analysis.  The photodiode bond, and the photodiode 
as a whole were subjected to mechanical testing in order to verify the adequacy of the design.
The photodiodes were subject to an agreed agenda of electrical and optical testing before and  
after  exposure to onerous thermal  environments as part of the qualification plan which was  
negotiated and agreed with ESA.
After  unexpected  failures  of  devices,  a  failure  analysis  program  was  undertaken,  centring 
attention onto photodiode PD202.  This analysis indicated that the likely cause of failure was 
electrical stress.  As a result  of this work, the configuration of all  equipment connecting to  
photodiodes was reviewed, and modifications made.
In order to check the photodiodes for adequacy of their response, and the uniformity of this  
response, a scanning test facility was designed, built, and operated.  The test facility allowed the  
grading of the photodiodes in order of the uniformity and quality of their response.
Owing  to  a  number  of  failures  of  the  single  element  photodiode,  the  possibility  of  using 
quadrant  photodiodes  as  single  element  photodiodes  was  raised,  analysed,  considered,  and 
finally accepted by all parties.  This approach is now being used during the re-procurement of 
photodiodes.
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Equipment  and  procedures  were  designed  and  developed  to  allow  the  bonding  of  the 
photodiodes  onto  the  optical  bench  in  accurately  known  positions  and  orientations.   The 
equipment  was used to form a test  bond, and the photodiode thus bonded was checked for  
position  changes  using  a  co-ordinate  measuring  machine.   The  installation  equipment  and 
procedures were used to bond a set of photodiodes onto optical bench serial number 02, with the 
largest position error being much smaller than the allowable tolerance.
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7   THESIS SUMMARY
This  thesis  has  presented  a  review of  gravitational  waves  in  only  sufficient  depth  for  the 
rationale which informs gravitational wave instrument mechanical design to become clear, i.e.,  
to justify the need for very accurate positioning of the photodiodes, for minimising the thermal  
expansion of any component in the mechanical measurement chain, and for compliance with 
good  space  engineering  practice,  particularly  with  respect  to  vacuum  compatibility  and 
outgassing.
The  potential  sources  of  gravitational  waves  were  reviewed,  along  with  the  corresponding 
instrument  designs  which  are  engineered  to  detect  the  waves.   As  an  outcome  from  the 
consideration of noise sources, the desirability of space borne gravitational wave detectors was 
justified,  and thus,  the  LISA mission was introduced.   Owing to the  extreme technological 
challenges raised by LISA, the need for LISA Pathfinder was introduced.
The LISA Pathfinder mission was described, and in particular, the charge management system,  
the phasemeter, the optical bench interferometer, and the photodiodes; all parts of the optical  
metrology system; were described.
I  described  my  work  in  document  preparation  and  control,  and  in  the  preparation  and  
submission  to  the  preliminary  design  review  and  the  critical  design  review,  my  work  in  
maintaining  the  schedule  and  in  presenting  material  at  oversight  committee  and  progress  
meetings.
The thesis describes my work in the avoidance of fracture of the optical bench and of other 
brittle materials used in the interferometer's  construction.   I  carried out detailed mechanical  
analysis, using both classical methods and finite element analysis whereby the stress levels and 
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deformations undergone by the optical bench were found.  Particularly challenging and detailed 
finite element analysis was carried out where the thin layer of epoxy immediately surrounding 
an insert was modelled, allowing better understanding of inter-insert load transfer.
With the help of my supervisor, a rationale based upon Weibull statistics for applying a factor of 
safety to the stress levels borne by the optical bench was derived.
The optical bench inspection facility was designed jointly by myself and Dr. Andreas Freise; 
Andreas being responsible for the procurement of the translation stages and the digital camera. 
I  built  and  commissioned  the  test  facility,  and  I  prepared  a  theoretical  example  of  a  
birefringence  measurement  to  provide  some  confidence  in  the  interpretation  of  the  fringe 
patterns observed.
I carried out two inspections of the optical bench; 
• the first was a scanning operation followed by a numerical post-processing of the image 
data to reduce the data to a manageable amount for final visual image checking,
• the second was a detailed visual inspection of the volume of material surrounding the 
more highly loaded inserts.
Using sample pieces of Zerodur®, a verification of the method was attempted, but, owing to an 
insufficient number of samples, and the limited load range of the test equipment, it was not  
possible to be definite.
Photodiodes and mounts were designed using titanium to avoid thermal expansion issues, and 
using a removable cassette design to enable the removal and replacement of a photodiode in-situ  
on the optical  bench.   For this,  I  designed a kinematic  mount  which was pre-tensioned by 
vertical bolts, thus allowing access even though the photodiodes were mounted very close to the 
side walls of the LCA structure.
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I carried out careful design work on the bond between the photodiode and the optical bench, as I 
was concerned that  loads from this  component  might  be sufficient  to  cause fracture  of  the 
optical bench itself.  I prepared hand calculations and finite element analysis, both to determine  
the most onerous loading condition, and then to inform the design to mitigate its effects.  In 
conjunction with my supervisor and staff from UGL, I defined a mechanical test scheme for the  
photodiode mounts, and I carried this out, with the result that the mount and bond design were  
both fully acceptable.
Working with engineers from ESTEC, I negotiated and agreed a photodiode qualification plan 
which was followed by the photodiode supplier.
During  the  failure  analysis  of  photodiode PD202,  I  chaired non-conformance  review board 
telephone  conferences,  and  I  carried  out  supporting  work,  namely  mechanical  testing  of 
photodiodes at cassette level.
I designed, built, commissioned and operated a photodiode response scanning facility.  Using 
this facility enabled me, in collaboration with staff at UGL, to rank the photodiodes, and to 
enable the determination of the final installation location of each flight photodiode.
In order to maintain progress when it became clear that there were insufficient single element 
photodiodes to form a meaningful flight batch, I proposed the use of quadrant photodiodes as 
single element detectors.  In collaboration with staff from Albert Einstein Institute and UGL, we 
determined that the approach would be adequate mechanically, electrically, and optically. The 
proposal was accepted for use on the project, and I designed the modified cassette holders with  
appropriate offsets to centre the beam on the centroid of a quadrant.  This approach is now  
being used during the re-procurement of photodiodes, i.e., in the new procurement, there are no 
separate single element photodiodes, QPDs are used throughout.
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I designed equipment, and helped to develop the procedures whereby photodiodes were bonded 
to  the  optical  bench  in  accurately  known  positions  and  orientations.   After  validating  the 
equipment and procedures on a test photodiode which was monitored for position changes using 
a program of CMM measurements.   David Smith and I used the installation equipment and 
procedures to successfully bond a set of photodiodes onto optical bench serial number 02, with  
the largest position error being 15 μm as opposed to the requirement which was 50 μm.
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11   APPENDICES
APPENDIX A STRAIN AS APPLIED TO GRAVITATIONAL WAVES
12   The details of the derivation of the gravitational wave solution to Einstein's equations of  
General  Relativity are  beyond the scope of  this  thesis.   However,  the  factor  of  two which 
appears in equation 2 was in contrast to the usual mechanical engineering definition of a strain,  
which is simply a change in length divided by the original length.  Therefore, a brief discussion  
of the source of the factor of two based upon the presentation given in [4], is included in these 
appendices.
Beginning with the metric tensor;
g ij=[0 0 0 00 1hcos  t  0 00 0 1−hcos  t  0
0 0 0 0
] Equation 55
The measured separation, L, of objects separated by co-ordinate differences dx0,1,2,3 is given by;
dL2=g ij dx
i dx j Equation 56
Where summation is implied.  Consider the x axis only;
dL2 = 1hcos  t  L2
dL = 1hcos  t 
1
2 L
Equation 57
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As h is very small, it is appropriate to use the binomial expansion to simplify the square root;
1 
1
2 ≈ 112  Equation 58
If dL is the change in the the separation L caused by the gravitational wave, 
dL ≈ 1
2
hcos  t  L
hcos  t  = 2dL
L
Equation 59
Therefore it is the use of the binomial expansion to approximate the square root which is the 
source of the factor of 2 in the derivation.
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APPENDIX B OPTICAL BENCH SERIAL NUMBER 03, INSPECTION II IMAGES
The images referenced in table 14 are appended in figures 131 to 137, below.
Figure 131: 40 μm defect, 3mm away from insert edge
Figure 132: 45 μm defect, in bulk material
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Figure 133: 60 μm defect, in bulk material
Figure 134: 65 μm defect, 3.5mm away from insert edge
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Figure 135: 65 μm defect, < 1mm away from insert edge
Figure 136: 130 μm defect, in bulk material
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Figure 137: Scratch on lower edge of optical bench
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APPENDIX C FIBRE INJECTOR FAILURE
As an example of the handling of a non-conformance, during manufacture, and of the sudden 
and problematic nature of brittle fracture, a reduction in the beam quality was noticed by UGL. 
A CAD model of a fibre injector is shown in figure 138, below.
Figure 138: Fibre Injector (Source: UGL)
The  latest  adequate  beam  profile  is  shown  in  figure  139,  below.   The  beam profile  was 
measured as part of routine work at UGL prior to the polishing of the fibre injector cube output  
face.
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Figure 139: An acceptable beam profile (Source: UGL)
Upon receipt of the fibre injector after polishing, the beam profile was re-measured, and the 
beam profile as shown in figure 140, below.
Figure 140: An unacceptable beam profile (Source: UGL)
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Upon the  measurement  of  the  unacceptable  beam profile,  UGL contacted their  PA support 
engineers at UBI.  Together, the teams compiled the information which would enable external 
scrutiny, and uploaded the information to the ESA non-conformance tracking system, [41].
The suspect fibre injector was inspected using a microscope, and an image showing the damage 
is shown in figure 141, below.
Figure 141: Microscope optical image showing damaged fibre (Source: UGL)
The investigation into the cause of the failure was conducted by a non-conformance review 
board (NRB) via telephone conference with the participation of UGL, UBI, ASD, and ESTEC. 
The focus of the NRB was to find the root cause of the failure, and to assess the suitability of  
the remaining fibre injectors, which were made using the same processes, using material from 
the same batches for flight use.
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As a result of the first NRB, the damaged fibre injector was sent to ESTEC for more detailed 
examination.  The scanning electron images obtained by ESTEC are shown in figures 142 and 
143, below. 
Figure 142: Scanning Electron Microscope Backscatter image of the fibre's fracture 
surface (Source: ESTEC)
The two darker circles within the fibre face visible in figure  142 are reinforcing fibres with a 
boron doping, while the two smaller light coloured circles are the light guiding cores of the 
fibre, responsible for maintaining the polarisation of the beam.  
The  fracture  was  found  coincident  with  the  point  along  the  fibre  where  the  cladding  was 
stripped off prior to assembly.   While this sudden step change in the properties of the fibre  
represented a stress concentrating feature, it  also suggested the possibility that  the stripping 
process was the cause of the fracture.
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The striations visible on the fracture surface towards the upper right hand side of the image are  
where it was reported by ESTEC that the fracture was initiated.  A more detailed view of this  
area is shown in figure 143, below.
Figure 143: Detail image of the possible fracture initiation site (Source: ESTEC)
The  inspection  by  ESTEC  initially  suggested  that  owing  to  the  helical  appearance  of  the  
fracture, the failure may have had a torsional origin, [81], [56], and the fracture was thought to 
have been initiated towards the lower edge of the fracture surface as shown in figure 143.  
However,  it  may be possible that  this  was not  the  site  of  fracture  initiation,  but  where the  
fracture ended.  The irregular, long, thin, lines are known as hackle, and generally, the hackle is 
initially fine,  and becomes more  irregular as the crack progresses,  [101],  while the broader 
curved lines are known as Wallner lines,  [82], and are usually concave towards the initiation 
site.
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Owing to the possibility of torsion being the responsible stress which drove the fracture, the 
NRB recommended that UGL should conduct some torsional testing of various fibre samples,  
kept under varying environmental conditions after the cladding was stripped.  One result of such 
testing is show in in figure  144, below, where among the shattered fragments, the dominant 
torsional failure may be seen.  UGL tested a number of fibres, and none of them produced a  
fracture at all like the original flight fibre injector failure.
Figure 144: Extensive cracking after torsional stressing of a fibre sample (Source: 
UGL)
As fibre  stripping was discussed during the NRB as  a  potential  process  which might  have 
caused  damage  to  the  fibre,  a  number  of  stripped  fibres  were  submitted  to  ESTEC  for 
inspection.  No damage was found on any of these submitted parts.
The  stripping  process  at  UGL comprises  two parts.   First,  the  clad  fibre  is  centred  in  the  
stripping tool,  and a pair  of  semi-circular  blades cut  into the cladding.   The cladding is  of 
diameter  400μm,  the  fibre,  125μm,  and  the  closed  hemi-spherical  blades  form a  circle  of 
diameter 250μm.  In order to protect against the possibility of scratching the fibre, the stripping  
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tool  is  removed,  and  the  cladding  is  pulled  away  by  hand,  splitting  naturally  at  the 
circumferential cut made by the stripping tool.
It was not known whether the localised squeezing of the fibre during the incision of the cladding 
would produce significant tensile stress on the fibre surface.  The radial component of stress 
would certainly be compressive, but, the state of axial stress was not clear.
In order to investigate this further a previous result of a cylinder subjected to a discontinuous 
stress was considered.  The solution,  [102],[82], evaluated the problem of a cylinder with a 
surface r = a deformed by the application of unit pressure to the semi-infinite length z > 0, while  
z < 0 remained unloaded.  The solution was obtained via the use of Fourier Transforms, and is 
expressed as integrals over modified Bessel functions,  [103],  [104], as shown in equations  60 
and 61, below.
 r =
−1
2
 a
r ∫0
∞
A
sin z
a

 D  
d 
 =
−1
2
 a
r ∫0
∞
B  
sin z
a

 D  
d 
 z =
1
 ∫0
∞
C  
sin  z
a

D  
d 
Equations 60
Where;
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A  = r 
2
a
I 0  I 0 ra r a I 0 ra  I 1 − I 0  I 1 ra 
−[r22a2 2 1−]I 1  I 1 ra 
B   =  I 0  I 1 ra 21−  I 1  I 1 ra 
2−1r
a
 I 1  I 0 ra 
C   = 2 I 0 ra  I 1   ra  I 1   I 1 ra − I 0   I 0 ra 
D   = [ 22 1−  ] I 12 −2 I 02 
Equations 61
Where Iα is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, order α.  The material Poisson's ratio 
is represented by ν. 
By calculating these stresses, [64], [68], at an array of points in z and in r, the stress field can be  
obtained as an array.  If the array is shifted, the stress distribution may be shifted in the axial  
direction.  If the array is flipped, the stress distribution for the application of pressure to the  
semi-infinite length of fibre z < 0 may be obtained.  As the stress was calculated using linear  
assumptions, namely the generalised form of Hooke's law, linear superposition of the results is 
permissible, [14], [105].
The array of results may be manipulated and summed to find the stress distribution due to a 
concentrated band of load either side of z=0.  The combination of solutions superposed is shown 
graphically in figure 145, below.
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Figure 145: Linear Superposition of solutions
The axial stress distribution for a fibre of diameter 125μm with a concentrated pressure over an  
axial length of 10μm, is shown in figure 146, below.
Figure 146: Axial Stress Distribution
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The most important location is the fibre surface, the stress distribution on the fibre surface is 
shown in figure 147, below.
Figure 147: Axial Stress Distribution on fibre surface
The concentrated pressure, of 1 Pa, was applied between axial positions, minus 5μm and plus 
5μm.  The largest stress on the surface of the fibre was compressive (~0.75 Pa) - this meant that  
the application of pressure during the cladding stripping process was not likely to cause cracks 
to grow, as compression tends to close cracks rather than opening them,  [61].  There were, 
however, areas of tensile stress on each side of the negative peak, although these were much  
lower in magnitude (< 0.1 Pa).  As the material had been assumed linearly elastic, these stresses 
remain scalable if, for example, the magnitude of the concentrated pressure were determined.
While this demonstrates that clamping the cladding to enable stripping was not likely was not 
likely to produce large tensile stresses, the act of puling the cladding away from the fibre might 
remain the cause of the fibre failure.
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Despite this work, the root cause of the failure was not established beyond doubt.  
The likely fracture history was traced using the patterns on the fracture surface as a guide.  It 
was decided that  the  likely failure  mode  was bending,  however,  owing to  the  complicated 
structure of the fibre, it was difficult to be definitive.  The marks on the fracture surface indicate  
that the crack had started and stopped a number of times.  Owing to the brittle nature of glass, 
this indicates a strain limited event rather than one which was stress driven.  Such possible  
strain sources include thermal cycling, coiling and uncoiling fibre, and repetitive forces during 
polishing.
Tests attempting to replicate the most likely loading scenarios had been carried out, but, they 
did not cause failure.  The NCR board accepted that, the root cause had not be established, and 
within project time and cost constraints probably could not be established.
In  order  to  reduce  the  risk  for  the  remaining,  critical,  stock  of  fibre  two  operators  were  
mandated  when any handling  of  the  fibre  attached to  the  optical  bench interferometer  was 
carried out.  Owing to limited space in the clean room at Glasgow, the possibility of a third 
person was dismissed, however, where possible, digital webcams should be used to record the  
activity on the bench.
The  methods  by which  any similar  failure  in  the  future  might  be  detected  at  all  levels  of  
integration were discussed and defined, requiring the availability of lasers, modulators and a 
photodiode readout system.
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APPENDIX D THEORY - BEAM ON AN ELASTIC FOUNDATION
The small  curvature  bending  of  prismatic  beams  is  governed  by the  Euler-Bernoulli  beam 
theory, [81], and may be written as per equation 62, below;
EI d
4 w
dx4
−q=0 Equation 62
Where  E  represents  the  Young's  modulus  of  elasticity  of  the  beam material,  I,  the  second 
moment of area about the neutral axis, q the force per unit length, w,, the deflection of the beam, 
and x is the dimension along the length of the beam.  
The elastic support requires a modification to the usual Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, via the 
inclusion of a term describing the elastic restoring force per unit length of the beam, kw, as  
shown in equations 63, below.
EI d
4 w
dx4
kw = 0
d 4 w
dx4
4 4 w = 0
4 = k
4EI
Equations 63
Where k is the so-called Winkler constant, and is equal to the Young's modulus of elasticity 
multiplied by the width of the epoxy layer divided by its depth.  The deflection of the beam, w,  
can be written as shown in equations 64, below.
w x =Ae x ei  xBe x e−i xCe− x ei xDe− x e−i x
w x =Ae1i  xBe1−i  xCe−1i xDe−1−i x Equations 64
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The successive spatial differentials of this solution are shown in equations 65, 66, 67, and 68, 
where the solution is demonstrated as a valid solution of the original differential equation of  
equations 63.
dw
dx
= 1i  Ae
1i x
1−i Be1−i  x
−1i Ce−1i x
−1−i De−1−i x
 Equations 65
d 2 w
d x2
=  2 1i 1i Ae
1i x
1−i 1−i Be1−i  x
−1i −1i Ce−1i  x
−1−i −1−i De−1−i  x

d 2 w
d x2
= 22iAe
1i x
−2i Be1−i x
−2i Ce−1i  x
2iDe −1−i x

Equations 66
d 3 w
d x3
= 3 1i 2i Ae
1i x
1−i −2i Be1−i  x
−1i −2i Ce−1i  x
−1−i2iDe −1−i x

d 3 w
d x3
= 32i−2 Ae
1i  x
−2i−2 Be1−i  x
2i2Ce−1i  x
2−2iDe−1−i  x

Equations 67
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d 4 w
d x4
=  4 1i 2i−2 Ae
1i x
1−i2i−2 Be1−i  x
−1i 22i Ce−1i  x
−1−i 2−2i De−1−i  x

d 4 w
d x4
=  4−4Ae
1i x
−4 Be1−i  x
−4Ce −1i x
−4De−1−i x

d 4 w
d x4
4 4 w = 0
Equations 68
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APPENDIX E PHOTODIODE 202 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 148: Photodiode 202 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.2098 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 33, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.2042 -0.61
2 0.2051 -0.16
3 0.2048 -0.32
4 0.2055 0.00
Table 33: Photodiode 202 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 149: Photodiode 202 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX F PHOTODIODE 203 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 150: Photodiode 203 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.2066 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 34, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.2030 0.00
2 0.2026 -0.2
3 0.2021 -0.47
4 0.2024 -0.31
Table 34: Photodiode 203 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 151: Photodiode 203 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX G PHOTODIODE 205 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 152: Photodiode 205 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.2094 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 35, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.2047 0.00
2 0.2042 -0.26
3 0.2044 -0.15
4 0.2047 0.00
Table 35: Photodiode 205 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 153: Photodiode 205 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX H PHOTODIODE 206 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 154: Photodiode 206 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.2084 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 36, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.2035 -0.49
2 0.2036 -0.42
3 0.2033 -0.56
4 0.2045 0.00
Table 36: Photodiode 206 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 155: Photodiode 206 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX I PHOTODIODE 208 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 156: Photodiode 208 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.2116 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 37, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.2068 -0.41
2 0.2069 -0.35
3 0.2068 -0.39
4 0.2076 0.00
Table 37: Photodiode 208 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 157: Photodiode 208 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX J PHOTODIODE 209 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 158: Photodiode 209 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.2129 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 38, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.2076 -0.25
2 0.2075 -0.3
3 0.2071 -0.47
4 0.2081 0.00
Table 38: Photodiode 209 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 159: Photodiode 209 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX K PHOTODIODE 211 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 160: Photodiode 211 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.2033 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 39, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.1997 -0.22
2 0.1994 -0.38
3 0.1996 -0.29
4 0.2002 0.00
Table 39: Photodiode 211 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 161: Photodiode 211 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX L PHOTODIODE 213 INSPECTION RESULTS
In order to check the operation of the inspection rig, this detector was scanned using increased 
resolution.  The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 162: Photodiode 213 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.2102 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 40, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.2045 -0.39
2 0.2042 -0.54
3 0.2046 -0.37
4 0.2053 0.00
Table 40: Photodiode 213 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 163: Photodiode 213 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX M PHOTODIODE 217 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 164: Photodiode 217 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.2120 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 41, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.2066 -0.27
2 0.2069 -0.14
3 0.2067 -0.24
4 0.2072 0.00
Table 41: Photodiode 217 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 165: Photodiode 217 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX N PHOTODIODE 218 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 166: Photodiode 218 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.2130 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 42, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.2072 -0.44
2 0.2070 -0.54
3 0.2077 -0.21
4 0.2081 0.00
Table 42: Photodiode 218 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 167: Photodiode 218 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX O PHOTODIODE 219 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 168: Photodiode 219 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.1958 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 43, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.1929 -0.23
2 0.1927 -0.34
3 0.1927 -0.36
4 0.1934 0.00
Table 43: Photodiode 219 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 169: Photodiode 219 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX P PHOTODIODE 221 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 170: Photodiode 221 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.2075 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 44, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.2024 -0.55
2 0.2025 -0.48
3 0.2029 -0.26
4 0.2035 0.00
Table 44: Photodiode 221 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 171: Photodiode 221 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX Q PHOTODIODE 222 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 172: Photodiode 222 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.2121 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 45, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.2071 -0.33
2 0.2068 -0.48
3 0.2067 -0.50
4 0.2077 0.00
Table 45: Photodiode 222 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 173: Photodiode 222 Q1, Q2. Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX R PHOTODIODE 232 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 174: Photodiode 232 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.2116 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 46, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.2063 -0.50
2 0.2064 -0.46
3 0.2066 -0.38
4 0.2074 0.00
Table 46: Photodiode 232 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 175: Photodiode 232 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX S PHOTODIODE 233 INSPECTION RESULTS
Owing to the poor response of photodiode 233, as measured during the pre-assembly testing, 
this photodiode was not mechanically assembled, and therefore was not re-scanned.
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APPENDIX T PHOTODIODE 236 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 176: Photodiode 236 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.2066 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 47, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.2029 -0.12
2 0.2029 -0.15
3 0.2019 -0.61
4 0.2032 0.00
Table 47: Photodiode 236 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 177: Photodiode 236 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX U PHOTODIODE 238 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 178: Photodiode 238 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.2064 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 48, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.2025 -0.31
2 0.2023 -0.39
3 0.2023 -0.39
4 0.2031 0.00
Table 48: Photodiode 238 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 179: Photodiode 238 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX V PHOTODIODE 239 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 180: Photodiode 239 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.2067 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in the table 49, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.2029 -0.06
2 0.2021 -0.48
3 0.2026 -0.19
4 0.2030 0.00
Table 49: Photodiode 239 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 181: Photodiode 239 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX W PHOTODIODE 241 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 182: Photodiode 241 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.2117 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 50, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.2076 -0.03
2 0.2065 -0.57
3 0.2065 -0.54
4 0.2077 0.00
Table 50: Photodiode 241 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 183: Photodiode 241 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX X PHOTODIODE 242 INSPECTION RESULTS
Owing to the poor response of photodiode 242, as measured during the pre-assembly testing, 
this photodiode was not mechanically assembled, and therefore was not re-scanned.
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APPENDIX Y PHOTODIODE 244 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 184: Photodiode 244 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.1941 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 51, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.1920 -0.19
2 0.1922 -0.08
3 0.1920 -0.18
4 0.1923 0.00
Table 51: Photodiode 244 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 185: Photodiode 244 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX Z PHOTODIODE 245 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 186: Photodiode 245 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.1916 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 52, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.1911 -0.06
2 0.1911 -0.08
3 0.1911 -0.08
4 0.1913 0.00
Table 52: Photodiode 245 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 187: Photodiode 245 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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APPENDIX AA PHOTODIODE 246 INSPECTION RESULTS
The response of the photodiode is shown below
Figure 188: Photodiode 246 Response
The maximum photo-current was 0.1951 mA, the contour plots of the individual quadrants, 
shown below, show the 3%, 97%, and 103% response contours.  The reference data for each 
quadrant is shown in table 53, below.
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Quadrant Reference 
Photo-current  
(mA)
Relative  
Reference 
levels (%)
1 0.1925 -0.23
2 0.1927 -0.12
3 0.1925 -0.24
4 0.1930 0.00
Table 53: Photodiode 246 Reference Data
 
 
Figure 189: Photodiode 246 Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 Contours
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